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Abstrakt 

Předkládaná disertační práce se zabývá problematikou výuky matematiky v anglickém 
jazyce jako jednou z možností aplikace metody CLIL, jež označuje výuku nejazykových 
(odborných) předmětů v jiném než mateřském jazyce. 

Práce je rozdělena celkem do 7 kapitol a celkem 8 příloh. Úvodní kapitoly seznamují čte-
náře s cíli práce, vybranou terminologií z oblasti jazykového vzdělávání a bilingvismu, 
s metodou CLIL - její historií ve světě a v České republice, typickými výukovými stra-
tegiemi používanými při výuce metodou CLIL, jejími modely, výhodami a výzkumem 
spojeným s výukou matematiky touto metodou. 

Dále práce prezentuje výsledky ankety provedené mezi učiteli matematiky základních 
a střední škol mapující jejich zkušenosti a názory na výuku matematiky v cizím (cí-
lovém) jazyce. Na konci této kapitoly jsou specifikovány výzkumné otázky a dílčí dle 
práce. Mezi hlavní formulované výzkumné otázky patří, do jaké míry má cizí jazyk vliv 
na porozumění matematice v počáteční fázi implementace metody CLIL v hodinách 
matematiky při dodržení rozsahu a časové dotaci jako při výuce dané látky na daném 
stupni v jazyce mateřském. 

Nástrojem k získání odpovědí 11a dané výzkumné otázky byla zvolena experimentální 
výuka vybraného matematického učiva, jež bylo paralelně vyučováno v českém a anglic-
kém jazyce ve dvou třídách 11a druhém stupni základní školy a na gymnáziu. Mezi další 
otázky předkládané práce patří také, jaké jazykové rysy (použitá gramatika, funkce pře-
pínání jazykového kódu, procentuální pokrytí výuky cizím jazykem apod.) bylo možno 
při této experimentální výuce pozorovat a jak se jevila výuka žákům zákládní školy, 
studentům gymnázia a jejich kmenovým učitelkám matematiky. 

Práce hodnotí experimentální výuku jak kvantitativně, tak kvalitativně. Kvantitativní 
přístup je založen na různých statistických metodách (testech dobré schody, regresní 
a korelační analýzy), které byly využity například při zpracování výsledků testů z ma-
tematiky předložených žákům a studentům na konci experimentální výuky nebo při 
srovnání výsledků jejich předchozího studia v předmětech matematika a anglický jazyk. 



Kvalitativní vyhodnocení experimentu je založeno na rozboru videozáznamu vybraných 
hodin vyučovaných metodou CLIL, dotazníkových šetřeních a rozhovorech vedených se 
žáky, studenty a jejich kmenovými učiteli matematiky. 

Práce shrnuje výsledky experimentální výuky a dává je do souvislostí s dříve publikova-
nými vědeckými pracemi. Tato kapitola také obsahuje doporučení pro učitele matema-
tiky, kteří by se chtěli výuce metodou CLIL věnovat, založené na výsledcích provedeného 
experimentu a další otázky spojené s tímto typem výuky, jež nebyly ještě podrobeny 
dostatečnému vědeckému zkoumání vedoucí k jejich zodpovězení. 
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Chapter 1 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

It is generally acknowledged (Ellis, 2002; Gay, 1988; Darn, 200G) that foreign (second) 
languages are most effectively learnt in a context which is meaningful and interesting 
for the learners. This key fact makes language teachers and methodologists think about 
the importance of the context and about possible authenticity brought into the learning 
process. The effectiveness of the usage of a second language as a medium to convey 
informational content of interest and relevance to the learners has become a rationale 
underlying content-based second language learning and teaching. 

Nowadays, there is clear evidence of stressing general knowledge of foreign languages 
in today's society. There are many ways and possibilities to support foreign language 
teaching and learning, but one of them which is more and more often used at lower and 
upper secondary and university level is the Content and Language Integrated Learning 
(CLIL) method. 

As a graduate teacher of mathematics and the English language and literature at the 
Faculty of Education of Charles University in Prague, my attention has been gradually 
more and more attracted by the teaching of mathematics in English at secondary level, 
one of the possible implementations of the CLIL teaching. This was given mainly by 
attending the seminar about CLIL organised by The Department of Mathematics and 
Mathematical Education and the Department of the English Language and Literature 
at my faculty which resulted in my colleagues' and my diploma thesis which is a Czech-
English explanatory and English-Czech translational dictionary of school mathematical 
terminology. 

11 
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The interest in CLIL teaching brought me to Townshend International School in Hluboká 
nad Vltavou - a private grammar school offering secondary education in the English 
language; where I was teaching mathematics for three years and where I deepened my 
knowledge of mathematical terminology in English. At the same time I got real expe-
rience wit.li CLIL teaching there, as English was for the majority of students attending 
my lessons of mathematics a foreign language. 

The currictilar reform taking place in the Czech Republic which allows elementary and 
secondary schools to make their own school curricula, use new teaching methods and 
be out of the mainstream in order to become more attractive for prospective pupils 
and students and their parents has raised interest among primary and secondary level 
teachers in various schools. Some of my colleagues discussed with me pros and cons 
of CLIL teaching and asked rne about my experience with teaching mathematics in 
English in the international school and its possible implementation in schools where 
the teaching is almost entirely in the Czech language. 

Sharing this experience with the teachers, I could see different reactions and attitudes 
to such teaching. Some of the teachers thought that such teaching is very demanding 
on lower secondary level pupils (henceforth pupils) and upper secondary level students 
(henceforth students), it requires very good knowledge of English for both students and 
teachers, and that such teaching would not be possible to carry out within the cur-
rent curriculum. On the other hand, some teachers thought that teaching in a foreign 
language could be interesting, motivating and they would like to try it within their 
mathematics lessons. 

There' are no doubts that to implement this method of teaching at lower and upper sec-
ondary level is not always e;isy, as the creation of a suitable environment for such teach-
ing is affected by many factors. The language competence of participating students, 
the language readiness of the teachers, and the willingness of the school management to 
support this teaching method at a particular school are some of many. However, CLIL 
can unlock a number of doors which hinder an institution's potential for growth. But 
precisely UOAV Uuvt could luvyiyteu depends ou the local circumstances (Marsh, Marsland. 
Stenberg, 2001, p. 28.) 
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The ideas of t lie teachers and t heir concerns connected with the method of CLIL made 
me carry out the research presented in this work. First of all, my aim w;us to monitor 
the situation about CLIL teaching at lower and upper secondary schools in the Czech 
Republic, to obtain a general picture of teachers' ideas on CLIL teaching, to see whether 
the teachers have any experience with CLIL teaching, what they could see <us advanta-
geous and disadvantageous in this method of teaching, if they would be interested to 
teach themselves in a foreign language, whether they think that their language com-
petence is sufficient for the CLIL method, and where they see obstacles in a possible 
implementation and if they think that such teaching could have a significant impact, on 
the mathematics knowledge of lower secondary level pupils and upper secondary level 
students. 

In order to get an objective picture about the current situation, I created a survey 
using and interactive Internet interface where secondary level teachers of mathematics 
within the whole Czech Republic could present their ideas and opinions concerning the 
mentioned points. The statements of the survey were designed to reflect the commonly 
shared opinions of the teachers I had talked to. The conclusions of the survey showed 
that the opinions of the teachers about the CLIL teaching are no much unified. Some of 
the responding teachers think that they would need more lessons of mathematics when 
using the CLIL methods in order to cover all prescribed mathematical subject, some 
of them also think that such teaching would be slower in comparison with the teaching 
going in the mother tongue, and small proportion of the teacher are afraid that the 
CLIL method would have a negative influence on the study results of their pupils/s-
tudents. Many respondents also think that with their pupils/students the teaching by 
the method of CLIL would not be even possible and that their language competence 
regarding the general language and the knowledge of the mathematical terminology is 
rather insufficient. 

The results of this survey confirmed that it was relevant and beneficial to set as the 
second aim of my work to find out whether it is possible to introduce CLIL method to 
classes where pupils or students have no prior experience with the teaching in a foreign 
language under the condition that all prescribed mathematical topics within the same 
number of periods would be covcrcd, and whether this would significantly cffcct the 
knowledge of mathematics of the participating pupils and students. This aim of this 
work was chosen, as these questions had not been answered in any of the studied liter-
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ature during the bibliographic search. The answers should be proved by experimental 
parallel teaching of two different classes. To one class the same mathematical topic 
would be presented in the Czech language while to the other in the English language 
considering the same number of lessons and dealing with the mathematical topic to 
the same extent. At the end of the experiment, the obtained knowledge of the given 
mathematics subject matter of the pupils and students would be tested and analysed 
using statistical methods. As the responding teachers were from both the lower and 
secondary level, the intended experiment was designed to be carried out twice. Once 
for a month in a lower secondary school and then also for a month in an upper sec-
ondary school. Obtaining the data from the two-phase experiment enabled me to make 
a comparison between the t wo educational levels. 

Thirdly, I was interested whether the CLIL implementation performed in the experi-
ment in lessons of mathematics is successful, to which extent the target language is used 
by the teacher and by the participating pupils and students, what is the used target 
language grammar and mathematical terminology necessary for the teaching a whole 
mathematical subject topic by the CLIL method. 

The last aim of this work is to monitor opinions of the participating lower secondary 
level pupils, upper secondary level students, and their teachers on the CLIL teaching. 
Their ideas were collected using interviews and questionnaires during the teaching pro-
cess and also at the very end of the experiment. The experiment came with interesting 
conclusions about their expectations, attitudes, and perception of such teaching. 

It is crucial to say that the findings of the conducted experiments can be generalized 
only to a certain extent as the participating pupils, students, their teachers and the 
teaching environment are always unique and specific and should be understood that 
they can only indicate general conclusions. 



Chapter 2 

THEORETICAL B A C K G R O U N D 

The main aim of this chapter is to introduce the key terminology of the second language 
learning and bilingual education; to introduce in detail the method of CLIL, its history 
and research of CLIL implemented in lessons of mathematics; and the situation and 
possibilities of the CLIL implementation in the changing curricular school environment 
in the Czech Republic. 

2.1 Terminology 

To outline the history, basic principles, problems closely connected with the CLIL 
education, to sketch the relevant research which has been carried out in this field, and 
to describe adequately the conduced experiment together with research results, it is 
necessary to introduce some of the key terminology. 

• C o n t e n t and Language I n t e g r a t e d Lea rn ing (henceforth CLIL) has been, 
according to (Langé, 2002, p. 11), "recently adopted by various European re-
searchers as a generic term. It encompasses many different forms of learning 
context in which a language carries a special role alongside the learning of any 
specific subject or content. It refers to any dual-focused educational context in 
which an additional language, thus not usually the first language of the learners 
involved, is used as a medium in the teaching and learning of non-language con-
tent. Thus, it could be used to refer to a classroom in which a foreign language 
teacher instructs learners on non-language subjects content in a foreign language. 
Equally, it may apply to a situation in which a subject teacher uses an additional 
language, to a greater or lesser extent, as the medium of instruction in any specific 
lesson". 

15 
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Language immersion is according to Bostwick (2001) an approach to foreign 
language instruction in which the usual curricular activities are conducted at least 
from 50 percent during a given academic year in the foreign language. He also 
states that immersion students acquire the necessary language skills to under-
stand and communicate about the subject matter set out in the school's program 
instruction. They follow the same curricula, and in some instances, use the same 
materials (translated into target language) as those used in the non-immersion 
schools of their district. 

Mothe r tongue or first language (LI) is the first language that a person 
learnt. In terms of that view, the person is defined as a native speaker of the first 
language. Often a child learns the basics of the first language(s) from family. 

Second language (L2) is an additional language to the mother tongue possessed 
to a certain extent by a particular speaker. 

Bilingualism is not easy to define as this phenomenon can be seen from many 
perspectives taking into consideration psychological, linguistic, sociological and 
other aspects. This term has not, been used in a consistent way among researchers 
and theoreticians. In this thesis, bilingualism is considered to be a possession of 
at least one of the language skills even to a minimal degree in the second language 
within one and the same speaker as defined by (Macnainara, 1967). There arc 
several types of bilingualism we can encounter in literature classified according t o 
different points of view (Kornakov, 1997). 

Taking into account the age of the bilingual at the time of the acquisition, then 
early bil ingualism is acquainted by children up to the age between three to the 
puberty and late bil ingualism acquainted by adults. However, the age borders 
are not established yet. 

Another distinction can be made considering p r imary (na tura l ) bilingualism 
and secondary (achieved) bilingualism. The first term implies L2 acquisition 
when the child acquires two languages from the speakers around him or her in 
an unstructured way. The process involves no teaching and no learning, while a 
person who becomes bilingual through systematic or structured teaching belongs 
to the second group. 
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A useful distinction can be made between recept ive (passive) bilingualisin, 
and p roduc t ive (active) bilingualisin. The difference here is between those 
who understand a language (either spoken or written) but cannot produce it 
themselves, and those who can do both. 

Semi-bi l ingual ism describes the state of a person who suffers from some kind 
of linguistic deficiency in both languages which is quite common especially in the 
early stages of bilingualisin, when the child spends too little time in either of two 
language communities (or countries). This happens mainly when both parents 
are from different, countries (cultures, linguistic communities) and are forced to 
change their place of residence on a frequent basis which does not allow their 
young children to be immersed <is fully as desirable into the cultural and linguis-
tic atmosphere of the country of residence at that time. 

Funct ional bi l ingualism when people use their L2 only in certain context (e. i. 
certain place, time and with certain people). 

Some specialists in cerebral lateralization and hemispheric dominance as applied 
to languages consider the age usually before 6-8 years ;us crucial for compact cere-
bral organisation, whereas later acquisition of an additional language (generally 
after 10-14 years of age) gives significant reasons to talk about a rather separated 
language organisation (co-ordinate bil ingualism). There is no clear time bor-
der because of the continuous processes in our brain development and we face 
some gaps between two different ways of linguistic-cerebral organisation. (Fabbro 
et al., 1990). 

Target language is the language of instruction in the CLIL teaching. 

Second Language Acquisi t ion (SLA) and Second Language Learning are 
considered to be different, processes. The term acquisition is used to refer to pick-
ing up a second language through exposure, whereas the term learning is used to 
refer to the conscious study of second language (Krashen, 1981). 

Language compe tence and language p e r f o r m a n c e are distinguished in the 
study of language. According to Chomsky (19G5), competence consists of the 
mental representation of linguistic rules which constitute the speaker hearer's in-
ternalized grammar. Performance consists of the comprehension and production 
of language. 
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• Code switching is a widely observed phenomenon in foreign language class-
rooms. Numan and Carter (2001) define the term as "a phenomenon of switching 
from one language to another in the same discourse". More about functions of 
the code-switching is described later on in the separate subsection devoted to the 
code-switching. 

2.2 CLIL 

The method of Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), coined in 1994 by 
David Marsh (Marsh, 1994), was advocated for by the European Union CLIL as an 
umbrella term to denote any classroom situation in which content and language are 
taught simultaneously, as this method has gone a long way and has been given different 
names. Among teachers it is most common just to refer to this method as bilingual 
teaching. Other names cited in (Chamot, O'Malley, 1994) are as follows: 

• Bilingual Integration of Languages and Disciplines (BILD), 

• Content and Language Integration in Primary CLIP, 

• Content-based Instruction (CBI), 

• Content-based Language Instruction (CBLI), 

• Content-based Language Teaching (CBLT), 

• English Across the Curriculum (EAC), 

• English as an Academic Language (EAL), 

• English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI), 

• Foreign Language Immersion Program (FLIP), 

• Foreign Languages as a Medium of Education (FLAME), 

• Languages Across the Curriculum (LAC), 

• Teaching Content Through English, 

• Teaching English Through Content. 
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In the USA, it is possible also to encounter two-way or dual language immersion bilin-
gual education. These programs are designed to help native English and non-native 
speakers become bilingual and biliterate. Ideally in such programs in a U.S. context, 
half of the students will be native speakers of English and half of the students will be 
native speakers of a minority language. 

It is important to point out that immersion has been a convenient term used freely by 
schools and the media for an increasingly popular form of foreign language education. 
Immersion also represents the most intensive form of content-based foreign language 
instruction (Snow, 1986). Regarding the definition given in the introduction, the terms 
"immersion" and "CLIL" are considered as equivalent. 

While the movement towards CLIL teaching is a recent one, its roots can be traced 
back many centuries as the practice of providing educational instruction in a language 
different from that which the students normally use is not new or recent. 

2.2.1 History of CLIL teaching 

Mackey (1972) suggests that such instruction may date back as early as 3000 B.C. It 
was often adopted because there were so few languages with written forms that school-
ing beyond the territory of the written language was necessary through the medium 
of non-home language. Use of secondary language as the sole or major medium of 
educational instruction was common during the expansion of the Greek Empire and 
subsequently the Roman Empire (Lewis, 1977). 

From the end of the eighteenth century, there was a tendency for most of the European 
nations to view themselves from a more or less linguistically homogeneous perspective, 
particularly as widespread public education became prevalent. This perception has 
led to the development of monolingual educational systems coinciding at times with 
national boundaries. However, it does not mean that alternative forms of bilingual 
education did not co-exist. Usually these alternatives were regarded as special and 
marginal, lying out of the mainstream. 

Bilingual education, which is considered as a predecessor of CLIL, in the United States 
dates back to the mid-nineteenth century when a number of German-English parochial 
schools were established by German communities in Ohio and Missouri. The use of 
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other non-English languages for educational instruction in private, parochial schools 
was not uncommon in the United States during the same period. For example, school-
ing through the medium of Spanish could be found in California, New Mexico, and 
Florida; Norwegian-medium schools were established in the Dakota territory towards 
the end of the 19th century, while Italian, Spanish, French, and German could be found 
in San Francisco schools during the early part of the 20th century. 

CLIL has precedents in immersion programmes (North America) and education through 
a minority or a national language (Spain, Wales, and France). This can be the reason 
why the impetus for innovation in bilingual education has not come from Europe but 
from North America, and particularly from Canada with its impressive commitment to 
research on immersion programmes. 

In the early 1970's, the first program in the public sector began as a result of consider-
able pressure and agitation by a group of English-speaking parents in Quebec, Canada, 
whose common concern was that their children become highly proficient in French, as 
it was being increasingly emphasized as the language of work. 

CLIL immersion programs have found their solid place within curricula of many coun-
tries worldwide. The most developed programs can be found in Canada, the USA and 
Japan. Also in most of the countries of the European Union, there is a strong tendency 
to embed the CLIL approach in particular educational systems as this approach sup-
ports significantly the language competence of the EU citizens. 

Within the last 15 years, the CLIL approach has been supported by several European 
institutions and CLIL programmes have been introduced to the public. CLIL is among 
the examples cited and is of unusual interest, as already rioted, in the 2004-0G Commis-
sion Action Plan for promoting language learning and linguistic diversity. By means of 
this kind of educational provision, pupils learn school subjects in the curriculum while 
at the same time exercising and improving their language skills. 

The language patterns associated with CLIL type provision in Europe arc varied, given 
that several combinations involving foreign, regional and/or minority languages and 
other official state languages are possible. However, in the great majority of countries, 
the target languages used are foreign languages and regional and/or minority languages. 
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2.2.2 CLIL in the Czech Republic 

The information of the following two sections was obtained from the portal Eurydice 
(the information network on education in Europe, 2009). According to this portal, 
a CLIL type of general secondary education started to develop in the Czech Republic 
in early 1990s. The first network of secondary schools with bilingual sections began 
work in 1990 with four schools targeting French. Although CLIL secondary schools are 
included in the mainstream school network, their school leaving examinations in lan-
guages are in a different form from that of the corresponding examinations in non-CLIL 
secondary schools. 

However, in accordance with a 2002 Decision of the Ministry of Education, Youth and 
Sports, both school leaving examinations are seen as equal. All secondary schools, in-
cluding those offering CLIL, have the status of legal entities. The autonomy of each 
general secondary school provides for considerable variations in concepts of general 
education and enables each school to create its own distinctiveness. 

In the Czech Republic, there were 18 grammar schools offering CLIL provision covering 
two years of lower secondary education and four years of upper secondary education for 
pupils aged 13 to 19. The study programmes of these schools were originally approved 
by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports and their existence was later reflected 
in the 1995 Amendment to the Education Act of 1990 and quite recently in the 24 
September 2004 Education Act No. 561/2004 on pre-primary, primary, secondary, pro-
fessional tertiary and other education. 

All CLIL type provision requires the approval of the Ministry of Education, Youth 
and Sports before the schools offering it can be officially recorded in the register of 
schools. Their activities are monitored by the Ministry and, where applicable, by 
the appropriate ministries in countries with which it has concluded an agreement to 
establish such classes. 

2.2.3 Curricular Reform in the Czech Republic 

The school reform in the Czech Republic is mainly based on educational programmes 
and frameworks. Schools develop their own School Educational Programmes (SEP) on 
the basis of binding Framework Educational Programmes (FEP) which represent the 
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national level. Framework educational programmes define the objectives and outputs 
of education and key competencies for each level and course and also the content of 
education necessary for achieving these. 

The Framework Educational Programme for Basic Education (FEP BE) defines nine 
main educational areas consisting of one or more educational fields, cross-curricular 
themes and supplementary educational fields. It also specifies the compulsory content 
of the fields. 

The school educational programme (SEP) divides the curriculum into particular years 
and into subjects and specifies syllabi. From one educational field, it is possible to form 
one or more subjects or the educational content of different fields can be integrated in 
an "integrated subject". The SEP is prepared in accordance with the FEP BE for the 
whole or part of the basic education period and ensures equal access to basic education 
for all pupils in compulsory school attendance and takes into account their educational 
needs and abilities. It enables a differentiated and individualized approach to instruc-
tion for pupils with special educational needs and for exceptionally gifted pupils. At 
the same time it creates the preconditions for applying different methods or different 
time schedules based on the teachers' experience with effective instructional methods. 
This specification allows schools to apply in their SEP the method of CLIL. 

In the Czech Republic, CLIL can be implemented in the school curriculum in two ways. 
Schools can either implement CLIL to a limited extent - some lessons of a particular 
subject are presented in the CLIL environment or it is implemented in all lessons but for 
a limited period of time - or schools can implement CLIL in all lessons of a particular 
subject throughout the school year. In the first case, schools are free to do so in 
accordance with their SEP, while in the latter case, schools have to ask for permission 
from the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports (henceforth Ministry) and they have 
to meet the following conditions and restrictions stated in the Directive of the Minister 
(for the full wording of the directive see Appendix): 

• the Ministry does not permit the teaching of the Czech language in a foreign 
language and the teaching of foreign languages in a different foreign language; 

• the teaching of some subjects in a foreign language can be performed in all or in 
some years of study; 
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• the Ministry can permit the teaching of some subjects in one or more foreign 
languages; 

• the Ministry does not permit the teaching in a foreign language of subjects which 
are closely related to the Czech Republic (e.g. history, geography); 

• the school has to make such conditions for acquisition of the given subject termi-
nology both in Czech as well as in a given foreign language; 

• in schools where the educational process is performed in a language of a minority, 
the Czech language is considered to be a foreign language; 

• the teaching in a foreign language has to be secured by teachers with relevant 
qualifications and with language competence of the level of CI specified by the 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (see Appendix). 

The permission issued by the Ministry is for an unlimited period of time. However, 
schools are obliged to report any change of the agreed conditions. 

2.2.4 CLIL Models 

CLIL teaching, from a teachers point of view, can be classified into three models (Ox-
ford, 2001; Davies, 2003): 

• t heme-based model is represented by courses that are organized in a way that 
the teacher is both the language and the subject (non-language) teacher, 

• she l te red model is similar to the theme-based model but there two teachers, 
one being responsible for the content area and the other one for the language 
matters, and 

• a d j u n c t model , where the learners are enrolled concurrently in two linked courses 
- a language course and a content course. 

On the other hand, taking into account the proportion of time when the teaching process 
in held in the target language, CLIL classes can be divided according to Reeves (1989) 
as follows: 
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Total immers ion - almost one hundred percent of lesson time is spent in the 
foreign language. Subject matter taught in the foreign language and language 
learning per se is incorporated as necessary throughout the curriculum. The goals 
are to become functionally proficient in the foreign language, to master subject 
content taught in the foreign languages, and to acquire an understanding of and 
appreciation for other cultures. This type of program is usually sequential, cu-
mulative, continuous, proficiency-oriented, and part of an integrated grade school 
sequence. Even in total immersion, the language of the curriculum may revert to 
the first language of the learners after several years. 

Par t ia l immers ion — about half of the lesson time is spent learning subject 
matter in the foreign language. The goals are to become functionally proficient 
in the second language (though to a lesser extent than through total immersion), 
to master subject content taught in the foreign languages, and to acquire an un-
derstanding of and appreciation for other cultures. 

Conten t -based foreign languages in e lementa ry schools - about 15-50 % 
of lesson time is spent in the foreign language and time is spent learning per se as 
well as learning subject matter in the foreign language. The goals of the program 
are to acquire proficiency in listening, speaking, reading, and writing the foreign 
language, to use subject content as a vehicle for acquiring foreign language skills, 
and to acquire an understanding of and appreciation for other cultures. 

FLES p rog rams - five to fifteen percent of class time is spent in the foreign 
language. It takes a minimum of 75 minutes per week, at least every other day. 
The goals of the program arc to acquire proficiency in listening and speaking (de-
gree of proficiency varies with the program), to acquire an understanding of and 
appreciation for other cultures, and to acquire some proficiency in reading and 
writing (emphasis varies with the program). 

FLEX (Foreign Language Experience) p rog rams - frequent and regular 
sessions over a short period of time or short and/or infrequent sessions over an 
extended period of time are provided in the second language. The lesson is usually 
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almost always in the first language. Only one to five percent of lesson time is 
spent sampling each of one or more languages and/or learning about language. 
The goals of the program are to develop an interest in foreign languages for future 
language study, to learn basic words and phrases in one or more foreign languages, 
to develop careful listening skills, to develop cultural awareness, and to develop 
linguistic awareness. This type of program is usually noncontinuous. 

2.2.5 Teaching Strategies of CLIL Method 

Marsh (2000, p. 43) asserts that the fact a language other than the pupils' mother tongue 
is used for instruction generally also requires adaptation of the teaching methods. This 
has been seen in research on immersion (e.g. Snow, 1990; Swain, 1996). Marsh mentions 
above all the following features influencing the used teaching methods: 

• visuality and illustrativness - teaching becomes more concrete and visual, 

• simplification of instruction - the language of instruction becomes more simplified 
than when teaching in the mother tongue, 

• increase of use of written materials, 

• redundancy - expressing the same thing several times either with repetition or 
paraphrasing, 

• checking of comprehension - identification of the issues which the learners find 
difficult in terms of both conceptualisation and language, 

In addition to this, Mather and Jaffe (2002) provides a listing of a multitude of learning 
strategies that may be beneficial to the development of oral language (expressive and 
receptive), broad reading, and written language. Some of the strategies which are 
considered to be relevant to this work are provided below. 

• To limit sentence length and complexity when speaking to the student. 

• To bee aware of the linguistic complexity of the language you use in instructions, 
questions, and test items. 

• To encourage the student to ask you to restate difficult instructions or questions 
using simpler vocabulary. 
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• To repeat what you have said or otherwise reinforce the message. 

• To allow the student to ask you to paraphrase test questions. Frequently the 
student may know the content but not understand the question. 

• To provide redundancy and repetition in teaching any new concept. Repeat im-
portant statements verbatim and explain the concept in a variety of ways. 

• To present all types of verbal information accompanied by visual stimuli that 
clearly illustrates the concept being taught. Examples are pictures, charts, graphs, 
semantic maps, and videotapes. Simultaneous visual-verbal presentation is nec-
essary for the student's comprehension and retention of the information. 

• To increase vocabulary, emphasize building general knowledge. 

• To ensure that oral vocabulary continues to develop and that new words are 
pronounced and used correctly. 

• To expose the student to multiple repetitions of new words in many different 
contexts and settings. 

• When teaching vocabulary, to activate the student's awareness of his familiarity 
or lack of familiarity with the words. 

• To teach all new vocabulary by association with known concepts. 

• To ensure that all new words presented are well integrated into a conceptual 
framework and firmly understood. 

2.2.6 Codc-switching 

According to Marsh (2000, p. 14), most CLIL classes involve use of two languages: the 
majority language and the target language - switching from one language to another 
when it is in the best interests of learning. Often the main issues are given in the first 
language and then learning activities carried out in the additional language. Code-
switching should not be viewed as a weakness in the way the approach is implemented. 
Rather it should be viewed as a positive and intentional feature, itself a direct conse-
quence of the methodology. 
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Code-switching has proved, according to Fakudze and Rollnick (2008) to be a valu-
able resource for constructing meaning in multilingual classrooms as it offers additional 
possibilities for richer communication. Although teachers often seem to hold negative 
attitudes about code switching, it has been shown that code switching can offer an ef-
fective resource to establish meaning in classrooms where the teacher and the students 
are able to communicate in the same home or main language (Adendorff, 1996; East-
man, 1992). Code-switching is especially useful when either the learners' or teacher's 
English vocabulary is limited, making it difficult for them to reformulate ideas. 

Cleghorn and Rollnick (2002) made the point that code-switching can facilitate the 
establishment of meaning by providing a linguistic and cultural bridge to understand-
ing. Sometimes only a word or two is necessary to provide an English term where the 
word does not exist in the local language, as in this example from the Rollnick and 
Rutherford (1996) study carried out in Swaziland. 

According to Then and Ting (2009), teachers code-switch when teaching content sub-
jects such as history, linguistics, and science. Martin's (1996) earlier study in primary 
level 4 and 5 classrooms in Brunei revealed that code-switching is the most frequent 
in history lessons, followed by science and geography, with the least use in mathematics. 

When implementing the CLIL method, it is expected that code-switching will be very 
common as one way by which the teachers can ensure themselves that their pupils/stu-
dents understand what is presented to them and it is also very likely that teachers use 
their and their pupils/students mother tongue when there is a serious threat of non- or 
misunderstanding. 

For this reason and also for the fact that this phenomenon is closely observed in the 
experiment, it is important to describe it in detail considering its appearance and func-
tionality in the teaching process. 

Generally, there are a number of possible reasons for the switching from one language 
to another and these will now be considered, as presented by Crystal (1987): 

• The first of these is the notion that a speaker may not be able to express him/her-
self in one language. 
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• Secondly, switching commonly occurs when an individual wishes to express soli-
darity with a particular social group. Rapport is established between the speaker 
and the listener when the listener responds with a similar switch. 

• The final reason for the switching behavior is the alteration that occurs when the 
speaker wishes to convey his/her attitude to the listener. 

However, in foreign language or CLIL classrooms, the functions of code-switching can 
have also a different background. According to Cook (2001), the reasons for the use of 
code-switching are as follows: 

• a way into the meaning of the second language, 

• a short cut in explaining tasks, 

• a way of explaining grammar, 

• a way of demonstrating the classroom is a real L2 situation, not a fake monolingual 
situation. 

Also Sert (2005) describes functions of code-switching in L2 classroom which is similar 
to teaching by the method of CLIL. Sert claims that code-switching is mostly observed 
in grammar instruction, that the teacher shifts his language to the mother tongue of his 
students in dealing with particular grammar points, which are taught at that moment. 
In these cases, the students' attention is directed to the new knowledge by making use 
of code switching and accordingly making use of mother tongue. 

At this point it may be suggested that a bridge from known (mother language) to 
unknown (new foreign language content) is constructed in order to transfer the new 
content and meaning is made clear in this way as it is also suggested by Cole (1998) 
who thinks that a teacher can exploit students' previous LI learning experience to in-
crease their understanding of L2. 

In addition to this, code-switching also carries affective functions that serve for expres-
sion of emotions. In this respect, code-switching is used by the teachcr in order to build 
solidarity and intimate relations with the students. In this sense, the contribution of 
code-switching creates a supportive language environment in the classroom. 
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Another explanation for the functionality of code-switching in classroom settings is its 
repetitive function. In this case, the teacher uses code switching in order to transfer 
the necessary knowledge for the students for clarity. Following the instruction in target 
language, the teacher code switches to native language in order to clarify meaning, and 
in this way stresses importance on the foreign language content for efficient compre-
hension. However, the tendency to repeat the instruction in native language may lead 
to some undesired students' behaviour. A learner who is sure that the instruction in 
foreign language will be followed by a native language translation may loose interest in 
listening to the former instruction which will have negative academic consequences; as 
the student is exposed to foreign language discourse limitedly. 

2.2.7 Advantages of CLIL Teaching 

According to Langé (2001), CLIL is not intended to be an elitist form of education. 
This approach to learning should be the free choice of learners and their parents. The 
author lists some of the advantages for the learners offered by CLIL teaching: 

• through the exposure to more interesting, authentic (i.e. real world) contents 
CLIL leads to greater involvement, helps learners to increase their motivation, 

• through the interactive and co-operative nature of work CLIL helps boost self-
confidencc, raise sclf-cstccm, build learner independence and teach learners orga-
nizational skills, 

• through the greater number of contact hours with the target language CLIL helps 
learners to update their language skills and thus leads to enhanced language 
proficiency, 

• through the more favourable learning conditions (the use of learning strategies 
and study skills common to both content and language) CLIL fosters learning to 
learn, 

• through the integration of content and language and the learners' involvement 
in academically and cognitively demanding activities CLIL encourages creative 
thinking processes. 

What CLIL can offer to youngsters of any age, is a natural situation for language devel-
opment which builds on other forms of learning. This natural use of language can boost 
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a youngster's motivation and hunger towards learning languages. It is this naturalness 
which appears to be one of the major platforms for CLIL's importance and success in 
relation to both language and other subject learning (Marsh, 2000). 

Marsh (2000, p. 10) also suggests that "CLIL does not only promote linguistic com-
petence. Because of the different "thinking horizons" which result from working in 
another language CLIL can also have an impact on conceptualization, literally how 
we think. Being able to think about something in different languages can enrich our 
understanding of concepts, and help broaden our conceptual mapping resources. This 
allows better association of different concepts and helps the learner go towards a more 
sophisticated level of learning in general". 

The two-way bilingual approach, moreover, incorporates effective language teaching 
methods. In two-way classrooms, the students learn language primarily through con-
tent. Many researchers have come to the conclusion that language is best developed 
within a content-based curriculum, rather than as the object of classroom instruction 
(Short, 1993; Snow, Met, Genesee, 1989). 

CLIL methods can install in the classroom a greater sense of relevance which builds 
student motivation and leads to better overall outcomes. If done well, CLIL has been 
found to be very positively received by students. Motivation is frequently high in such 
situations and this is often why outcomes can be rather positive. When the student 
sees that s/he is not only gaining professional knowledge and tools, but also the tools 
of communication, and recognises how these combine to form the basis for professional 
skill, then outcomes will be positive. (Marsh, Marsland, Stenberg, 2001). 

Another advantage of teaching mathematics in English is, according to Novotná and 
Hofmannová (2002), the fact that mathematics to a large extent excludes the possibili-
ties of various interpretations/misinterpretations of particular problems. On the other 
hand, its exact character does not allow for the holistic approach to the English lan-
guage - it cannot show the wealth of idioms and ambiguity of its vocabulary (regardless 
of its sources). 
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2.2.8 Research in CLIL Applied in Lessons of Mathematics 

The findings of longitudinal studies and research focusing on mathematics presented in 
a foreign language are presented in the following outline. 

Studies conducted in Spain and Catalan have focussed on the immersion pupils' success 
in a foreign language, their mother tongue and mathematics. Immersion pupils were 
compared to a so-called normal class. All pupils had a low social background. The skills 
of the immersion pupils exceeded those of the normal-class pupils in both the mother 
tongue and mathematics (Sampera, 1994). 

In studies examining subject knowledge (e.g. in maths) immersion students obtained 
results that corresponded to or were slightly better than the results obtained by stu-
dents who received their instruction in German. (Zaunbauer, 2005). 

The study conducted by Qiang (2000) observed the development of the cognitive skills 
of Tibetan children in bilingual teaching. It showed that the pupils who were taught 
in their mother tongue succeeded better in it than those who had participated in bilin-
gual teaching. Moreover, especially older pupils studying in a foreign language lagged 
behind their peers as regards content, i.e. mathematics. 

Another study shows that from the standpoint of academic achievement, over three 
decades of studies consistently show that immersion students achieve as well as or bet-
ter than non-immersion peers on standardized measures of verbal and mathematics 
skills (Cloud, Genesee, Hamayan, 2000; Genesee, 1987). 

Also Thomas, Collier, and Abbott (1993) tested immersion students to determine their 
performance in mathematics and English language arts, and oral proficiency in the tar-
get language (Japanese, Spanish, or French). After two years of study, the immersion 
students scored at least as well, and to some extent better than, non-immersion stu-
dents. There was no evidence that the immersion experience hampered academic and 
cognitive development. 

Results of study focused on the evaluation of a French immersion program in Ottawa 
through grade five conducted by Barik and Swain (1978) indicate that immersion group 
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students were in general on the same level with or ahead of the regular English in most 
academic areas considered (e.g. work-study skills and mathematics) and were perform-
ing satisfactorily in French. 

Armstrong and Rogers (1997) allege that students in the Spanish classes scored sig-
nificantly higher than the group that did not receive Spanish instruction in math and 
language. 

Lindholrn and Fairchild (1988), who evaluated a bilingual immersion program in Cal-
ifornia, found that in math, reading, and language proficiency achievement, bilingual 
immersion students significantly outperformed students enrolled in non-bilingual im-
mersion programs. 

Baker (2006) comes with a conclusion that "the overall results suggest that bilingual 
education by an immersion experience need not to have negative effccts on curriculum 
performance." 

The aim of the study of Seikkula-Leino (2007) was to answer the following questions: 
"How well have CLIL pupils learned content compared to non-CLIL pupils and how well 
were specific subjects such as mathematics and Finnish language as a mother tongue, 
learned viewing content from this standpoint?" The study states that the results indi-
cate that pupils in CLIL had fairly good mathematical skills. Both weak and talented 
pupils had learned relatively well according to their level. 

Seikkula-Leino (2007) also investigated how successfully pupils had learned the con-
tent in content and language integrated learning (CLIL) and to assess pupils' affective 
learning factors, such as motivation and self-esteem, in CLIL. Learning was presented in 
terms of achievement level, which was described as the relationship between measured 
levels of intelligence and school success. The study indicated that there were no major 
differences in learning, whether the language used in instruction is the pupils' mother 
tongue or a foreign language; pupils of different intelligence levels had similar chances 
to succeed in both cases. 

However, it was discovered that there may not be as many overachievers among the 
pupils in CLIL as among the pupils in the Finnish language instruction group. Achieve-
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mcnts in the Finnish language, i.e. the mother tongue, were not negatively affected by 
CLIL. In terms of the affective factors, the study indicated that CLIL pupils had a low 
self-concept in foreign languages, although pupils had a strong motivation to learn. 

Such results are supported by earlier studies on immersion which have shown that the 
mathematical skills of the pupils were almost similar in the immersion classes and in 
the so-called normal classes (Cummins, 1995). 

Furthermore, de Courcy and Burston (2000) conducted a study about language of 
mathematics testing in an Australian early partial immersion program. In this pro-
gram, children are instructed in French 45 % of the time and in English 55 % of the 
time, from kindergarten to Grade 6. Mathematics is taught in French during the entire 
program. Students take a mathematics test each year, half of them in English and the 
other half in Frcnch (the tests were translated from English to French). In the first year 
of the testing, there was no significant difference between the results of the group who 
took the test in English and the other group who took the test in French. By Grade 5, 
students taking the test in English did significantly better than students who took the 
test in French. 

However, some studies do not support the assumption that pupils studying in a foreign 
language would succeed better in mathematics than pupils who study maths in their 
mother tongue. To some extent, it can be assumed that CLIL pupils do not reach 
maximum results in mathematics (Gaya, 1994). 

It is obvious from the presented outline of longitudinal research conducted in the field 
of the CLIL method used in lessons of mathematics that the research conclusions con-
cerning the skills and knowledge of participating pupils and students are not always 
consistent. Some research show that the impact is rather positive and there is not 
much difference between teaching in a mother tongue and a target language. 

However, some research come up with conclusions that teaching in a target language 
by the CLIL method can slow down the teaching process and negatively influence the 
performance in mathematics. 
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At the same time, there is almost none conducted research focusing on the introductory 
implementation of CLIL in lessons of mathematics and its influence on the knowledge 
and skills of participating pupils and students. The mentioned inconsistency about the 
impact of the CLIL on knowledge and skills in mathematics and the gap in the CLIL 
research is a core of the presented research in this work. 



Chapter 3 

RESEARCH I N T E N T I O N 

As already mentioned in the introduction, the teachers who were interested in the CLIL 
had various opinions on the use of the method of CLIL. However, it was not possible 
to make any generalizations as the teachers were mostly from one region (South Bo-
hemia) and almost of the same age as the experimenter. For this reason, the first goal 
of this work was to identify the ideas and opinions of lower and upper secondary school 
teachers of mathematics of different age, years of practice and from different regions of 
the Czech Republic on the CLIL teaching. 

To get acquainted with the situation in the Czech Republic, to see whether teachers 
of mathematics arc willing to implement CLIL teaching in their lessons, and to find 
out their opinions on teaching by the CLIL method, mathematics teachers of lower and 
upper secondary schools from the whole Czech Republic were addressed by an e-mail 
and asked to participate in a survey in March 2009. 

3.1 Survey on CLIL Teaching 

The aim of the survey was to identify some of the factors which can significantly in-
fluence the teachers' decision whether to implement CLIL teaching in their lessons of 
mathematics or not. Even though teachers agree that teaching their school subject in 
a foreign (target) language would be generally beneficial for pupils and students, they 
are afraid that in their particular case the conditions are rather unsuitable for such 
teaching. 

35 
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The survey which is accessible online on the Internet was addressed to teachers of 
mathematics from the schools which had been chosen in order to create a represen-
tative sample to be able to make a general conclusion based on the findings of the 
survey. In total, more than 500 schools were addressed including four basic types of 
lower and upper secondary schools (elementary schools, grammar schools - lower and 
upper levels, and vocational secondary schools). The locations of the schools covered 
all 14 administrative parts (regions) of the Czech Republic, and all sizes of towns or 
cities. 

The predicted problems and worries were identified and the posed questions and state-
ments were formulated accordingly. Beside the identification data about the particular 
school and the teacher, the survey addressed the following key statements (see Figure 
3.1 and its English translation provided in the Appendix) to which the respondents 
should expressed their agreement or disagreement: 

• My knowledge of general foreign language is sufficient for teaching mathematics 
in the foreign language. 

• My knowledge of mathematical terminology in the foreign language is sufficient 
for teaching mathematics in that foreign language. 

• The language knowledge of my students is sufficient for learning mathematics in 
the foreign language. 

• It woidd be necessary to increase the number of lessons of mathematics for the 
teaching mathematics in the foreign language. 

• The teaching process in lessons of mathematics presented in a foreign language 
would be slower in comparison with teaching them in the Czech language. 

• The pupils or students would gain worse results in mathematics in comparison 
with the teaching of it in the Czech language. 
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ANKETA O VÝUCE MATEMATIKY METODOU CLIL 
(výuka matematiky v jiném než mateřském jazyce) 

spíše spfte ne ufůténe ano spfte ne 

r r r 
r r r 
r~ r c 

Uifm matemattiiu ru i - vyberte -
Uvtdle prosím ol>et Me sídli vaie ikola 
Uvadlo prosím wai Kde sidtíVaSe Skota [ • - v y b e r t e " 

Uvedle prosím vaSvik [̂ vyberte- v 
Itodte prosím délku VaSíptaie s vyuiwinmi matematik> let 

Kromí matematiky mám ap/ůĎaairaos J«jt C AMO r N€ 
USm mslematitcu take v cam |azyce <~ Alio r NE 

î jsemvminulosfcvedtoalespoftčastlwanmatematkyvcizímjazyce <~ ANO r NE 
Ctitét/a b>tl> u6t m atematiku v aam j az>ce ^ ANO NE 

Je vate Škola ondané Stalou s Wlm̂i výukou <~ ANO r NE 

Potn.' JMykovýmt msiosani m i m i juyfcové cljAo |«ryfc4. f« kM«*(i finbUii /bypnbňialt vývha mMnaoky fyuhcu iMMni hetfín v ei jůit v láviBloM n» vita «jaiftnvých •c*wpnoat*c4t 
Moje znalosti ooecného lazyka jsou It výuce m3tern3tiK> v ozim jazyce dostaleůne 
Mole jazykové znalostí odborné matematlcke terminologie jsou k výuce matematik? v dzím ;ar>ce dostatečná 
Jazyk wé znalost) mých studentů isou pro výuku matematiky v ozim Jazyce dostatečné. 

Figure 3.1: Survey - Online Questionnaire 

3.2 Survey Results 

There were 92 respondents in total who participated in the survey. 45 of them (49 %) 
were elementary school teachers, 32 of them (35 %) were grammar school teachers, and 
finally 15 of them (16%) were teachers from vocational schools. The reactions to the 
last three presented statements which are a cornerstone of this work are presented in 
Table 3.1, where the responses are classified in accordance with the type of the schools 
where the respondents teach. 

Only three of the respondents's schools (3.3%) were schools with officially bilingual 
education approved by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports. In the rest of 
the schools, the language of instruction is the Czech language. The comments of the 
respondents on the CLIL teaching and the experience of some of them with CLIL 
teaching can be found in the Appendix. 
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Tabic 3.1: Survey Response - classified according to school types 

elementary schools certainly yes rather yes rather no certainly no 

increase of number of lessons 52% 40% 8% 0% 
teaching would be slower 54% 36% 10% 0% 
worse results in mathematics 24% 30% 42% 4% 

grammar schools certainly yes rather yes rather no certainly no 

increase of number of lessons 53% 37% 10% 0% 
teaching would be slower 40% 47% 13% 0% 
worse results in mathematics 10% 37% 50% 3% 

vocational schools certainly yes rather yes rather no certainly no 
increase of number of lessons 38% 37% 25% 0% 
teaching would be slower 31% 63% 6% 0% 
worse results in mathematics 6% 50% 31% 13% 

The total response of all respondents regardless of the type of school they teach in is 
presented in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Total Survey Response 

all types of schools certainly yes rather yes rather no certainly no 
increase of number of lessons 48% 40% 12% 0% 
teaching would be slower 46% 44% 10% 0% 
worse results in mathematics 16% 35% 43% 6% 

The presented survey shows that there is not a totally unified opinion on the teaching 
mathematics by the CLIL method among teachers of mathematics at lower and upper 
secondary level. However, it can be observed that: 

• 88% of the respondents think that it would be necessary to increase the number 
of lessons of mathematics, 

• 90% of the respondents think that the teaching process in lessons of mathematics 
presented in a foreign language would be slower. 
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• and 51 % of the respondents think that pupils or students would gain worse results 
in mathematics. 

It is worth mentioning other comments of the teachers. Many of the teachers think that 
teaching mathematics in a foreign language is without doubt interesting. However, the 
prevailing comments of the teachers were about the difficulty to implement CLIL teach-
ing in their lessons of mathematics as they think that their students face problems with 
understanding mathematics even in their mother tongue - the Czech language. 

Another frequently mentioned comment is that the CLIL method is rather suitable for 
the university level and that the current level of mathematical literacy in elementary 
schools and some secondary schools is on a very low level so that the element of a 
foreign language would make the teaching process rather more complicated. Also the 
target language competence of the responding teachers are considered by the majority 
of them as rather insufficient. 

The survey showed better language competence for the CLIL teaching is possessed by 
upper secondary teachers than it is in the case of their counterparts in elementary 
schools. The survey showed more precisely that: 

• 22% of the elementary school teachers and 28% of the upper secondary level 
teachers think his/her general knowledge of a foreign language is sufficient for 
teaching by the method of CLIL, 

• 16% of the elementary school teachers and 26% of the upper secondary level 
teachers think his/her knowledge of mathematical terminology in a foreign lan-
guage is sufficient for teaching by the method of CLIL, 

• only 6 % of the elementary school teachers and 28 % of the upper secondary level 
teachers think that their pupils'/students' of a foreign language is sufficient for 
learning mathematics by the method of CLIL. 

• 16% of the elementary school teachers and 30% of the upper secondary level 
teachers would be willing to teach mathematics by the method of CLIL. 42 % of 
them think that they have sufficient knowledge of general foreign language, and 
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33 % of them think they have sufficient knowledge of mathematical terminology 
for teaching mathematics in a foreign language. However, 19% of the teachers 
think that they lack both. 

Looking at the figures, the majority of those teachers consider their foreign language 
competence as insufficient,. In addition to this, Baker (2006, p. 307) suggests that 
"methods in immersion classroom require induction into skills and techniques beyond 
those required in ordinary mainstream classrooms". 

The lack of specialized textbooks, materials suitable for the CLIL method, which would 
resemble the prescribed mathematical matter, as the use of original textbook is not 
always appropriate which has been discussed in the methodological part, and method-
ological support generally can be also seen as an obstacle for possible implementation 
of the CLIL method in classes of mathematics in the Czech Republic. 

However, it seems that this is not a problem only of the Czech Republic. The British 
Council organization states in their materials (www.teachingenglish.org.uk) that the 
teacher training is an issue. We do not train L2-medium subject teachers very well 
(except in Germany, where initial training is well-established). That is partly linked to 
the fact that we do not have clear models of good practice." 

Materials of British Council cites Pickering who says that "for many teachers CLIL of-
fers a number of challenges as it requires a rethink of the traditional skills and knowledge 
of the language teacher, classroom practices and resources. Some educational reformers 
may underestimate the difficulties involved in implementing CLIL, and may introduce 
innovations without ensuring that all of the necessary resources are in place. For exam-
ple, teachers might not have a language level appropriate to the demands of the content. 

Teachers might not receive the necessary re-training to carry out their revised roles 
effectively and suitable classroom resources may not, be available in all subjects at 
all levels. Notwithstanding these difficulties, the twin trends of europeanisation and 
globalisation are likely to lead to CLIL becoming a growing component of educational 
systems throughout the world." 

http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk
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3.3 Raised Questions 

The results of the conducted survey showed there are certain worries among teachers 
of mathematics about the implementation of the method in lessons of mathematics. 
Also the fact that there is not much conducted research focusing on the introductory 
implementation of CLIL in lessons of mathematics and its influence on the knowledge 
and skills of participating pupils and students resulted in raising of several key questions 
which form the research questions of this work. The following are the main and key 
research questions: 

• What is the influence of the target language on the understanding of mathematics 
in the initial phase of the CLIL implementation within ordinary lessons of mathe-
matics to pupils/students who have no previous experience with such teaching and 
to cover the required topic in the same extent and with the same time allocation 
as it is in the case that the instruction is in the mother tongue? 

• Is there a significant correlation between the level of pupils'/students' target lan-
guage competence (regarding their study results) and their mathematical skills? 

The first question is also interesting to ask as in the past, the experimental CLIL teach-
ing going on in the selected secondary schools administrated the Ministry of Education, 
Youth and Sports in the Czech Republic was structured in the way, that the CLIL ed-
ucation had been preceded by a two year intensive language course of the given target 
language (Hofmannová, Novotná, 2002). 

The answers to the mentioned questions form the core of this scientific work as they 
bring new pieces of scientific information in the field of CLIL education. For example 
Marsh (2000, p. 11) admits that the learning process may slow down, particularly at 
the beginning. However, the evidence for this statement is still missing and some case 
studies should be carried out to make some conclusions. 

Marsh (2000, p. 35) also states that "There is clearly consensus opinion on the fact 
that in order to teach through a foreign language, the teacher him/herself should have 
a good command of the language itself." However, he admits that it can be problematic 
to say "how good is good enough?". Regarding the ratio of target and the mother 
tongue, he points out that it is unlikely to be static. 
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In addition to this, according to (GraafF, Koopman, WcsthofT, 2007) CLIL tcachcrs 
should facilitate opportunities for output production in the target language and en-
courage learners to react, ask questions aimed at functional output as well as stimulate 
interaction between learners in the target language. This, together with the concerns of 
the responding teachers stated in the survey, arouses the following questions concerning 
the language background of the CLIL method implementation: 

• To which extent is the target language used when the CLIL method in imple-
mented for the first time in lessons of mathematics at lower secondary level and 
what is the language knowledge regarding the grammar and mathematical termi-
nology used in these lessons? 

• What is the language interaction between the pupils/students and the experi-
menter during the first lessons of mathematics presented in the target language? 

• To which extent the phenomena of the code-switching (rephrasing and repetition) 
used by the experimenter occurred in the first lessons of mathematics presented 
in the target language? What is the function of the code-switching used in the 
experiment? 

The first of the last mentioned questions is also justified to ask to see to which ex-
tent the experimental teaching by the method CLIL follows the definition of the CLIL 
method and whether the CLIL model regarding the time exposition to the target lan-
guage chosen for the experiment (see Research Methodology) is also kept. 

Finally, the last set of questions focuses on the interest of the pupils/students and their 
teachers in the CLIL method. The questions were formulated as follows: 

• Do pupils and students find the teaching of mathematics in English by the CLIL 
method interesting and sensible? Is the CLIL method implemented in lessons of 
mathematics motivating for the pupils and the students? 

• Do involved teachers find teaching by the method of CLIL interesting and mean-
ingful and can they identify changes in the learning process of their pupils and 
students in comparison with lessons of mathematics presented in the Czech lan-
guage? 

The answers to all the posed questions should bring a self-contained picture of the 
implementation phase of the CLIL method in lessons of mathematics. 



Chapter 4 

RESEARCH M E T H O D O L O G Y 

To answer the first research question whether it is possible to present mathematics by 
the method of CLIL within ordinary lessons of mathematics to pupils/students without 
previous experience with such teaching and to cover the required topic in the same ex-
tent and with the same time allocation as is in the case that the language of instruction 
is the mother tongue, it was necessary to perforin experimental parallel teaching of two 
different classes. 

To one class the same mathematical topic was presented in the Czech language while to 
the other in the English language, considering the same number of lessons and dealing 
with the mathematical topic to the same extent. At the end of the experiment, the 
teacher of mathematics had to decide whether all the prescribed subject matter was 
covered and whether it was done within the prescribed number of lessons. To have 
more data for the subsequent research analysis and to be able to make a comparison 
between two educational levels, the experiment was conducted twice - once in a lower 
secondary and then in an upper secondary school. 

To find the answer to the second research question whether the implementation of CLIL 
leads to worse understanding of mathematics was done by comparison and statistical 
analysis of results of revision tests taken by pupils/students at the end of each block 
covering each of the chosen mathematical topics. 

The ratio of the target language and the mother tongue used in chosen lessons of 
mathematics covering one mathematical topic presented by the CLIL method, the used 
target language grammar, mathematical vocabulary, the language interaction, and the 
use of the phenomena of the code-switching, repetition and rephrasing were identified 
using video-records of lessons of mathematics at the lower secondary level. 

43 
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The answers to the last two questions, whether pupils and students find the teaching of 
mathematics in English by the CLIL method interesting, sensible, and motivating, and 
if the involved teachers find teaching by the method of CLIL meaningful and if they ca 
identify changes in the learning process of their pupils and students in comparison with 
lessons of mathematics presented in the Czech language, having qualitative character-
istics were found using questionnaires distributed at the end of the experiment among 
participated pupils, students and their teachers of mathematics. 

The answers to the other questions were found also during the experiment using ques-
tionnaires presented to the participating pupils, students and their teachers. The ques-
tionnaires were designed also to help the experimenter to get a complex picture of 
their experience and attitudes to the CLIL ad they will to continue with this way of 
presenting mathematics in the future. 

4.1 Experiment Environment 

The conducted experiment had two parts. The first part took place in Základní škola 
Matice Školské in České Budějovice (elementary school) where two classes of Year 8 
(8.A and 8.B) participated in the experiment. The second part of the experiment took 
place in Gymnázium Jírovcova also in České Budějovice (grammar school) where two 
classes of the first upper-secondary study (Level 1 and Level V) were involved. In both 
cases, the chosen classes were parallel classes with pupils and students of the same age 
and with reconcilable knowledge of mathematics. 

The difference in the names of the classes in the grammar school is caused by the fact 
that Level 1 is a class where the students are newcomers to the school, coining to it after 
finishing all nine elementary school years, while the students of Level V had already 
been studying in the school for four years, coming to the grammar school after finishing 
their first five years at elementary school. Both groups of students would continue with 
their study at the grammar school for the following four years (see Figure 4.1). 

The choice of the schools was influenced by several factors. The first factor was the 
willingness of the school management to provide their classes for the experiment as 
both the schools are interested in CLIL teaching and at the same time the schools are 
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age I 

6 1 7 8 » 10 | 11 I 12 | 13 14 15 16 17 18 | 

elementary school - Years 
1 2 3 I 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 8 9 

grammar school - Levels 
I | II | III | IV | V VI VII VIII 

1 2 3 4 

Figure 4.1: Selected Classes for Experiment 

trying to find ways to be more attractive for prospective pupils and students and the 
CLIL method used in the teaching and learning process is seen as an effective possibility. 

To carry out the required research, there was a pursuit to have in each school two 
reconcilable classes regarding language competence, knowledge of mathematics, with 
the same teacher of mathematics etc. This would be the ideal research environment. 
Although it is definitely impossible to find such classes in one school, the chosen classes 
in the given schools met to the maximum possible extent the mentioned requirements. 

4.2 Experiment — Preparatory Phase 

Before teaching by the CLIL method, it was necessary to undertake several steps as 
follows: 

• To explain to the pupils/students that they are about to undertake some lessons 
of mathematics in a foreign language and what they can expect. 

• To observe two lessons of mathematics in each class to get acquainted with the 
pupils, to see the class management, and the usual way of teaching. All this 
was important for eliminating some of the external factors (e.g. significantly 
different teaching style, teaching methods, homework assignment etc.) which 
could influence the experiment results. 

• To determine which mathematical topic should be presented to the pupils and 
students. 
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• To observe a lesson of English to identify the level of English of the pupils. 

• To decide on the most suitable CLIL model and teaching method used in the 
experiment. 

• To decide on the use of suitable textbooks or worksheets. 

• To analyze the terminology of the chosen mathematical topics. 

• To include the findings in the teaching process during the experiment. 

Before the experiment, it was necessary to verify whether it was possible to carry out 
the experiment in the planned way, to verify whether the research methods can an-
swer the raised questions, and to see what would be reactions of prospective pupils and 
their teachers. The pre-experiment took place for one month in same elementary school 
(Základní škola Matice Školské in České Budějovice) in two classes of Year 9. Particular 
conclusions of the pre-experiment are described in detail in the relevant sections of the 
methodology. 

The pre-experiment showed that it was crucial for the experimenter in the first step of 
the preparatory phase to get more detailed information about particular pupils regard-
ing their behaviour, weaknesses and disorders. 

4.2.1 Observations in Lessons of Mathematics 

Before the experiment, the experimenter made observations in two lessons of mathe-
matics in each class. During these two observations, the experimenter was introduced 
to the pupils and students, the teacher acquainted the experimenter with the situation 
in each class concerning weak and strong students, students with concentration prob-
lems, class management, available teaching aids etc. 

The observer could see how the lessons of mathematics are organized, how mathematical 
matters and cxcrciscs arc presented, whether students arc assessed with homework etc. 
All this is crucial for the experimenter to establish a similar environment during the 
experiment to avoid, as much as possible, negative factors of non-subject features which 
could significantly influence the experiment. 
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4.2.2 Selection of Suitable Mathematical Topic 

After analyzing the lesson plans of the chosen classes with the teachers of mathematics, 
two topics were selected for each school. The aim was to select such topics as would 
fit the given lesson plans and at the same, be new to the pupils and eliminating an 
influence of previous knowledge. There was also a preference to choose topics which 
can be presented any time within the lesson plans in both schools so that it can be 
convenient for both the experimenter and the involved teachers of mathematics and so 
not disrupt the planned schedule. 

It was decided on the following topics: 

• elementary school 

— Circle and Its Mutual Position with a Line 

— Pythagorean Theorem 

• grammar school 

— Relations and Mappings 

— Locus 

The advantage of the chosen topic in the grammar school was the fact that these 
topics stand alone in main curriculum which enabled the experimenter to undertake 
the experiment almost anytime in the timetable of the study plan in the school. 

4.2.3 Selection of Suitable Teaching Method 

The frontal teaching method (Maňák, Švec, 2003) with a dominant position of the 
teacher-experimenter was chosen as the prevailing method in the teaching process to-
gether with a combination of the partner method when pairs of pupils/students worked 
together trying to solve a given problem, making and giving calculations etc. This 
method was observed in "normal" lessons during the observations and the pupils/stu-
dents were used to such teaching at both educational levels. 

It is typical of CLIL lessons that other methods are used together with activities fo-
cused on the language aspect of such teaching. However, these kinds of activities were 
rejected as it would not be possible to implement them in lessons where the language of 
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instruction would be the mother tongue. Due to the set aim of the experiment, it was 
necessary to eliminate any differences or discrepancies in the teaching processes going 
in any of parallel lessons. 

4.2.4 Observations in Lessons of English 

The key step for the experiment was to identify the level of English of the participating 
pupils/students. The experimenter was present in each class in two lessons of English 
observing the language skills and competence of the classes. After the observation, the 
relevant English teachers were asked about their own opinion on the class performance 
and to point out weak and strong aspects of each class. Discussing the pupils/student 
language skills with the teachers, it was decided that the majority of the pupils/stu-
dents have the following language competence which was classified in accordance with 
the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (www.coe.int). 

According to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (see Ap-
pendix) - a guideline used to describe achievements of learners of foreign languages 
across Europe - the level of the English language of the participating classes was de-
termined as follows: 

• classes 8.A and 8.D - level Al - the pupils can understand and use familiar ev-
eryday expressions and very basic phrases aimed at the satisfaction of needs of 
a concrete type. They can introduce him/herself and others and can ask and 
answer questions about personal details such as where he/she lives, people he/she 
knows and things he/she has. They can interact in a simple way provided the 
other person talks slowly and clearly and is prepared to help; 

• classes Level 1 and Level V - A2/B1 - the students understand the main points 
of clear standard input on familiar matters regularly encountered in work, school, 
leisure, etc. They can deal with most situations likely to arise whilst travelling 
in an area where the language is spoken. They can produce simple connected 
text on topics which are familiar or of personal interest. They can describe ex-
periences and event,s, dreams, hopes, and ambitions and briefly give reasons and 
explanations for opinions and plans. 

http://www.coe.int
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4.2.5 Selection of Suitable CLIL Model 

After a discussion with the relevant teachers of English and taking into account the 
findings during the observation, it was decided that in the elementary school, English 
will be combined with the Czech language as the pupils would not be able to undertake 
all the lessons of mathematics in English. As this experiment was, for all of the pupils, 
their first experience with this way of teaching, an agreement was made with the teacher 
of mathematics that the experiment would be based on: 

• the partial immersion model, as the experimenter would evenly combine the Czech 
and the English language during the teaching process; 

• the theme-based model, as only one teacher-experimenter would be actively pre-
sent in the classroom who is both a teacher of mathematics and who is able to 
present the agreed topic in English. 

In the grammar school, the situation was different, as the students were older and their 
language competence was significantly higher. For this reason, it was agreed on the 
following model: 

• the total immersion model, as the experimenter would use all the time solely for 
the English language and only in cases of an evident problem with understanding, 
the Czech language would be used; 

• the theine-based model, for the same reasons as in the case of the elementary 
school. 

It is also important to say that from the point of bilingualism, the CLIL teaching of 
the chosen clases in the chosen schools represents early bilingualism - the pupils and 
students are not yet adults, secondary (achieved) bilingualism - the pupils and students 
acquire the target language in a structured way, productive (active) bilingualism - the 
pupils and students should understand the target language passively and at the same 
time they should use it also actively, and functional bilingualism - the target language 
is used only in certain context (lessons of mathematics). 

4.2.6 Use of Textbooks 

When implementing CLIL, many teachers often use textbooks and teaching materials 
obtained abroad.This might cause difficulties in understanding because of the usage of 
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country specific realia. This applies to all stages of the lesson: introducing the concepts, 
practising them, as well as in problem solving (Novotná, Hofmannová, 2002). 

For this reason, the next step was to decide whether to use original English textbooks 
dealing with the chosen mathematical topics, to work with the Czech textbook dis-
tributed among the pupils and students, or to use selected parts of original textbooks 
and work-sheets. Novotná and Moraová (2005) who analysed the use of original text-
books in lessons of mathematics presented in English classified and identified obstacles 
in three main groups: general vocabulary and realia, grammar items and mathematical 
terminology. In the process of communication, the three groups are not separated, they 
overlap. They also suggest that vocabulary used in authentic textbooks is based on 
the natural knowledge of English as the mother tongue of the native speakers and the 
words used refer to everyday objects that surround them in their own country. 

Even though the language of mathematics is universal, it is necessary to be aware of 
certain conceptual differences. School mathematics in the Anglo-American countries 
has a different structure in several aspects and uses different terminology than school 
mathematics in the Czech Republic (e.g. English books use the term permutation for 
two different terms in Czech - permutace and variace). The difference in the structure 
of mathematical concepts and differences between English and Czech terminology in 
vocabulary is described in (Krupík, Horodyská, Sulista, 2002). When using original 
material, it is necessary to make a concept analysis of the corresponding mathematical 
area. 

Willis (2000) says that materials designers have three distinct responsibilities: (a) pro-
viding appropriate language data for the course, (b) designing meaning-focused com-
munication tasks arising out of those data that engage learners in meaning and that 
encourage genuine use of language, (c) designing form-focused language study exercises 
that raise learners' awareness of typical and useful formal features of language. 

Taken into consideration the findings of the mentioned research, the experimenter de-
cided to present the chosen mathematical matter in elementary school without the use 
of original textbooks and workbooks. All the presented subject matter was prepared 
individually for each particular lesson using the prescribed Czech textbooks. 
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For the teaching at the lower secondary level, the following textbooks were chosen: 

• Pythagorean Theorem - Odvárko, O., Kadleček, J. (1999). Matematika 8. r. 1. díl 
- Mocniny a odmocniny; Pythagorova věta; výrazy. Praha: Prometheus. 

• Circle - Odvárko, O., Kadleček, J. (1999). Matematika 8. r. 3. díl - Kruh, 
kružnice, válec; konstrukční úlohy. Praha: Prometheus. 

Some of the mathematical problems were translated into English, some of them were 
made up. To save some time during the teaching process and to help the pupils to 
understand the posed problems, the experimenter handed out worksheets with the as-
signment of the given mathematical problems. 

In the case of the grammar school, the situation was similar. As there were no original 
textbooks dealing with chosen topic available, the experimenter had to accept the same 
strategy as in the case of the elementary school. The teaching materials were based on 
the following books. 

• Relations and Mappings - Smida, J., Boček, J. (1985). Cvičení z matematiky pro 
I. a II. ročník gymnázií. Praha: SPN. 

• Locus - Smida, J. et al. (1984). Matematika pro I. ročník gymnázií. Praha: SPN. 

4.3 Experiment — Teaching Process 

After taking into account all the findings during the analysis phase, the experiment 
itself started. The structure of the set of lessons covering one mathematical topic was 
in each of the classes at both educational levels the same. 

• lesson 1 - introduction of a new mathematical topic, 

• lessons 2, 3 - deepening of the mathematical knowledge of the given topic, 

• lessons 4 - application, practice and revision, 

• lesson 5 - revision sample test and its correction, 

• lesson 6 - final marked revision test. 
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The experimenter used the target language from the very beginning, new instruction 
vocabulary was introduced together with the new mathematical terminology gradually 
as needed. According to Kreshen (1984, p. 177) "overt error correction of speech even 
in the best of circumstances is likely to have a negative effect on the student's willing-
ness to try to express themselves". For this reason, during the teaching process, the 
experimenter was restrained with the correction of mistakes made by pupils/students 
concerning the target language. 

Both the pupils and students were also asked to make notes about the presented vo-
cabulary and to try to remember it so they would be able to respond raised questions 
and if possible to answer them in the target language. Regarding the final test, they 
did not know for the first four lessons that the test will be in the mother tongue which 
should make them to pay attention to what was presented to them. However, when 
revising the given mathematical topic, it was necessary to make them aware that the 
final test would be in Czech so that it would not be perceived by the students as a 
stressing factor. In addition to this, it was crucial for the experiment to avoid any kind 
of misunderstanding caused by the target language the final tests were analysed and 
compared for both participating classes. 

4.4 Research Methods 

To be able to conduct research and to evaluate it, it is necessary to use various research 
methods which would help the experimenter to find answers to the raised questions. 
For this particular experiment, it was important to obtain information about the par-
ticipating pupils and students concerning their study results and their opinions on the 
teaching and learning process to be able to make several mutual comparisons within 
particular cbusses as well as between classes. The comparisons were made using a few-
statistical methods which seemed to be the right tools to do so. 

4.4.1 Information-gathering Methods 

During the experiment, the following methods of information-gathering were used in 
order to gather necessary pieces of information: 

• records of students' results in mathematics and the English language taken from 
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their semi-annual reports - crucial for comparison of the reconcilability of the 
participating classes concerning their knowledge in both school subjects, 

• observation in lessons of mathematics and the English language - important for 
diagnostics of the pupils' and students' level of English, setting the right teaching 
strategy and a suitable CLIL model, and for following the habits prevailing in the 
common classes of mathematics conducted in the mother tongue, 

• interviews with students - evaluating each period of mathematics after the par-
ticular period, identifying the obstacles in understanding of the presented subject 
matter (mathematics) and the target language (English), 

• questionnaires - presented at the end of each block when mathematics was taught 
by the method of CLIL both to the students and the teachers investigating their 
opinions and comments on the learning and teaching process. 

4.4.2 Statistical Methods 

Having obtained the necessary data using the above stated methods, it was important 
to use some of the statistical methods to investigate the mutual relationship between 
the data which represent the intended selective (nonrepresentative) sample. According 
to Hendl (2004), it is a sample based on accessibility. This way of sample selection is 
typical for research conducted on individuals coming from a particular institutions (e.g. 
school, hospital etc.). 

When talking about statistical testing, it is necessary to introduce the basic terminology 
of statistics (Upton, Cook, 2004): 

• In statistical hypothesis testing, the null hypothes i s (H0) formally describes 
some aspect of the statistical behaviour of a set of data; this description is treated 
as valid unless the actual behaviour of the data contradicts this assumption. Thus, 
the null hypothesis is contrasted against another hypothesis. 

• The a l t e rna t ive hypothes is (ffA) and the null hypothesis are the two rival 
hypotheses which are compared by a statistical hypothesis test. 

• In statistics, a result is called s tat is t ical ly significant if it is unlikely to have 
occurred by chance. 
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The significance level of a test is the probability such that the probability 
of making a decision to reject the null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is 
actually true is no more than the stated probability. The significance level is 
usually represented by a . 

The p-value is the probability of obtaining a result at least as extreme as the one 
that was actually observed, assuming that the null hypothesis is true. If p-value is 
less than the significance level a, then the null hypothesis is rejected. The smaller 
the p-value, the more significant the result is said to be. 

The power of a s ta t is t ica l tes t is the probability that the test will reject a false 
null hypothesis. 

In descriptive statistics, box-and-whisker plot or boxplot is a convenient way 
of graphically depicting groups of numerical data through their five-number sum-
maries (the smallest observation (sample minimum), lower quartile (Ql), median 
(Q2), upper quartile (Q3), and largest observation (sample maximum)). A box-
and-whisker plot may also indicate which observations, if any, might be considered 
outliers. The plots can be useful to display differences between populations with-
out making any assumptions of the underlying statistical distribution: they are 
non-parametric. The spacings between the different parts of the box help indicate 
the degree of dispersion (spread) and skewness in the data, and identify outliers. 
Box-and-whisker plot can be drawn either horizontally or vertically. 

The in te rquar t i l e range (IQR) is the distance between the 75th percentile and 
the 25t/l percentile. The IQR is essentially the range of the middle 50 % of the 
data. 

In statistics, variables refer to measurable attributes, as these typically vary 
over time or between individuals. Variables can be d iscre te (taking values from 
a finite or countable set), cont inuous (having a continuous distribution function), 
or neither. A categorical variable, also called a nominal variable, is for mutual 
exclusive, but not ordered, categories. An ordinal variable, is one where the 
order matters but. not the difference between values. 

A probabi l i ty d i s t r ibu t ion identifies either the probability of each value of an 
unidentified random variable (when the variable is discrete), or the probability 
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of the value falling within a particular interval (when the variable is continuous). 
The probability distribution describes the range of possible values that a random 
variable can attain and the probability that the value of the random variable is 
within any (measurable) subset of that range. 

• N o n - p a r a m e t r i c (or d is t r ibut ion-f ree) s ta t i s t ica l m e t h o d s are mathemati-
cal procedures for statistical hypothesis testing which, unlike p a r a m e t r i c statis-
tics, make no assumptions about the probability distributions of the variables 
being assessed. Non-parametric methods may be used on all types of data-
categorical data, which are nominally scaled or are in rank form (ordinally scaled), 
and they are easy to apply for small sample sizes. They make fewer and less strin-
gent assumptions than their parametric counterparts. 

• In statistics, the goodness-of-fi t tes t is a test of the fit of some model to a set 
of data. 

• For statistical analysis, we think of d a t a as a collection of different pieces of in-
formation or facts obtained from counts, measurements or experiments to draw 
conclusions, to answer a research question or just have an idea of what is going 
on regarding a particular issue. These pieces of information or facts are called 
variables. A variable is an identifiable piece of data containing one or more val-
ues. Those values can take the form of a number or text (where sometimes text 
can be converted into numbers). Nomina l var iables or categorical variables 
are items which are differentiated by a simple naming system (e.g. colour - black, 
white, green, blue, red). Ordinal variables order (or rank) data in terms of 
degree. Ordinal variables do not establish the numeric difference between data 
points. They indicate only that one data point is ranked higher or lower than an-
other (e.g. school marks or temperature). Discre te var iables are variables that 
are measured solely in whole units (e.g. gender or colour), con t inuous variables 
are variables that may have fractional values (e.g. height, temperature). 

Chráska (2007) says that hypothesis testing is the use of statistics to determine the 
probability that a given hypothesis is true. The usual process of hypothesis testing 
consists of the following steps: 

1. The formulating of the null hypothesis (commonly, that the observations are the 
result of pure chance) and the alternative hypothesis (commonly, that the obser-
vations show a real effect combined with a component of chance variation). 
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2. The setting of the significance level. 

3. The identification of a test statistic that can be used to assess the truth of the 
null hypothesis. 

4. The computing of the p-value, which is the probability that a test statistic at 
least as significant as the one observed would be obtained assuming that the null 
hypothesis were true. The smaller the p-value, the stronger the evidence against 
the null hypothesis. 

5. The comparing of the p-value with the chosen significance value. 

6. If the computed p-value is less or equal to the given significance level, the null 
hypothesis is rejected in favor the alternative hypothesis. If the p-value is bigger 
than the significance level, the null hypothesis is not rejected and therefore the 
alternative hypothesis is not proven. 

The investigation presented in this work was based on the several statistical tests and 
plot. The hypothesis testing was conducted in the software Statistica 6.0 CZ-Komplet. 
The used tests and their basic characteristics taken from (Upton, Cook, 2004) are as 
follows: 

• The M a n n - W h i t n e y Test is a non-parametric test for assessing whether two 
samples of observations come from the same distribution. It is one of the best-
known and the most widely-used significance tests used for comparing two inde-
pendent samples which may be used to test differences in ordinal data. 

• The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test is a goodness-of-fit test which is a form of 
minimum distance estimation used as a nonparametric test of equality of one-
dimensional probability distributions used to compare a sample with a reference 
probability distribution (one-sample K-S test), or to compare two samples (two-
sample K-S test). The two-sample test is one of the most useful and general 
nonparametric methods for comparing two samples. The null distribution of this 
statistic is calculated under the null hypothesis that the samples are drawn from 
the same distribution (in the two-sample case) or that the sample is drawn from 
the reference distribution (in the one-sample case). The two-sample K-S test is 
also used to test whether two independent samples of an ordinal variable come 
from the same sample, or can be considered to be significantly different. In 
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each case, the distributions considered under the null hypothesis are continuous 
distributions but are otherwise unrestricted. Another requirement for using two-
sample K-S is that for testing less than 40 variables, their number must be equal, 
otherwise there is 110 restriction. 

The Chi -square Test of Homogenei ty is applied to a single categorical vari-
able. It is used to compare the distribution of frequency counts across different 
populations. 

The Wilcoxon Signed-rank Res t is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis 
test for the case of two related samples or repeated measurements on a single 
sample. It can be used as an alternative to the paired Student's t-test when 
the population can't be assumed to be normally distributed. The Wilcoxon test 
involves comparisons of differences between measurements, so it requires that the 
data are measured at an interval level of measurement. However it does not 
require assumptions about the form of the distribution of the measurements. 

In probability theory and statistics, corre la t ion (often measured as a correlation 
coefficient) indicates the strength and direction of a linear relationship between 
two random variables. In this broad sense there are several coefficients, measuring 
the degree of correlation, adapted to the nature of the data. The best known is the 
Pearson correla t ion coefficient, which is obtained by dividing the covariance 
of the two variables by the product of their standard deviations, and S p e a r m a n ' s 
rank correla t ion coefficient that uses a ranking system to assess the degree 
of correlation existing between two sets of data. The two sets of data are placed 
in rank order next to each other so that they can be compared statistically. The 
correlation is 1 in the case of an increasing linear relationship, —1 in the case 
of a decreasing linear relationship, and some value in between in all other cases, 
indicating the degree of linear dependence between the variables. The closer the 
coefficient is to either - 1 or 1, the stronger the correlation between the variables. 
If the correlation is 0 then there is no correlation between the variables. 

Mul t iva r ia te analysis in statistics describes a collection of procedures which 
involve observation and analysis of more than one statistical variable at a time. 

In statistics, regression analysis refers to techniques for the modeling and anal-
ysis of numerical data consisting of values of a dependent variable and of one or 
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more independent variables (also known as explanatory variables or predictors). 
The dependent variable in the regression equation is modeled as a function of 
the independent variables, corresponding parameters and an error term. Be ta 
coefficients calculated in the regression analysis allow you to compare the rela-
tive contribution of each independent variable in the prediction of the dependent 
variable (Hušek, 2007). 

The choice of the presented tests was given mainly by the characteristics of the analysed 
data and a different treatment of the data by the chosen test (some test consider the 
data to be nominal, other treat them as ordinal). The more detailed description of the 
used test and their use can be found in (Chráska, 2007). 

The obtained numerical data - test results and study results - were statistically analysed 
using various statistical tests. Interest was paid to the following analyses performed in 
both classes: 

1. analysis of study results in mathematics in parallel classes, 

2. analysis of study results in English in parallel classes, 

3. analysis of study results in mathematics and English particular classes, 

4. analysis of tests results in both test in mathematics in particular classes, 

5. analysis of tests on particular mathematical topic in parallel classes, 

6. and, analysis of tests on Pythagorean Theorem in parallel classes. 

Analyses 1-2 served to indicate whether the chosen classes are comparable regarding 
their study results, analysis 3 served to find out whether there is a correlation be-
tween study results in mathematics and English in each class, analysis 4 should reveal 
whether there is a significant difference in the results of one class in tests testing one 
topic presented in the English language and the other in Czech, analysis 5 should reveal 
whether there is a significant difference in results of one test taken by one class in the 
mother tongue and the other in the target language, and finally analysis 6 should reveal 
whether there is a significant diffcrcncc between test results in a single topic presented 
in English and in the Czech language. 
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4.4.3 Interview 

In the experiment, feedback was obtained by structured interviewing. After each lesson 
in each of the classes, the experimenter interviewed two randomly chosen pupils. The 
following questions were asked to pupils/student who had been having the particular 
mathematics lesson in English and the first and the fourth question to pupils/students 
ho had been having the particular mathematics lesson in Czech: 

• How did you like the lesson? 

• Did you understand everything in English? 

• What did you do if you did not understand something in English? 

• Did you understand everything concerning mathematics? Would you be able to 
present and calculate the presented problem yourself ? 

The same interviews took place in the other class where the particular mathematics les-
son was presented in Czech. The experimenter asked also two chosen pupils. However, 
the questions asked were as follows: 

• How did you like the lesson? 

• Did you understand everything concerning mathematics? Would you be able to 
present and calculate the presented problem yourself? 

The aim of the interviewing was to identify possible problems with understanding both 
the English language as well as the mathematical matter and to see whether in both 
classes the presented mathematical matter is perceived in a similar way. 

4.4.4 Video-recording 

The lessons of mathematics in which the Pythagorean Theorem was presented in 
the elementary school in the English language was video-recorded. The camcorder 
recorded mainly the happening at the blackboard and the presentation of the teacher-
experimenter which had been permitted by the school headmaster. Using the record of 
the lessons, the utterances of the teacher-experimenter and some of the students was 
transcribed and afterwards analysed. 
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The attention was paid mainly to the proportion of the target language, the way the 
teacher-experimenter used the code-switching and the target language's grammar and 
vocabulary features of the presentation. The code-switching used by the experimenter 
was analysed from the functional perspective regarding the following functions based 
on the adjusted classification of Sert (2005) and Cook (1991) as mentioned in the The-
oretical Background. 

The analysis also focused on the follow-up answers of the participating pupils regarding 
the used language of the teacher and the pupils. These aspects are important to be 
observed as they describe the language features of the experiment and the results of the 
observation can be a valuable source of information for prospective teachers interested 
in the CLIL method, as some of them think that their language competencies are insuf-
ficient and that their pupils would not be able to follow and participate in the teaching 
process (see comments of the survey respondents in Appendix). 

4.4.5 Questionnaires 

At the end of the block when the CLIL method was used, the pupils were asked to mark 
several statements concerning the undertaken lessons according to their agreement or 
disagreement. The statements were as follows: 

• I liked the lessons of mathematics in English. 

• In lessons of mathematics in English, I understood everything concerning English. 

• In lessons of mathematics in English, I understood everything concerning mathe-
matics. 

• I would like to continue with mathematics in English. 

• I would like to have more subjects in English. 

• In lessons of mathematics in English, I learnt apart from mathematics also many 
interesting and useful words and phrases. 

The pupils and students marked each of the statements with the following five number 
scale (1 - I fully agree to 5 - I fully disagree). The five number scale was chosen because 
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it is similar to the Czech grading scale (see Appendix) and it is easy to understand for 
pupils and students. 

The statements were created in order to obtain respondents' opinions and feelings about 
the undertaken lessons of mathematics in the target language in compliance with the 
third aim of the work. The same is true about the questions asked at the very end of the 
experiment in questionnaires to the teachers of mathematics who were present in the 
classrooms during the experiment were also asked to answer some questions concerning 
the teaching by the CLIL method and to evaluate it from their point of view. The 
questionnaire consists of the following questions: 

• Have you ever come across the teaching of mathematics or other subjects in En-
glish before? 

• What were your expectations concerning the teaching by the method of CLIL? 

• What is your impression of the lessons of mathematics presented in English? 

• Do you think that mathematics presented in English was attractive for the pupils? 

• If you compare your teaching of mathematics in Czech and the teaching of mathe-
matics in English, did you observe some change in the pupils' behaviour, reactions, 
interest etc. ? 

• Do you think that mathematics presented in English caused problems for the 
pupils? 

• Do you think that mathematics presented in English influenced significantly the 
pupils' study results? Why do you think so? 

• Did the teacher keep the given time schedule in comparison with the presentation 
of the same topic in Czech? 

• Was all the mathematical matter covered? 

• How would you evaluate the teaching of mathematics in English? 

• Would you teach by the method of CLIL yourself (if you had sufficient, language 
skills)? 
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• Which threats to effective learning or other disadvantages can or could this way 
of teaching bring? 

The questions were designed for the regular teachers of mathematics who were present 
in the classrooms and who served as objective observers because they were only able 
to judge the atmosphere in the classroom, the behaviour of the pupils/students, and 
successfulness of the CLIL teaching. 



Chapter 5 

E X P E R I M E N T - LOWER S E C O N D A R Y LEVEL 

5.1 Quantitative Research 

The obtained numerical data - test results and study results of the last two years -
were statistically analyzed using the statistical tests mentioned in the methodological 
part. 

5.1.1 Study Results - Mathematics 

The following analyses of the study results in Mathematics was based on the following 
marks (see Table 5.1 and Table 5.2) obtained for each class for the hist four terms. 

Table 5.1: Study results in Mathematics - 2006/2007 

mark 
autumn term spring term 

mark 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

8.A 6 8 9 1 0 4 9 10 0 1 
8.B 8 13 4 0 0 4 13 6 2 0 

As mentioned before, it is important for the experiment to see whether the participating 
classes are approximately at the same level concerning their knowledge of mathematics 
so we can eliminate an influence of the difference on the final tests taken at the end of 
the experiment. To prove this, the following hypotheses were formulated: 

• null hypothesis (H0): The distribution of marks in Mathematics in the given 
terms is the same for both classes 8.A and 8.B. 

63 
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Table 5.2: Study results in Mathematics - 2007/2008 

mark 
autumn term spring term 

mark 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

8.A 3 8 11 1 1 4 5 11 4 0 
8.B 5 10 9 1 0 4 8 9 4 0 

• alternative hypothesis (Ha): The distribution of marks in Mathematics in the 
given terms is different regarding the particular classes. 

The hypotheses were statistically tested using three different types of tests, each of 
them approaching the formulated hypotheses in a different way testing different factors 
(distribution, mean, and frequency distribution). Using the three tests and obtaining 
three results, a more complex outcome is reached which can offer a better groundwork 
for deducing a conclusion regarding the validity of the formulated hypotheses. 

The first test used was the Mann-Whitney Test which treats the data (marks) as ordi-
nal, which the marks in the grading system are (1 being the best and 5 being the worst). 
As this test requires continuous data and the marks were discrete variables. However, 
the particular marks for each student over the last four terms were transformed into 
the mean value to be more decisive and at the same time the continuity of the values 
was met. 

The marks from the latest term can be considered to be the best describing the actual 
level of knowledge of particular students and for this reason the marks were weighted 
with descending weights as the marks got older - 40% for marks in the 2007/2008 
summer term, 30% for marks in the 2007/2008 winter term, 20% for marks in the 
2006/2007 summer term, and 10% for marks in the 2006/2007 winter term. The stated 
weights were suggested by the experimenter. 

The calculated p-value (p — 0.37) less than the significance level rv = 0.05 on which the 
analysis was conducted. Therefore the null hypotheses that the classes are the same is 
not rejected. 
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At the same time, another test testing the same H0 was performed. This time, it was 
the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test, which also treats the data as ordinal. Also 
this analysis brought the calculated p-value (p > 0.1), which is not not less than the 
significance level a = 0.05 on which the analysis were conducted. Therefore the null 
hypotheses that the classes are the same is not rejected. 

Another test used to verify H0 was the Chi-Square Test for the Homogeneity of multi-
nomial distributions. This test treats the data to be nominal which means that it does 
not consider the order of the marks and treats each mark equally valuable. However, 
this test also came up with similar results as the above mentioned tests (see Table 5.3). 

Table 5.3: Study results in Mathematics - Chi-Square Test 

class x2 P 

Year 6 
Year 7 

9.09 
2.77 

0.33 
0.95 

Using the three tests and having obtained the calculated p-values led to a conclusion 
that on the given significance level « = 0.05 the null hypothesis that the mark distri-
bution is the same is not rejected. 

To observe more closely the comparability of both classes, the study results in Mathe-
matics of the pupils in particular classes were plotted using the box-and-whisker plots 
(see Figure 5.1) which represents the study results in Mathematics in class 8.A and 8.B. 
The plot shows that the study results in Mathematics are very similar. 

The plot indicates that an average pupil of class 8. A scores worse mark by 0.1 in Math-
ematics than its counterpart in class 8.B. Also the inner quartile range (the scores lying 
in the range of 25 % and 75 %) is almost identical in both classes, which means that 
50% of the pupils obtained average marks from 2.0 to 3.0 (resp. 1.9 to 2.9). This leads 
to the conclusion that the mark distribution in both classes can be considered to be the 
same. 
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Figure 5.1: Study results in Mathematics 

5.1.2 Study Results - English 

The following analyses of the study results in English were based on the following marks 
(see Table 5.4) obtained for each class for the last two terms. The reason why only two 
terms were included, is the fact that one quarter of the involved students did not have 
classes of English in Year 6. To have enough samples, only two terms were included in 
the analysis. 

Table 5.4: Study results in English - Year 7 

mark 
autumn term spring term 

mark 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

8.A 5 12 7 0 0 2 8 11 3 0 
8.B 9 15 1 0 0 4 14 6 1 0 

For statistical testing, the following hypotheses were formulated: 

• null hypothesis {Ho)'- The distribution of marks in English in the given terms is 
the same for both classes 8.A and 8.B. 

• alternative hypothesis (Ha)'- The distribution of marks in English in the given 
terms is different regarding the particular classes. 
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The procedure was the same as in the case of the test results in Mathematics. The first 
test used was the Mann-Whitney Test. Also in this case the marks were weighted with 
descending weights. The calculated p-value (p = 0.21) is, less than the significance level 
a = 0.05 on which the analysis were conducted. Therefore the null hypothesis that the 
classes are the same is not rejected. 

The calculated p-value (p > 0.1) of the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test is again 
less than the significance level a = 0.05 on which the the analysis was conducted. So it 
brings the same result as the Mann-Whitney Test. Also in this case, the null hypothesis 
that the classes are the same is not rejected. 

Also the Chi-Square Test for the Homogeneity of multinomial distributions came with 
similar results as the above mentioned test (see Table 5.5). 

Table 5.5: Study results in English - Chi-Square Test. 

class x2 P 
Year 7 10.71 0.098 

The calculated p-values led to a conclusion that on the given significance level a = 0.05 
the null hypothesis is not rejected. 

To observe more closely the marks distribution in both classes, the study results in En-
glish of the pupils in particular classes were plotted using the following box-and-whisker 
plots. The situation with the study results in English is in certain aspects different, 
as can be observed in Figure 5.2. The presented box-and-whisker plot shows that an 
average pupil of class 8. A obtained an average mark worse by 0.4 in English than his 
counterpart in class 8.B. Also the inner quartile range (the scores lying in the range of 
25 % to 75 %) is wider in case of class 8. A. 50 % of pupils in 8. A score 1.6 to 2.8 while in 
8.B it is only 1.6 to 2.6. The conclusion is that concerning the study results in English, 
class 8.B is better than class 8.A. 

In either case - regarding the study results in Mathematics and in English - the null 
hypotheses are not rejected. It is true that to have two identical classes for research 
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class 

Figure 5.2: Study results in English 

experiment is impossible. For this reason, the fact that it is not possible to reject the 
hypotheses that the marks distribution in both classes is the same, it is possible to say 
the tests taken in mathematics during the experiment, the fact that it is possible to 
consider the classes to be so similar is crucial. 

5.1.3 Correlation between Study Results 

It is not unusual to encounter an opinion that students are either talented in languages 
or in mathematics. To see whether there is a certain correlation between study results 
reached in Mathematics and English in each class, the correlation coefficients were 
calculated. The mutual correlation was determined using the Pearson correlation coef-
ficient (r) and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (p). The obtained values are 
presented in Table 5.6. 

Table 5.6: Correlation - Mathematics &; English 

class r P 
8.A 
8.B 

0.58 
0.55 

0.61 
0.48 
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In statistical socioinctric analysis, correlation coefficients bigger than 0.4 are considered 
as dependent. The obtained values show that there is a medium-strong (0.4-0.7) corre-
lation (Chráska, 2007) between the study result in each class. This can be interpreted 
that pupils with good study results in Mathematics are likely to also have good results 
in the English language and vice versa. 

5.1.4 Mathematics Test Analysis 

These analyses focused on the comparison of both tests in Mathematics (one taken after 
the presentation of the mathematical subject matter in English and the other in Czech) 
in each class. For statistical analysis, the Wilcoxon Pair Test was used. The analysis 
would reveal if the test results achieved by each class have the same score distribution. 

For the statistical testing, the following hypotheses were formulated: 

• null hypothesis (H0): The scores distributions in tests on the Pythagorean The-
orem and on the Circle are the same in class 8.A (resp. 8.B). 

• alternative hypothesis {H,i): The scores distributions in test on the Pythagorean 
Theorem and the Circle are different in class 8.A (resp. 8.B). 

The null hypothesis was tested using the Wilcoxon Pair Test. The statistics results of 
this test are presented in Table 5.7. 

Table 5.7: Test Scores in Mathematics - Wilcoxon Pair Test 

class 8.A 8.B 

p- value 0.009 0.92 

The analyses showed that there is a difference in both classes. In the case of class 8.A, 
the null hypothesis is rejected in favour of the alternative so that there is a significant 
difference in the mark distribution on the mathematical test. On the other hand, H0 is 
not rejected in case of class 8.B. The situation can be observed in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. 

The presented plots show that concerning class 8.A (resp. 8.B), the score distribution 
in the test on the Pythagorean Theorem is from 56% to 89% (resp. 62% to 100%) 
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Pythagoras 

Figure 5.3: Test scores - class 8.A 

Pythagoras 

Figure 5.4: Test scores - class 8.B 
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with the median of 61% (resp. 67%), and the score distribution in the test on the 
Circle is from 72% to 95% (resp. 60% to 96%) with the median of 86% (resp. 82%) 
test on the Pythagorean Theorem was even significantly more difficult. 

The statistics and the plots lead to the conclusion that class 8.A had different scores 
regarding both tests in mathematics, while in the case of class 8.B, the scores cannot 
be considered as different. For both the classes, the test on the Pythagorean Theorem 
was easier (significantly for class 8.A). 

5.1.5 Test Scores Analysis 

These two analyses were key for this work, as the undertaken analyses should reveal if 
the test results on the same topic presented in one class in English and one in Czech 
are significantly different or not. Before the analyses are presented, it is important to 
mention which of the chosen topics in which of the two classes was presented in the 
Czech and the English language. 

Table 5.8: Language of presentation 

class 8.A 8.B 

Circle English Czech 
Pythagorean Theorem Czech English 

To conduct the analysis, the following hypotheses were formulated: 

• null hypothesis (H0): The distribution of scores in each test is the same for both 
classes 8.A and 8.B. 

• alternative hypothesis (HA): The distribution of scores in each test is different 
regarding the particular classes. 

The H0 was tested by the Mann-Whitney Test and the Kolgomorov-Smirnov Test. The 
test results are presented in Table 5.9. 

The obtained p-values do not allow us to reject the null hypothesis - the scores in each 
test are the same in both classes, as in neither of the statistics was p-value less than 
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Table 5.9: Analyses of Test scores 

test Pythagorean Theorem Circle 

Mann-Whitney 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

p = 0.34 
p > 0.1 

p = 0.28 
p > 0.1 

the significance level a = 0.05. However, we can observe the test results using box-and-
whiskers plots. Figure 5.5 represents the test result on the Circle. 

class 

Figure 5.5: Test scores - Circle 

The plot presenting the test results in the test on the circle shows that the average 
score in class 8.B where the lessons were in Czech is by four points better than in 
class 8.A where the lessons were in English. Also the inter-quartile range in the case 
of class 8.A lies from 56% to 89% while in the case of 8.B it is 61 % to 100%. It can 
be concluded that the test results in class 8.B are slightly better than in case of class 8. A. 

Figure 5.6 represents the scores of both observed classes on the Pythagorean Theorem. 
The plot presenting the test results in the test on the Pythagorean Theorem shows that 
the average score in class 8.A where the lessons were in Czech is by four points better 
than in class 8.B where the lesson were in English. Also the inter-quartile range in case 
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class 

Figure 5.6: Test scores - Pythagorean Theorem 

of class 8.A lies from 72% to 96% while in case of 8.B it is 59% to 96%. It can be 
concluded that the test results in class 8.A are slightly better than in the case of class 
8.B. 

It can be concluded that statistically we do not reject the hypothesis that the test re-
sults are the same. At the same time, having observed the plots presenting the study 
results in each of the tests, the plots show that the scores are rather in favour of the 
lessons were the particular topic was presented in Czech. It implies that the lessons 
presented by the method of CLIL do have a certain negative influence on the academic 
achievement in Mathematics. 

5.1.6 Correlation of Study Results with Test Scores 

This section is devoted to the analysis focusing on the correlation of the pupils' study 
results in Mathematics and English on the scores in the mathematical test taken after 
the presentation of the mathematical subject matter in English. The method of multi-
variate regression was used to investigate the mutual relationship of the study results 
and the test scores.More detailed description of this method can be found in (Chráska, 
2007). 
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The calculated equations, corresponding p-values, and beta coefficients axe as follows: 

• 8.A: Sarde = 118.274 - 13.63 • M - 7.44 • A 

p = 0.212; p M = -0.57; 0A = -0 .23 

• 8.B: Spythagarcan theorem = 126.078 - 18.324 • M ~ 4.456 • A 

p = 0.385; pM = -0.76; pA = -0 .13 
where 

Scircie • • • test score in test on Circle 
Spythaqorean theorem • • • test score in test on Pythagorean Theorem 
M . . . study results in Mathematics 
A . . . study results in English 

The calculated values of the multivariate regression show that in both of the cases, the 
correlation between the study achievements in English and the test scores of the given 
mathematical topic presented by the method of CLIL, is not significant (p = 0.0.212 
and p = 0.385) and that the influence of the study results in Mathematics prevails. Beta 
coefficients allow us to compare the relative contribution of each independent variable 
in the prediction of the dependent variable. The values of beta coefficients show that 
the influence of knowledge of mathematics is almost 2.5 times bigger in the case of class 
8.A and 6 times bigger in the case of 8.B than the influence of the study results in 
English. 

5.2 Qualitative Research 

5.2.1 Language Analysis 

As already mentioned in the survey description, many responding teachers stated that 
their language competence is rather insufficient. The insufficiency can be seen in the 
mastery of the target language grammar, the general competence of expressing ideas, 
and mathematical terminology. The teachers were also worried that their pupils would 
not be able either to understand nor to respond in the target language. 
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The following four aspects were chosen for an analysis, as this can bring interesting 
conclusion for prospective teachers of mathematics interested in the CLIL method: 

• the proportion of the target language used in the lessons, 

• the way the teacher-experimenter used the code-switching, 

• grammar features of the utterances made in the target language, 

• follow-up answers of the participating pupils regarding the used language of the 
teacher and the pupils. 

The language analysis was based on the video-recordings of consecutive lessons of Math-
ematics presenting the Pythagorean Theorem by the method of CLIL at lower secondary 
level. The analysis should reveal to which extent the pupils were able to undertake the 
presentation of mathematical subject matter by the CLIL method with the exposition 
to the target language within the whole scope of five consecutive lessons and how they 
reacted to the experimenter prompts. 

The experiment showed that the target language did not influenced significantly nega-
tively the score results in the test in mathematic. The language analysis should unveil 
to which extent the CLIL method was applied and how much the experimenter used 
the code-switching and repetition to present the chosen mathematical topic and what 
grammar was used during the presentation. 

This analysis could be valuable information for prospective teachers interested in the 
CLIL implementation in their lessons of Mathematics, as it can be considered as a 
guideline for a successful implementation of the CLIL method. 

It is justified to ask, whether the performed teaching met the definition of the CLIL 
method and to which extent the target language was used in the teaching process. The 
analysis showed that 38 % of all utterances made by the teacher-experimenter was in 
the target language (in English). The pupils were at the beginning afraid of talking 
in English, but at the end of the second lesson, they were able to answer to some of 
the questions in English even though they made grammar and vocabulary mistakes. 
The majority of the answers were correct regarding the content. After two lessons, 
the pupils understood very well the inquiry questions. Nevertheless, more complicated 
questions and misunderstandings were asked and answered in Czech. 
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The analysis focused on grammat ica l features of the u t te rances used in the teaching 

process came with the following summary : 

• imperat ive mood 

— Open your exercise books! 

— Calm down! 

— Measure all three sides! 

• relation " there is, there are" 

— How many angles are there in the triangle? 

— There are three angles. 

• modal verbs 

— You should measure all three sides of your triangle. 

— So it must be true. 

— So now, we have to find the square root of a hundred. 

— How can we calculate it? 

— What shall I write? 

• grading of adject ives 

— the longest one 

— These are the shorter sides, and the longest one, the longest one je přepona. 

— The best ones to twenty, weaker ones to fifteen. 

• ordinal numerals 

— One leg and the second leg. 

— What about the third one? 

• articles 

— How long is the radius of the circle? 

— There is again a right-angled triangle 
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— How much is a hundred squared? 

— Do you have questions? 

— So you should know that the Czech national flag. 

• condit ional clauses 

— If we add it, we have about three point one two six. 

— We would like to know the height. 

— If you have a problem, you can ask me. 

• present s imple tense 

— Seventy-five, because it goes to the middle. 

— You don't understand. 

— We have also here a right-angled triangle. 

• present cont inuous tense 

— Remember, remember that we are talking all the time about the Pythagorean 

Theorem. 

• present perfect tense 

— Who has finished can sketch this. 

— Somebody has measured that this is f i f t y meters. 

• past simple tense 

— You were also right. 

• expressing f u t u r e - going to 

— Today, we are going to talk about Pythagorova věta. 

• expressing fu tu r e - will 

— We will mark the vertices. 

— I will ask you. 
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Concerning the grammatical tenses, the most common was the simple present tense 
which was used in 70.5 % cases. 23 % of all sentences were without a grammatical tense 
(e.g. What about you?, One leg and the second leg.) and 8 7 % of t hem were in the 

imperat ive mood (e.g. Draw a triangle! Open your exercise books!). T h e level of the 

target language corresponds with the language reference level of Bl. 

The mathematical terminology used in the lessons at the lower secondary level consisted 
of the following words: 

• T h e Py thagorean Theorem: to add, angle, to calculate circle, diagonal, to divide, 

height, hypotenuse, leg, to mark, to measure, minus, plus, point, radius, rectangle, 

right angle, ruler, side, square, to square, square root, squared, triangle, vertex. 

• T h e Circle: circle, centre, disc, to draw, element, foot, half-line, horizontal, in-

side, line, line-segment, to mark, to measure, mirror symmetry, outside, pair of 

compasses, perimeter, perpendicular, point, point of touch, radius, tangent, verti-

cal. 

It is not an easy task to distinguish which words are every-day used words and which 
are strictly mathematical terminology, as many of the words used in the mathemati-
cal teaching overlap (e.g. difference, table, height, to divide, to mark etc.). The new 
vocabulary was mainly presented in the lesson and then used throughout the whole 
experiment. The methodology of L2 says that only about eight to twelve new words 
per week should be presented and practiced. However without the presentation of the 
new vocabulary at the very beginning, it would not have been possible to present the 
chosen topic. 

It is important for the CLIL method that the participating pupils are exposed in a 
bearable and reasonable time period and that they can absorb the meaning of the used 
vocabulary together with the right grammar structure. For this reason, the utterances 
of the experimenter were classified according to their meaning: 

• utterance only in Czech (24%) - e.g. Teď se podíváme na nějakou pyramidu. 

• utterance first in Czech then in English (10%) - e.g. Máme pravoúhlý trojúhelník. 
We have a right-angled triangle. 
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• uttcrancc first in Czech then twice in English (2 %) - e.g. Tady je ten trojúhelník. 
Here is the triangle. Here is the triangle. 

• ut terance first in English and then in Czech (14%) - e.g. Pyramid is two hundred 
and twenty-nine meters high. Pyramida je dvě stě dvacet devět metrů vysoká. 

• utterance twice in English only (10%) - e.g. And how to find out this? How to 
jind out this? 

• ut terance only in English (37%) - e.g. What is your name? 

Only 24% of the experimenter's utterances were only in Czech and 76% were in English 
(29% of the utterances were mentioned in both languages). Secondly, the utterances 
were classified from the code-switching (used by the experimenter) point of view based 
on its functionality. The analysis showed that the code-switching occurring in the 
teaching process have more functions then those defined by Sert (2005) and Cook (1991). 
For this reason, the classes had to be enlarged and were established as follows: 

• a translation or asking for the meaning of the target language words and colloca-
t ions (e.g. Jak se řekne pyramida?; Co je square?; Theorem je věta.); 

• a short cut in explaining tasks and instructions (e.g. A protože ne všichni máte 
kalkulačky, budete mít důležitý domácí úkol. Důležité je, abychom mohli příště 

pokračovat, všichni budou mít spočítané druhé mocniny a budou tam mít údaje o 

svém trojúhelníku.); 

• a way of repet i t ion or rei terat ion (e.g. Máme pravoúhlý trojúhelník. We have a 

right-angled triangle.); 

• a way of explaining g rammar (e.g. Vertex je vrchol. Ono to má nepravidelný 

číslo, tam se říká vertices jsou vrcholy.); 

• a way of explaining context (e.g. Měli byste vědět, že česká národní vlajka vypadá 

takhle, že ten klín jde do půlky.; Pythagoras byl významný řecký matematik.); 

• a way of summar iz ing (e.g. Pythagorova věta říká jedna odvěsna na druhou plus 

druhá odvěsna na druhou se musí rovnat přepona na druhou.); 

• a way of expressing emotions (e.g. Takže se prosím otoč, pořádně si sedni!; Tak, 

když koukám na tebe, tak pravděpodobně mluvím s tebou.); 
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• a way of asking for unders tanding (e.g. Takže je to jasné?; Je tady někdo, kdo 

tomu nerozumí?). 

The experimenter also tried to get the pupils involved in the process posing simple 
questions asking them to answer in the target language. The questions were primarily 
focused on: 

• the reading of numbers (How do we read this number?, How many intersections 

do we have?, How do we read 62 + 82 = 102 ?), 

• the English a lphabe t (e.g. What is the name of the triangle?, Which side of the 

triangle is the hypothenuse?, Which triangle is right-angled?), 

• inquiry questions (e.g. Do you agree?, Do you understand?, Is it clear?), 

• and calculations (e.g. How much is five squared?, How much is the square root of 
81?). 

The last language feature examined during the language analysis focused on the follow-
up reactions on the teachers prompts. The analysis came with the summary presented 
in Table 5.10. 

Table 5.10: Follow-up reactions 

teacher's prompt pupils' answer % 
CZ CZ 17% 
CZ EN 3% 
EN CZ 28% 
EN EN 40% 
CZ, EN CZ 5% 
CZ, EN EN 7% 

The summary shows that the teacher made in 80% cases his prompt in the English 
language and in 59% cases the pupils's reaction to these prompts were also in the 
JT.T.̂ .lÁs.b J.ŷ .ŷ .lj.ŷ /X X̂̂klAS1 /Y;\ijJ/J Xv.̂  / V.VA9JJ / Y,vJ SiS t3 1WJ' J.'.'Jj'-V^V'i /JJ.1 i Í jmJ . '^ J Jj O 
teaching by the method of CLIL (and in the foreign language teaching generally), it is 
important to make pupils or students to use the given target/foreign language. This 
seems to be an effective way to achieve it. 
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5.2.2 Understanding of Content and Target Language 

The interviewing of two randomly chosen pupils which was focused on the identifica-
tion of possible problems with understanding both the English language as well as the 
mathematical matter and to see whether in both classes the presented mathematical 
matter is perceived in similar showed that the answers of the pupils were almost always 
the same. In neither of the cases the pupils answered that they did not understand the 
mathematical matter. 

The different situation was with the understanding of English. In a half of the cases 
pupils admitted that they had problems to understand certain parts of the lessons. 
Majority of them solved the problem with the bad understanding by asking their peers. 
However, in the end, they thought that they understood everything. 

If some of the pupils did not understand what had been said English, the pupils mainly 
asked their neighbour (93 %), or they waited for another formulation or for a later Czech 
translation (7%) given by the teacher. 

5.2.3 Pupils' Opinions on CLIL Teaching 

This section should answer the questions raised concerning the pupils' and their math-
ematics teacher' opinions on the CLIL teaching undertaken. The opinions of the pupils 
- 49 respondents - were probed by questionnaires described in the methodological part 
of this work. The results of the questionnaires, which focused on the pupils' perceptions 
of the lessons of Mathematics presented by the method of CLIL, are summarized as 
follows (comments of the pupils obtained from the questionnaire results are presented 
in the Appendix): 

• 62% of the pupils stated that they like the classes of Mathematics in English 
(average evaluation 2.20). 

• 53 % of the pupils think that they understood everything concerning English (av-
erage evaluation 2.57). 

• 16 % of the pupils think that they understood everything concerning mathematics 
(average evaluation 3.31). 

• 24% of the pupils would like to continue with mathematics in English (average 
evaluation 3.52). 
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• 20 % of the pupils would like to have more subjects in English (average evaluation 
3.65). 

• 73 % of the pupils think that they learnt many interesting and useful words and 
phrases apart from mathematical ones (average evaluation 2.11). 

The conclusions drawn from the questionnaire could be formulated to show that the 
pupils mostly liked the CLIL teaching, that they have some problems with understand-
ing both mathematics and English. The interviews with the pupils indicated that the 
level of incomprehension of mathematics was in both CLIL and not-CLIL classes iden-
tical. Only a smaller part of the pupils would like to continue with CLIL teaching in 
Mathematics and to have more subjects presented in this way. However, the majority 
of the pupils think that they have learnt some interesting words and phrases. Other 
comments of the pupils are presented in the Appendix. 

5.2.4 Teacher's Opinions on CLIL Teaching 

The reactions and comments of the teacher of mathematics who knows best the pupils 
are a key source of valuable information for the experiment evaluation. The teacher 
of both classes 8.A and 8.B has known the pupils for three years and therefore the 
comments can be considered as objective. The answers of the teacher to the posed 
questions are as follows: 

• Have you ever come across the teaching of Mathematics or other subjects in the 

English language? 

— Yes, last year, a student of the Faculty of Education was teaching one of the 

class topics "Volume, Cube and Prism Surface". 

• What were your expectations concerning teaching by the CLIL method? 

— Pupils would get acquainted with a different way of teaching Mathematics, 
and would realize that it is not important in which language mathematics is 
taught but what they have learnt. 
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What is the impression of the lessons of mathematics presented in English ? 

— I liked the lessons, I think that it was beneficial for the pupils to try out how 

it is to have Mathematics in English. 

Do you think that mathematics presented in English was attractive for the pupils ? 

— At the beginning, it was interesting for all pupils, however the interest of 

some of the pupils (especially average and below-average ones) went down 

gradually to the normal level. 

If you compare your teaching of mathematics in Czech and the teaching of mathe-

matics in English, did you observe some change in the pupils' behaviour, reactions, 

interest etc. ? 

— At the beginning, the interest of the. pupils in the. lessons was definitely higher 

than in the "normal" classes. The behaviour and reactions of the majority 

of them went down gradually to the normal level. I think that concerning 

the good students, their higher interest prevailed, while the weaker students' 

interest went slightly below the usual level. 

Do you think that mathematics presented in English caused problems to the pupils? 

— I think that it caused no problems after all. 

Do you think that mathematics presented in English influenced significantly the 

pupils' study results ? Why do you think so ? 

— There was no significant influence. 

Did the teacher keep the given time schedule in comparison with the presentation 

of the same topic in Czech? 

— Yes, the given time schedule was kept. 

Was all the mathematical matter covered? 

— Yes, the given mathematical matter was covered. 
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• How would you evaluate the teaching of mathematics in English? 

— I liked the classes, the teaching process also included some interesting and 

suitable mathematical tasks and problems; the English language was not an 

obstacle (sometimes it was a helping element); the revision tests were also 

well designed. 

• Would you teach by the method of CLIL yourself (if you had sufficient language 

skills)? 

— Not all the prescribed topics and all the time. However, some chosen topics 

in certain intervals definitely yes. 

• Which threats or other disadvantages can or could this way of teaching bring? 

— I can see problems in a lack of interest or with problems of pupils suffer-

ing from various kinds of disorders. It can also be difficult for students with 

weaker logical thinking, for whom the English language could even deepen the 

problem with understanding of the mathematical matter and it could end up 

with the situation where they would stop making the effort to try to under-

stand it. 

• Do you have any other comments? 

— I think that not every mathematical matter is suitable for CLIL teaching. 

It is, however, good experience for pupils to use foreign languages in a dif-

ferent environment than in the lessons of foreign languages. I would say 

that including English in chosen topics of mathematics is very beneficial for 

pupils. 

5.3 Experiment Summary 

The experiment taking place a t lower secondary level brought the following conclusions 
based on the presented quan t i t a t ive and quali tat ive approach. T h e implementat ion of 
CLIL teaching was successful - 3 8 % of everything what was said was in English, the 
prescribed subjec t ma t t e r was covered within the prescribed number of lessons. 
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Regarding the academic achievement, the pupils' scores in the tests taken in lessons 
of Mathematics were similar to those they normally score in classes of Mathematics 
presented in Czech by their mathematics teacher. The statistical investigation unveiled 
that there are not significant differences in the test results taking in one class after the 
CLIL teaching and in the other after the teaching in Czech. However, it is important 
that the test scores after the lessons presented in the target language were in average 
by 4 % worse than those those after the presentation in the mother tongue. 

The statistical investigation also showed that the test, scores were influenced in a greater 
extent by the knowledge of mathematics then of the target language which means that 
the influence of the target language on the test scores in the experiment was eliminated. 
The correlation between study results in Mathematics and in English revealed that it 
is very likely that pupils with good results in Mathematics have also good results in the 
English language and vice versa. 

The language background of the CLIL method used in the classes could be described 
from several point of view. Form the grammatical point of view, the teaching consisted 
of basic grammatical elements and was adequate to the pupils level of English. The 
mathematical vocabulary numbered 24 and 21 new words in each of the presented top-
ics which were well acquired by the pupils. The experimenter managed to cover the 
mathematical topics using the target language in 76 % of all utterances - either only in 
English or together with the same Czech translation. It represents a large cover of the 
presented topic in the target language. Together with the fact that 38 % of everything 
what was said was in the target language, it can be concluded that performed teaching 
met the required condition of the chosen immersion of the CLIL method regarding the 
exposition to the target language. 

The analysis of the functionality of the code-switching of the experimenter concluded 
that the functions formulated by Sert (2005) and Cook (1991) are rather insufficient 
and that the code-switching have also other functions. The experimenter switched the 
code when asking for comprehension, explaining the context such as history, or for sum-
marizing what has been explained in the target language. The experiment also showed 
that prompts made by the experimenter in the target language resulted in half of the 
cases in responses by the pupils also in the target language. 
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The pupils liked the lessons and they have some problems with understanding both 
the mathematical subject matter as well as the target language. The majority of the 
pupils think that they have learnt some interesting words and phrases. During the 
lessons, the pupils accomplished all the assigned tasks and co-operated with the teacher-
experimenter at the level which is usual when they are taught by their own teacher of 
mathematics, and their mathematics teacher did not notice significant change in the 
pupils' behaviour and stated that the CLIL teaching was perceived as something new 
and motivating mostly in the initial lessons. The experiment concluded that after some 
time, the enthusiasm and the interest of the pupils as well as the students decreased 
and their attention went back to the usual level. 



Chapter 6 

E X P E R I M E N T - U P P E R SECONDARY LEVEL 

6.1 Quantitative Research 

The quantitative research in the grammar school was similar to that in the elementary 
school. However, as one of the classes (Level 1) consisted of new students to the 
grammar school coming there from various elementary schools, it was decided not to 
include their study results from the last four terms into the statistical calculations, as 
the results would not give the researchers the objective view on their knowledge in the 
particular subjects. Therefore the undergone analyses were limited only to make the 
following comparisons performed in both classes: 

1. analysis of study results in mathematics and English in class Level V, 

2. analysis of test results in both tests in mathematics in class Level V, 

3. analysis of test results in both tests in mathematics in class Level 1, 

4. analysis of the test on the Relations in classes Level V and Level 1, 

5. and analysis of the test on the Locus in classes Level V and Level 1. 

Analysis 1 serves to find out whether there is a correlation between study result in 
mathematics and English in class Level V, analyses 2-3 should reveal whether there 
is a significant difference in results of one class in tests testing one topic presented in 
the English language and the other in Czech, and finally analyses 4-5 should reveal 
whether there is a significant difference between test results on one topic presented in 
the English and Czech languages. 

87 
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6.1.1 Correlation between Study Results 

The following analyses of the study results in mathematics and English were based on 
the following marks (see Table 6.1 and Table 6.2) obtained for class Level V for the last 
four terms. 

Table 6.1: Study results in mathematics - Level V 

mark 
autumn term spring term 

mark 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

2006/2007 8 18 5 1 0 6 14 12 0 0 
2007/2008 9 9 12 2 0 9 18 5 0 0 

Table 6.2: Study results in English - Level V 

mark 
autumn term spring term 

mark 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

2006/2007 8 14 8 2 0 14 12 5 1 0 
2007/2008 13 15 4 0 0 8 20 4 0 0 

Having the study results of class Level V, it is possible to analyze whether there is a 
certain correlation between between study results reached in mathematics and English 
in the class. The mutual correlation was determined using the Pearson correlation co-
efficient (r) and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (p). The obtained values are 
presented in Table 6.3. 

class V P 
Level V 0.58 0.60 

Table 6.3: Correlation - mathematics &: English 
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The obtained values show that there is, similarly to the analysis at the lower secondary 
level, a medium-strong correlation (Chráska, 2007) between the study results in the 
class. Also at this level, the correlation results can be interpreted as showing that 
students with good study results in mathematics are likely also to have good results in 
the English language and vice versa. 

6.1.2 Mathematical Test Analysis 

The following analyses were focusing on the comparison of both tests taken by each of 
the classes - one taken after the presentation of one of the given mathematical topics in 
the target language and the other taken after the presentation of the other topic in the 
mother tongue. For the statistical analyses the Wilcoxon Pair Test was used. The anal-
yses would reveal if the test results taken by each class have the same score distribution. 

For the statistical testing, the following hypotheses were formulated: 

• null hypothesis (H0): The scores distribution in tests on Relations and on the 
Locus are the same in class Level V (resp. Level 1). 

• alternative hypothesis (Ha): The scores distributions in tests on Relations and 
on the Locus are different in class Level V (resp. Level 1). 

The null hypothesis was tested using the Wilcoxon Pair Test. The statistical results of 
this test are presented in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4: Study results in English - Wilcoxon Pair Test 

class Level V Level 1 

p-value 0.000364 0.000082 

The analyses shows that in both cases, the null hypothesis is rejected in favour of 
the alternative so that there is a significant, difference in the mark distribution on the 
mathematical tests. The situation can be observed in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. 

In both classes, the test on the Locus was significantly more difficult (regardless the 
influence of the language of presentation). The graphs show that in average the test 
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relations locus 

o Median 
I 125%-75% 
T Mln-Max 

Figure 6.1: Test scores - Level V 

relations locus 

o Median 
I 125%-75% 

Mln-Max 

Figure 6.2: Test scores - Level 1 
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scores in the test on the Locus are by 21% and 16% worse than in the case of the 
Relations and Mappings. 

6.1.3 Test Scores Analysis 

These two analyses are again key for this work unveiling the influence of the target 
language on the academic achievement of the students. It is important to mention 
which of the chosen topics in which of the two classes were presented in the Czech and 
the English language. 

Table 6.5: Language of presentation 

class Level V Level 1 

Relations and Mappings English Czech 
Locus Czech English 

To conduct the analyses, the following hypotheses were formulated: 

• null hypothesis (H0): The distribution of scores in each test is the same for both 
classes Level V and Level 1. 

• alternative hypothesis (Ha): The distribution of scores in each test is different 
regarding the particular classes. 

The H0 was tested by the Mann-Whitney Test and the Kolgoinorov-Sniirnov Test (see 
Table 6.6). 

Table 6.6: Analyses of test scores 

test Relations Locus 

Mann-Whitney 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

p = 0.07 
p > 0.1 

p = 0.55 
p > 0.1 

The obtained p-values do not allow us to reject the null hypothesis - the scores in each 
of the tests are the same in both classes, as in neither of the statistics was ;>value less 
than the significance level a — 0.05. Figure 6.3 represents the test results on the Locus. 
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class 

Figure 6.3: Test scores - Locus 

The plot presenting the test scores in the test on the Locus shows that the average 
score (the median) in class Level V and class Level 1 is identical and equals 66 %. The 
inter-quartile range in case of class Level V lies from 57% to 78% while in case of 
Level 1 it is 57 % to 73 %. It can be concluded that the test scores in class Level V (test 
taken after the presentation in the mother tongue) are slightly better than in case of 
class Level 1 (test taken after the presentation in the target language). 

daGS 

Figure 6.4: Test scores - Relations and Mappings 
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The plot 6.4 presenting the test scores in the test on the Relations and Mappings shows 
that the average score (the median) in class Level V where the lessons were in English 
is by four point better than in class Level 1 where the lesson were in Czech (89% 
in Level V and and 85% in Level 1). Also the inter-quartile range in case of class 
Level V lies from 82 % to 97 % while in case of Level 1 it is 70 % to 90 %. It can be con-
cluded that the test results in class Level V are again better than in case of class Level 1. 

It can be concluded that statistically we cannot reject the hypothesis that the test re-
sults are the same. At the same time, having observed the plots presenting the study 
results in each of the tests, the plots show that the score are rather in favour of class 
Level V regardless the language of presentation. It implies that the lessons presented 
by the method of CLIL do not have a negative influence on the understanding of math-
ematics. 

6.1.4 Correlation between Study Results and Test Scores 

This section is devoted to the analysis which focuses on the correlation between the 
study results in mathematics and English of the students of class Level V on the scores 
in the mathematical test taken in the English language. The method of multivariate 
regression was used to investigate the mutual relationship of the study results and the 
test scores in the test on Relations and Mappings, as the study results in English and 
mathematics in class Level 1 had not been considered as comparable and objective (see 
the introduction of this chapter). 

The calculated equations, corresponding p-values, and beta coefficients are its follows: 

• Level V: Stations = 111-602 - 11.589 • M - 1.3762 • A 

p = 0.773; PM = -0.55; fiA = -0 .06 
where 

Stations • • • test score in test on Relations and Mappings 
M . . . study results in mathematics 
A . . . study results in English 
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The calculated values of the multivariate regression shows that also in these cases the 
influence of the study results in English on the test scores on the given mathemati-
cal topic which was presented by the CLIL method is not significant at a = 0.05% 
(p = 0.773), and that the influence of study results in mathematics prevails. The val-
ues of beta coefficients show that the influence of mathematics is almost 9 times bigger 
than the influence of the study results in English. 

6.2 Qualitative Research 

6.2.1 Language Analysis 

There were 31 students in class Level 1 and in Level V 32 students. The structure of the 
lessons has been described in the methodological part. In the first lessons, some of the 
utterances in the target language were translated into the mother tongue so the students 
could follow the presented explanation and the given instructions. However, as the level 
of the English language of the students was sufficient (A2/B1) for following almost whole 
lessons in English (the target language used in 70% of cases), the Czech language was 
used in the rest of the lessons mainly only when introducing new terminology, which 
included: 

• Class Level V - Relations and Mappings: a relation, a mapping, a set, Carte-
sian product, an arrow graph, symmetrical, transitive, reflexive, even, odd, to 
construct, to sketch, to determine etc.; 

• Class Level 1 - the Locus: a locus, a set, a member, a line, a radius, a chord, 
an axis, an intersection, a notation, to construct, to determine, to sketch etc. 

The students were asked to make notes about the presented vocabulary and to try to 
remember it so they would be able to talk about the topic, raise questions and respond 
to the teacher's questions in English. This caused almost no problems to the students 
and when necessary, the students communicated in English well. The majority of the 
students' utterances were correct regarding form and content. 

As the quantitative part of this chapter could be perceived as not enough clear concern-
ing the formulated hypotheses and their rejection or acceptation, this section should 
bring the qualitative point of view on the conducted experiment. 
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6.2.2 Understanding of Content and Target Language 

The interviewing of two randomly chosen pupils which was focused on the identification 
of possible problems with understanding both the English language as well as the math-
ematical matter and to see whether in both classes the presented mathematical matter 
is perceived in similar showed that the students did not problems with understanding 
both the content and the target language. In both parallel classes the teaching and 
learning process seemed to be the same. 

If some of the students did not understand what had been said English, which was rare, 
the students asked their neighbour (86%), or they waited for another formulation or 
for a later Czech translation (14%) given by the teacher. 

6.2.3 Students' Opinions on CLIL Teaching 

This section should answer the raised questions concerning the students' opinions on 
the undertaken CLIL teaching. The opinions of the students - 54 respondents - were 
probed by questionnaires described in the methodological part of this work. The results 
of the questionnaires focused on the students' perception of the lessons of mathematics 
presented by the method of CLIL are summarized as follows (comments of the students 
obtained from the questionnaire results are presented in the Appendix): 

• 70 % of the students stated that they like the classes of mathematics in English 
(average evaluation 2.20). 

• 63% of the students think that they understood everything concerning English 
(average evaluation 2.27). 

• 64 % of the students think that they understood everything concerning mathe-
matics (average evaluation 2.28). 

• 47 % of the students would like to continue with mathematics in English (average 
evaluation 2.60). 

• 42 % of the students would like to have more subjects in English (average evalu-
ation 2.94). 

• 67 % of the students think that they learnt many interesting and useful words and 
phrases apart from mathematical ones (average evaluation 2.17). 
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The conclusions drawn from the questionnaire could be formulated to show that the 
students mostly liked the CLIL teaching, and that they did not have greater prob-
lems with understanding both mathematics and the target language. Almost half of 
the students would like to continue with CLIL teaching in mathematics and to have 
more subjects presented in this way and the majority of the students think that they 
have learnt some interesting words and phrases. Other comments of the students are 
presented in the Appendix. 

6.2.4 Teacher's Opinions on CLIL Teaching 

The reactions and comments of the teachers of mathematics are a key source of valuable 
information for the experiment evaluation. The mathematics teacher of class Level V 
(t-V) had known the students for four years, while the mathematics teacher of class 
Level 1 (t-1) had known the class only for three months. The answers of the teachers 
to the posed questions are as follows: 

• Have you ever come across the teaching of mathematics or other subjects in En-

glish? 

— t-1: Yes, I have. 

— t- V: Yes, when I studied at university. It was a facultative course. 

• What were your expectations concerning the teaching by the CLIL method? 

— t-1: I was interested how the teaching process would be organized and greeted 

by the students. 

— t- V: I had actually no expectations. I wanted to be surprised. 

• What is the impression of the lessons of mathematics presented in English? 

— t-1: Positive. 

— t- V: Good, it was a primary introduction to the mathematical terminology in 

a foreign language. 
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Do you think that mathematics presented in English was attractive for the stu-

dents? 

— t-1: Yes, I think so. 

— t- V: Definitely. However, the weakest students probably had problems with 

understanding. 

If you compare your teaching of mathematics in Czech and the teaching of math-

ematics in English, did you observe some change in the students' behaviour, re-

actions, interest etc. ? 

— t-1: I did not notice any considerable changes. 

— t- V: Nothing significant. It was new for them. 

Do you think that mathematics presented in English caused problems to the stu-

dents? 

— t-1: No, I do not think so. 

— t- V: I think that only those who have generally problems with mathematics 

in Czech. The results of the others were appropriate to the difficulty of the 

presented mathematical topic and corresponded with expectations. 

Do you think that mathematics presented in English significantly influenced the 

students' study results? Why do you think so? 

— t-1: I do not think so, the test scores are in accordance with the scores in 

previous mathematics test. 

— t- V: I do not think so. Those who want to understand the subject matter do 

not feel the language as an obstacle. It is not important if they have a given 

English term for a relevant Czech equivalent. It is only important that they 

understand well the concept and are able to integrate it into the "system of 

other pieces of knowledge ". It will help them in their future studies not to be 

afraid of English written texts. 
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Did the teacher keep the given time schedule in comparison to the presentation of 

the same topic in Czech? 

— t-1: Yes. 

— t- V: Yes, as it had been planned. 

Was the all mathematical matter covered? 

— t-1: Yes. 

— t- V: Yes, to the full extent. 

How would you evaluate the teaching of mathematics in English? 

— t-1: Considering the time schedule, it is not possible to deal with language 

problems in detail and English was in this case a nice inter subject "link" 

between mathematics and English. The students did not have problems with 

understanding (their knowledge of English was at a sufficient level). 

— t- V: The lessons were well prepared and interestingly presented. It was a nice 

variation on common lessons of mathematics. 

Would you teach by the CLIL method yourself (if you had sufficient language 
skills)? 

— t-1: I have been teaching mathematics as a facultative subject for classes 

Level 1 and 2. I attended a 14 day course of CLIL in Exeter in the UK. 

— t- V: Yes, I would teach by the CLIL method but only partially. I would 

definitely not implement this method in all lessons. 

Which threats or other disadvantages can or could this way of teaching bring? 

— t-1: I think that in the case of students' poor knowledge of English, it would 

be necessary to have more lessons of mathematics per week. 

— t- V: The wrong understanding of concepts and relationships is not. a threat, 

for those whose language skills are at high level as they can spot various 

fine language nuances. Those who fight, with a foreign language and who do 

not understand the foreign language can also understand the subject matter 
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as they can ask and have the problem explained. The highest risk faces the 

students who are confident that, they understand everything concerning the 

language and think that they also understand the subject matter. The disad-

vantage is the language barrier on both sides (on the side of teachers as well 

as students). Another disadvantage I can see is in students' initial fear of 

speaking. This problem always comes when students do not know each other 

well or when they have a new teacher. After some time, this problem fades 

out. It is the same for mathematics as well as for a foreign language. 

6.3 Experiment Summary 

The experiment at the upper secondary level came with the following conclusions based 
on the presented quantitative and qualitative approach. As the prescribed mathemati-
cal subject matter was covered within the prescribed number of lessons and the majority 
of the lessons was conducted in the target language, the implementation of CLIL teach-
ing was successful. 

The academic achievement of the students in mathematics test were similar to those 
they normally score in classes of mathematics presented in their mother tongue by their 
mathematics teacher. The statistical analysis investigating the test results taken after 
the presentation of the same topic conducted in one class in Czech and in the other 
in English showed that are not significant differences. It is important to note that the 
test scores in one participating class were better then in the other class regardless of 
the language of instruction. Therefore, it seems that at this level, CLIL teaching does 
not influence negatively the test scores in mathematics. 

The statistical analysis also unveiled that there is a much higher correlation between 
the knowledge of mathematics then of the target language with the test results of the 
test taken after the lessons undertaken in the target language. It can be understood 
that the influence of the target language is rather eliminated. The analysis came also 
with the same conclusion as it was at the lower secondary level and it is the fact that 
it is very likely that students with good results in mathematics also have good results 
in the English language and vice versa. 
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The majority of the students (70%) liked the lessons and they did not have greater 
problems with understanding both mathematics and the target language. Almost one 
half of the students would like to continue with CLIL teaching in mathematics and to 
have more subjects presented in this way and the three quarters of the students think 
that they have learnt some interesting words and phrases. The students were able to 
accomplished all the assigned. 

According to their teachers of mathematics observing the class during the lessons of 
mathematics, they co-operated with the teacher-experimenter at the level which is usual 
when they are taught by them. The teachers did not notice a significant change in the 
students' behaviour. In addition to this, the CLIL teaching was perceived as something 
new and motivating mostly in the initial lessons. The experiment concluded that after 
some time, the enthusiasm and the interest the students decreased and their attention 
went back to the usual level. 
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CONCLUSION 

This PhD thesis presenting research in the field of CLIL had several predetermined 
goals: to conduct a survey among lower and upper secondary teachers of mathematics 
from various parts of the Czech Republic to see what their experience and opinions 
are on a possible implementation of the CLIL method in their classes of mathemat-
ics; to find out whether such implementation has a negative influence 011 the academic 
achievement of pupils and students concerning the given mathematical subject matter; 
to determine the level of the target language for a successful implementation of the 
CLIL method in classes of mathematics; to identify the pupils' and students' feelings 
and opinions about the CLIL method; and also to identify any significant changes of the 
pupils and students during the lessons of mathematics presented in the target language. 

7.1 Teachers' Opinions 

To summarize the conducted survey's results which are described in detail in chapter 3, 
it should be said that even though the majority of the responding teachers think that 
teaching mathematics in a foreign language is without doubt interesting and some of 
them would like to perform such teaching, their language competencies are in their 
words insufficient. The research made in recent years (Eurydice, 2005) came to the 
conclusion that Czech teachers do not hold official qualifications specifically entitling 
them to teach one or more subjects in the curriculum in a language other than Czech. 
However, there are many Master's study programmes leading to teaching qualifications 
in two subjects, one of which is a foreign language. 

This finding is in accordance with (www.teachingenglish.org.uk) where it is stated that 
"teachers might not have a language level appropriate to the demands of the content" or 
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with Darn (2006, p. 3) who admits that "opposition to language teaching by subject 
teachers may come from language teachers themselves. Subject teachers may be unwill-
ing to take on the responsibility". In addition to this, Baker (2006, p. 307) adds that 
"methods in immersion classroom require induction into skills and techniques beyond 
those required in ordinary mainstream classrooms". 

Another fact which is seen by the responding teachers of mathematics as a burden is 
that it, would be difficult to implement CLIL teaching in their lessons of mathematics as 
they think that their students face problems with understanding of mathematics even 
in their mother tongue - the Czech language, and that the method CLIL is rather more 
suitable for the university level. 

Even though first books suitable for CLIL teaching are available in the market (e.g. 
Macmillan Vocabulary Practice Series - Science), there is a lack of specialized text-
books, materials suitable for the CLIL method, which would resemble the prescribed 
mathematical matter, as the use of original textbooks is not always appropriate (which 
was discussed in the methodological part), and methodological support generally can 
be also seen as an obstacle for possible implementation of the CLIL method in classes 
of mathematics in the Czech Republic. 

7.2 Academic Achievement 

The second and the most important goal of the work was to determine whether the 
implementation of the method of CLIL within ordinary lessons of mathematics leads 
to worse understanding of mathematics given no previous experience of the pupils and 
students with such teaching and that the required topic is covered in the same extent 
and with the same time donation as is in the case that the language of instruction is 
the mother tongue . 

The conducted experiments at lower and upper secondary level showed that the im-
plementation of CLIL teaching was successful, and that the prescribed mathematical 
subject matter was covered within the prescribed number of lessons. 

Some of the long-term studies made by Cloud (2000) or by Genesee (1987) came to the 
conclusion that immersion students achieve as well as or better than non-immersion 
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peers. On the other hand, for example Gaya (1994) claims that immersion students do 
not reach their maximum in mathematics. 

The surveyed teachers of mathematics are afraid that their pupils would not be able 
to undertake lessons of mathematics presented by the method of CLIL. The majority 
of them think that it would be a negative influence on their academic achievement in 
mathematics. The implementation phase could be considered even more influential in 
this way. 

However, the experiment concluded that its implementation does not lead to statisti-
cally significant worse academic achievement in mathematics at the lower secondary 
level. The academic achievement at the upper secondary level was not influenced by 
it. The pupils' and students' scores in final revision tests in mathematics were at the 
same level when comparing their study results in previous tests before the experiment. 

The undertaken questionnaire investigation showed that both the pupils and the stu-
dents do have some problems with understanding the mathematical subject matter, but 
the level of incomprehension of mathematics was identical in both CLIL and non-CLIL 
classes. 

The experiment also showed that the academic achievement in the tests in mathematics 
taken after the presentation of the given mathematical matter in the target language 
correlated mostly with the mathematical competencies of the pupils and the students 
rather than with their knowledge of the target language, and that pupils and students 
who have good results in mathematics also perform well in the English language (aver-
age correlation of 0.55) which is in accordance, for example with (Hart, 1993), whose 
experiments came up with the correlation of 0.61. This can contribute to dispelling the 
concerns of mathematics teachers that the knowledge of a target language can influence 
very significantly the academic achievement in mathematics of their pupils and students. 

Another finding concerning the correlation between study results in mathematics and 
in English is that it is very likely that pupils with good results in mathematics also 
have good results in the English language and vice versa, which has been proved at 
both educational levels. This may be in opposition to the common belief investigated 
by Rolka (2004) that "people are either mathematically or linguistically interested or 
talented". 
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7.3 Language Background 

The language competencies of the participating teachers in the survey are in their own 
opinions rather weak. Although the new curricular reform is favourable to the imple-
mentation of CLIL, only a fifth of the mathematics teachers would be willing to teach 
mathematics in a foreign language. 

However, the level of the target language used by the experimenter at the lower sec-
ondary level corresponds with the language reference level of Bl. Also the mathematical 
terminology necessary for the coverage of a particular mathematical topic consists of 20 
items on average. This is in accordance with Swain (1988, p. 69-73) who states that "a 
typical immersion classroom approach is that the teacher asks questions and the pupils 
provide short answers which make the teacher input abundant and the learner's output 
minimal". He adds that "not many tenses and grammatical structures are used and, 
therefore, little practise of more complex language structures can be observed in the 
immersion classroom". 

The level of the used language by the experimenter at the upper secondary level was 
assessed as B2, while the average language level of the students was A2/B1 which was 
considered to be sufficient, for the students to undertake the whole lessons in the target 
language with only an exceptional use of the mother tongue. It important to say that 
the Directive of the Ministry (see Appendix) states that the minimal language level 
of the teachers involved in CLIL teaching should C2 regarding the Common European 
Reference for Language (see Appendix). Such a high language level of teachers would 
be in every aspect positive. However, the experiment showed, that such a high level is 
not necessary. 

The analysis of the functionality of the code-switching of the experimenter concluded 
that the functions formulated by Scrt (2005) and Cook (2001) were rather insuffi-
cient and that more functions of the code-switching were identified. The experimenter 
switched the code (apart from the cases formulated by Scrt (2005), Cook (2001), and 
Crystal (1987)) also when explaining the context, such as history and for summarizing 
what had been explained in the target language. 
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From the pupils' and the students' point of view, they think that they have learnt 
some interesting words and phrases. The pupils were able to undertake successfully 
the lessons of mathematics with the target language exposition of 38%. This can 
be considered as a long exposition regarding the initial phase of the CLIL method 
implementation. The pupils also responded well in the target language in the majority 
of cases to the questions posed in English by the experimenter. 

7.4 Pupils' and Teachers' Opinions 

The undertaken questionnaire investigation showed that both the pupils and the stu-
dents liked the lessons. The upper secondary school students have generally a better 
attitude to the teaching by the method of CLIL; they like the lessons in English more 
and find the teaching more interesting. The students also better understand the English 
presentation than their elementary school peers and the majority of them would like 
to continue with the CLIL method, while at the lower secondary level, it was only one 
quarter of them. 

It is possible to find in literature (Snow, Met, Genesee, 1989; Wollf, 2002) that the 
method of CLIL can be a motivating factor for pupils or students. Gierlinger (2007) 
states that "CLIL classes are more fun and the change factor increases students' mo-
tivation". The experiment showed that it is true for initial lessons when the CLIL 
teaching was perceived as something new. 

However, the experiment concluded that after some time, the enthusiasm and the in-
terest of pupils or students decreases and their attention goes back to the usual level 
as the pupils or students get used to this way of teaching. It is necessary to add that 
this could be partly due to the fact that the experimenter tried to follow the observed 
way of teaching of the mathematics teachers of the given classes in order to eliminate 
a possible influence of a different way of teaching in CLIL and non-CLIL lessons. 

During the lessons at both educational levels, the pupils accomplished all the assigned 
tasks and co-operated with the teacher-experimenter at usual level, and their mathe-
matics teacher did not notice significant changes in the pupils' behaviour. 
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7.5 Recommendations 

There is a need to create suitable conditions for CLIL teaching preparation at uni-
versities where future teachers are educated.and also to organize various courses and 
seminars of further education which focus on the CLIL method. The introduction and 
use of terminology in a target language for teachers who have been already teaching 
their subjects in the Czech language and who would like to practice CLIL method in 
their lessons is also needed. 

That the teachers worry about the implementation of the CLIL method in lessons of 
mathematics can be seen as odd. The first reason is that conducted research showed 
it is possible to implement successfully the CLIL method within the given time allo-
cation devoted to mathematics at particular educational levels without increasing the 
number of lessons. The second reason is that the demand on the language competence 
of pupils/students and teachers of mathematics is not so high regarding the Common 
European Framework of Reference for Language (lower secondary level: Al - pupils, 
131 - teacher; upper secondary level: A2/B1 - students, B2 - experimenter). 

Teachers should not be afraid to switch between the mother tongue and the target 
languages. In the initial phase of the implementation it is unavoidable. However, even 
though the code-switching is used for several reasons, it is still possible to cover a sig-
nificant part of lessons of mathematics in the target language and meet the criterion 
for CLIL teaching. Teachers should consider code-switching as a helpful tool. 

Teachers should pose questions to their pupils and students in the target language, as 
it seems that it is an effective tool to make them also respond in the target language. 
The experiment showed that about 59 % of the responses to the questions posed at the 
lower secondary level in the target language were responded also in the target language. 

7.6 Final Remarks 

Finally, it is important to state that all the predetermined goals of this PhD thesis have 
been accomplished. The conducted research presents four case studies concerning the 
initial phase of the CLIL implementation in lessons of mathematics. Nevertheless, the 
research presented in this work has unveiled only a small shard of the complexity of 
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CLIL teaching and more case studies are needed to make general conclusions. At the 
same time, there are still other questions to be answered. 

Some of the questions are as follows: 

• What are the differences in the conceptual perception of mathematical concepts 
between children attending classes of mathematics in their mother tongue and in 
a target language? 

• Which mathematical topics are the most suitable for the CLIL method and are 
there any which should be presented only in the mother tongue? 

• When and to which extent is the best for implementation of the CLIL method in 
elementary schools? 

• How to implement the CLIL method in classes where there is a significant dis-
crepancy in the intellectual level of the pupils? 

• What would be the best content and structure of courses and seminars focusing 
on the implementation of the CLIL method in classes of mathematics organized 
for prospective teachers interested in this method, so as not to be afraid to start 
with such teaching? 

For more general conclusions, more research of the same nature has to be conducted 
at various educational levels. It can be concluded that the experiment was definitely 
beneficial, not only for the participating pupils, students and their teachers (for whom 
the experiment enabled a new sight on the teaching of mathematics), but also for other 
teachers and the school management, who could see that such an implementation of 
the CLIL method does not bring many complications or slowness, and that it is not so 
demanding regarding the language competence of the teachers as well as their pupils 
and students. 
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Appendix A 

LESSONS T R A N S C R I P T I O N 

Notes: 
Exp - experimenter, Pup - pupils, Tec - internal mathematics teacher, 
square brackets indicate vocabulary written on the board 

Pythagorean Theorem - lesson 1 

Exp: Otevřete si sešity, open your exercise books, ztišíme se, so please, be quiet, be quiet, 
ztišíme se. Today we are going to talk about Pythagorova včta, v angličtinč tomu 
budeme říkat Pythagorean Theorem. V angličtinč se tomu říká teorém, theorem. This 
is today's topic, to je dnešní téma, jo? Tady vám budu psát slovní zásobu, tak se ji 
pokuste zapsat a naučit. Theorem je včta, Pythagorova včta. Pythagoras byl významný 
řecký matematik, ten to objevil a po nčm se tato včta jmenuje. A my si pozdčji řekneme, 
co ta včta vlastnč je. 
First of all, first of all, nejprve si nakreslíme pravoúhlý trojúhelník. So please draw, 
draw please draw a right-angled triangle. Takže triangle je co asi? 

Pup: Trojúhelník. 
Exp: [triangle = trojúhelník] Right, co to je right? 
Pup: Pravý. 
Exp: [right = pravý] pravý, a angle jsem řekl, angle, tak co to asi bude? 
Pup: Úhel, úhel 
Exp: Right angle. 
Pup: Uhel, pravý úhel 
Exp: Uhel, so angle [angle = úhel]. So how many angles are there in a triangle? How 

many angles are there in a triangle? Kolik má, kolik je úhlů v trojúhelníku? 
Pup: Three angles ... are in triangle. 
Exp: There are three angles. How many right angles? How many right angles? Kolik je 

tam pravých úhlů? 
Pup: One. 
Exp. Just one, yes. We call, we name the vertices A, B, C. We should make them A, B, C. 

Označíme ho, we will mark, we will mark, [mark = označit], we will mark the 
vertices, to jsou, prosím vás, vrcholy A, B, and C. Tak, mčli byste si pamatovat, you 
should remember, you should remember that the vertex, vrchol, where there is a 
right angle is always C. Mčli byste si pamatovat, že vrchol, u kterého je pravý úhel, je 
vždycky C. [vertex = vrchol] Ono to má nepravidelný číslo, tam se říká vertices jsou 
vrcholy, jo? So each triaglc has three vertices, three, three what? 
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Pup: Angles. 
Exp: Angles, and also three 
Pup: Vertex, vertices 
Exp. Každý trojúhelník má tři vertices, tři vrcholy, three angles, úhly a tři three strany. Jak 

sc řekne strana? To byste mčli včdčt, ne? 
Pup: Page. 
Exp: Nc, to jc stránka v knížce. Ale left side, right side, [side = strana] So, every tringle has 

three angles, three vertices and three sides. 
Pup. A u toho vrcholu, může to být třeba point? 
Exp: Point jc bod, point jc bod. Tak si ještě napište [point = bod] Point, bod. A pak jsme 

ještě používali slovíčka, já jsem vám říkal: Draw a trianle!, to draw znamená 
Pup: Malovat 
Exp: Malovat, kreslit nebo taky načrtnout. Draw = narýsovat budeme používat. Draw. So, 

please, please draw a right-angled triangle. Nakreslete, narýsujte libovolný pravoúhlý 
trojúhelník do sešitu. Everybody has a right-angled triangle? 

Tak, [task = úkol],Tak ale klid. Calm down, ztište se. Tak a teď pozor, máte máte důležitý, 
you have an important task, an important task, máte důležitý úkol. Measure all 
three sides, measure, measure all three sides, co je to to measure, measure, 
[measure = měřit] Změřte. So your task is, your task is to measure all three sides of 
your triangle. Ale měl by to být pravoúhlý trojúhelník. Prosím vás, všichni mají 
pravoúhlej? Everybody, everybody has a right-angle triangle? 

Pup: Yeah. 
Exp: Measure all three sides using your ruler. Co jc to ruler? 
Pup: Pravítko. 
Exp: [ruler = pravítko] So please, take your ruler, ruler, and measure, and measure, You 

should measure all three sides of your triangle. Nakreslete si tabulku. Tabulka sc 
řekne stejně jako stůl. Jak sc řekne stůl? 

Pup: Table. 
Exp: Table to jc i tabulka [table = tabulka]. So make the table. Tak, a teď mi řekněte, já se 

vás budu ptát, I will ask you. A vy mi řekněte, ještě mi řekněte, jak se tady označují ty 
strany, jaká jc strana AB, jak jí říkáme malým písmenem? To jc strana 

Pup: c. 
Exp: Strana CA? 
Pup: b 

Exp: hmm, side b. And this side is? 
Pup: a. 
Exp. Always the opposite. To naproti, jo? In your triangle, how long, how long is a? Three 

point five. Takže three point five. 
Exp: How long is A? 
Pup. Three oh six. 
Exp: Three point six. And c? 
Pup: Four point eight. 
Exp. four point eight. 
Exp: Tak. What about you? How long is a, your a? 
Pup. Five. 
Exp: Five centimeters, b, how long is b? 
Pup: h is seven čtyři 
Exp: Seven point four. And c, how long is c? 
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Pup: c is eight nine. 
Exp: Eight point nine? Tak. What about you? 
Pup: a 
Exp: a is 
Pup. seven point five. 
Exp: Seven point five. 
Pup: b is nine point five. 
Exp: Nine point five. And c? 
Pup: And c is .. 
Exp: the longest one, jc ta nejdclší. 
Pup: Jsem sc spletl, b is five point eight. 
Exp: Five point eight. And nine point five. Tak, vy si tam doplňte ten svůj každej, kdo ho 

tam nemá. Put your numbers there. Put your numbers there. Každý tam máte doplnit 
svoje čísla. Put your numbers there. Doplňte tam svoje čísla. Máme? Tak, prosím vás, 
protože asi nemáte všichni kalkulačky, tak si to zkopírujte. Ono sc říká česky opsat sc 
řekne zkopírovat, so copy it into your exerciscbook, do sešitu. A protože ne všichni 
máte kalkulačky, budete mít důležitý domácí úkol. Homework, to znáte, ne? 
[Homework] Doma. Your homework, my tady máme ty strany a, b, c. Vy tady máte, 
co napsali vaši spolužáci, nějaký jejich rozměry a vaším úkolem teď bude za domácí 
úkol najít druhé mocniny těch čísel, takže 3 a půl nadruhou, tři cclč šest nadruhou, čtyři 
celé osm nadruhou a dáte to do té tabulky. Pomocí kalkulačky, nemusíte použít tabulky, 
use your calculators, it is your homework. Důležité je, abychom mohli příště 
pokračovat, všichni budou mít spočítané druhé mocniny a budou tam mít údaje o svém 
trojúhelníku. So please, stand up! So please, stand up! See you tomorrow, uvidíme se 
zítra. 

Pythagorean Theorem - lesson 3 

Exp: Začneme zase dělat Pythagorovu větu. Ztišíme sc. Anglicky se řekne ztišit, kdo si to 
pamatuje? 

Pup: Pythagoras.. 
Exp: Pythagoras Theorem. Ale ztišit se řekne 
Pup: Calm, quiet please, calm down. 
Exp: [Calm down] So we have two triangles. We have two right-angled triangles. Open 

your exercise books, Open your exercise books. Calm down. We have two triangles. 
So we have two right-angled triangles. Write it down. So please, sketch these 
triangles. Načrtněte si to. There is always, there is always one missing side, one 
missing side. Co je to to missing? 

Pup: Chybějící. 
Exp: Chybějící strana. We have two right-angled triangles and there are two missing 

sides. Tak. Your task, your task is to calculate the lenghts of the missing sides.Takžc 
vaším úkolem je, co jc to calculate? 

Pup: Vypočítat. 
Exp: Vypočítat délku těch chybějících stran. Tak ještě si tady uděláme jedno opakování, jak 

to vlastně je, co jc to ta Pythagorova věta. Pythagorova věta je a squared, b squared is 
c squared. Česky to a, b jc co, jak říkáme těm stranám? 

Pup: Na druhou. 
Exp: To jsou tzv. odvěsny. To jsou ty kratší strany v tom trojúhelníku. These are the 
shorter sides, and the longest one, the longest one je přepona. The longest one, ta nejdclší 
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strana je vždycky přepona. A my jsme si řekli, že ty odvěsny, kdo si to pamatuje, se řeknou 
jak? 

Pup: Legs. 
Exp: Legs. One leg and the second leg. A toto se řekne, jaké to bylo slovo? Hypotenuse. 

So, how can we calculate this? Označíme to x. We will mark it with .... Jak se řekne 
anglicky x? Víte to? 

Pup: /cks/. 
Exp: /cks/ so we can mark it with x. 
Pup: A můžeme tu Pythagorovu včtou počítat i jiné trojújelníky? 
Exp: Ne, Pythagorova věta je jen pro pravoúhlé trojúhelníky. Takže, jak to spočítáme? How 

can we calcuate it? To x tady, je to přepona? Is is a hypotenuse or is it a leg? Is it a 
hypotenuse, přepona or a leg, odvěsna? 

Pup: Hypotenuse. 
Exp: Hypotenuse, yes. So it must be true, musí být pravda. Osm, eight squared plus six 

squared is how much? 
Pup: x 
Exp: x squared. So now, we rae applying the Pythagorean Theorem, aplikujeme tady tu 

Pythagorovu větu. These are legs, toto jsou odvěsny, and this is the longest side, to je 
ta přepona. Eight squared plus six squared must be x squared. How much is eight 
squared? 

Pup: Forty .. 
Exp: Forty .., teda sixty .. 
Pup: Four 
Exp: How much is six squared? Plus. Six squared? 
Pup: Třicet šest. 
Exp: Thirty-six, and it should be x squared. How much sixty-four and thirty-six? How 

much is it? 
Pup: One hundred. 
Exp: One hundred, yes. And a hundred is x squared. Tak co teď musíme udělat? 
Pup: Odmocnit to. 
Exp: Odmocnit. Odmocnina se řekne, square root [square root]. Věděl by někdo, co je to 

root? 
Pup: Kořen. 
Exp: Kořen, yes. To je kořen, takže je to takový čtvercový kořen. So now, we have to find, 

musíme najít, the square root of a hundred and the square root of a hundred is? 
Pup: Ten. 
Exp: Ten. So now we know, now we know that the hypotenus of the triagle is ten 

centimeters long. Přepona nebo-li hypotenuse je .... 
Pup: Můžete dát tu tabuli nahoru, já nevidím. 
Exp: So the hypotenuse is ten centimeters. Everybody understands that? Rozumíte tomu? 
Pup: Jo i ne. 
Exp: Tak kde je problém? Pythagorova věta říká jedna odvěsna na druhou plus druhá odvěsna 

na druhou se musí rovnat přepona na druhou. Odvěsny jsou vždycky v tom pravoúhlém 
trojúhelníku ty kratší strany... 

Pup: Já nechápu tu angličtinu nestíhám. 
Exp: Next one. 
Pup: Další. 
Exp: Další. This side, is it a leg or is it a hypotenuse? Je to odvěsna nebo přepona? 
Pup: Leg 
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Pup: Leg. 
Exp: It is a leg. So now, what shall I write? Co mám napsat? 
Pup: Dvanáct na druhou. 
Exp: Dvanáct se řekne? 
Pup: Twelve. 
Exp: Twelve squared plus, we mark it asjc 
Pup: jc squared 
Exp: x squared is fifteen squared . Try to calculate this out. Pokuste se, pokuste se 

How much is twelve squared, how much is twelve squared, how much is twelve 
squared? 

Pup: Sto čtyřicet čtyři. 
Exp: A hundred and forty-four plus x squared must be ... And How much is fifteen 

squared? 
Pup: Two hunderd and twenty-five. 
Exp: Two hundred and twenty-five. Prosím vás, v angličtině se mezi stovkama a desítkama 

říká and. Třeba three hundred and seventy. So now JC squared is two hundred and 
twenty-five minus a hundred and forty-four. How much is two hundred and 
twenty-five.... 

Pup: Proč je tam ten křížek? 
Exp: To je jr. 
Pup: Co že? No. Já to počítal úplně jinak. 
Exp: So x squared is eighty-one. The square root of eighty-one is 
Pup: Nine. 
Exp: Nine. So it is nine. 
Pup: Pane učiteli, můžu se zeptat.... 
Exp: So it is nine. Is it clear? 
Pup: Je to čistý? 
Exp: Jc to čistý. Co je clear ještě anglicky? 
Pup: Hotový. 
Exp: Jasný. Takže je to jasné? Is it clear? Je to jasné? 
Pup: Jo, yes. 
Exp: Je tady někdo, kdo tomu nerozumí? 
Pup: Já. 
Exp: Čemu? 
Pup: 
Exp: V pravoúhlém trojúhelníku platí, dvě kratší strany, když jc umocním na druhou a sečtu, 

misí se to rovnat třetí straně, té nejdelší straně na druhou. To tady děláme. Tak já to 
smažu a napíšu další příklad. 

Pup: Můžu se zeptat, pane učiteli, proč se v tom druhým se sečítá to x? 
Exp: Protože se to vždycky v Pythagorově větě, to céčko je ta nejdelší strana, přepona. Ale 

tady je nejdelší ta patnáctka. 
Pup: Ale proč .... 
Exp: Kde byla ta nejdelší strana? 
Pup: Tady. 
Exp: To je nejdelší strana? 
Pup: Aha. 
Exp: So, calm down again. We have a square. Co jc square? 
Pup: Čtverec. 
Exp. So we have a square. 
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Pup: Máme to rýsovat? 
Exp: Ne. Sketch it. To sketch znamená načrtnout [sketch]. Sketch it znamená načrtněte si. 
Discussion in Czech. (32s) 
Exp: So, your task, so we have a square. Máme čtverec, with each side which is two point 

five centimeters long, se stranou dlouhou dva a půl centimetru. A pak tady máme co, 
co to je tohle to. It is a circle. A ona je opsaná tzv. opsaná tomu čtverci. Ten čtverec je 
schovaný uvnitř. 

Pup: A tam máte tečny, pane učiteli? 
Exp: Prosím? 
Pup: Tam máte tečny, ne? Tedy sečny? 
Exp: Tětivy. 
Pup: Tětivy. 
Exp: And your task, vaším úkolem je zjistit, jaký je poloměr té kružnice, How long is the 

radius of the circle? How long is the radius of the circle, if you know, if you know 
that the side of the square is two point five centemeters? Máme zjistit, jaký je 
poloměr té kružnice, radius [radius], proto to značíme, je to z latiny, r, rádius, poloměr. 
Jak to spočítáme? Tak, důležitý je, very important, very important thing, probíráme 
Pythagorovu větu, tak že si tam musíme najít co? O čem je Pythagorova věta? 

Pup: Pravoúhlý trojúhelník 
Exp: O pravoúhlém trojúhelníku. Je tam někde nějakej úpravoúhlý trojúhelník? 
Pup: Jo. 
Exp: Tak mi ho pojď ukázat. Come, come and show me the right angle triangle. To ještě 

není ten pravý. It is not the right right-angled triangle. We have here this one. So 
write it down. Does everybody see the right-angled triangle there? Chtěl bych vám 
připomenout, že hodina se nahrává, i když jste zády. 

Pup: A kam to budete pane učiteli dávat? 
Exp: Tak si tady překreslíme ten pravoúhlý trojúhelník. So we have this. This. Ten 

trojúhclníkjc tady. How long is this side, how long is this side? Co je tohle? Co to je? 
That is the radius. To je ten poloměr té kružnice. Ne? Je to tak? 

Pup: Yes. 
Exp: Jak je dlouhá tady ta strana? How long is this side? 
Pup: Půlka. 
Exp: Yes, it's half of this side. Je to půlka té strany. And how long is this? 
Pup: Taky půlka. 
Exp: It is one point two five. It is again one point two five centemeters. Takže, now we 

have a right-angled triangle and there is only one side missing. Máme zase 
pravoúhlý trojúhelník a nevíme jednu stranu a to je právě ten 

Pup: Oni říkali, že jc to těžký a ono to není zas tak těžký. Je to těžký. 
Exp: Tak co mám psát? What shall I write? Tak co mám napsat? Jak bude vypadat ta 

rovnice? 
Pup: Vypočítáme stranu a. 
Exp: Tady není žádná strana a. Můžeme používat jen ty čísla a tohle Tak co je tohle. Co 

jc r, jc to odvěsna nebo přepona? What is r, is it a hypotenuse or a leg? 
Pup: Přepona. 
Exp: Hypotenuse. Tak co platí? 
Pup: Jedna celá dvacet pět na druhou. 
Exp: So one point two five sqaured plus 
Pup: one point twenty-five 
Exp: squared 
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Pup: squared 
Exp: is 
Pup: r 
Exp: r squared. 
Discussion in Czech (7s) 
Exp: Když dělám tu kružnici, tak tady je poloměr, tady jc poloměr, tady je poloměr. Tak, 

musíte použít kalkulačky, so use your calculators, use your calculators. 
Discussion in Czech (14s) 
Exp: Tak my tam máme místo x, tam máme r. To je jedno, jestli tam jc r nebo x, it does not 

matter. Co to znamená it does not matter? 
Pup: To nevadí. 
Exp:To je jedno, to nevadí. So how much is one point two five squared? Kolik je jedna celá 

dvacet pět na druhou? How much is one point two five squared? 
Pup: Jedna celá pět šest dva pět. 
Exp: One point 
Pup: pět šest dva pět, six five 
Exp: Když to sečteme, if we add it, we have about three point one two six. It is r squared. 

Now, we have to find the square root. How much is r, kdo ví? Square root jc 
odmocnina, sketch jc načrtnout a radius je poloměr, radius je poloměr. 

Pup: Pane učiteli, co je to to předposlední? 
Discussion in Czech (16s) 
Exp: One point seven seven, co je další číslo? 
Pup: Sedm, seven 
Exp: So the radius is one, to je jedno. 
Discussion in Czech (20s) 
Exp: Tak máme? Tak. Teď se podíváme na pyramidu nějakou, pyramidu, jo? Tak řekněme, že 

jc v Egyptu, Egyptě a někdo nám změřil, somebody has measured that this is fifty 
meters, two hundred meters, two hundred meters, and this two hundred and fifty 
meters. A my bysme zase chtěli vědět, two hundred meters, and this two hundred 
and fifty meters, and we would like to know the height. Co bude asi to height 
[height]? 

Pup: Výška. 
Exp: Výška. Pyramida se anglicky řekne? 
Pup: Pyramid. 
Exp: Pyramid, pyramid, jo? 
Pup: A jak se řekne to tamto předposlední? 
Exp: Height. 
Pup: A česky? 
Exp: Výška. Je to prosím vás hodně podobný tomu příkladu, co jsme dělali minule s tím 

stanem, kde je výška v tom jehlanu, v té pyramidě? Tam jc ta výška, vidíte to v tom? 
Tak zaseje tam, there is again a right-angled triangle. How long is this side? How 
long is this side. Po tom povrchu to jde takhle. To jc dlouhé dvě stě padesát. How long 
is this? 

Pup: Sto metrů. 
Exp: It is a half of this, so it is one hundred. 
Pup: A výška. 
Exp: A výškaje tady. To je jedno, jak se to označuje. It does not matter whether it is v, r, or 

JC. In this case, v tomto případě je to leg, odvěsna. Tak, jak bude znít, jak bude znít 
Pythagorova věta? .... Tak anglicky. Tak česky. 
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Pup: v na druhou ... 
Exp: Tak anglicky. Tak česky. A hundred squaredplus v squared is equal to two hundred 

and fifty squared. Two hundred and fifty squared. Tak, now, you can calulate it. So 
now we can calculate it. How much is a hundred squared? You should do it by 
heart, zpaměti. How much is a hundred squared? 

Pup: Deset tisíc. 
Exp: Ten thousand. Is it true that two hundred and Fifty squared is sixty-two thousand 

five hundred? Je to pravda, žc dvě stě padesát na druhou je šedesát dva tisíc pět set? 
Budeme potřebovat kalkulačky, tak doufám, žc všichni příště budou mít kalkulačky, ať 
vám nemusím psát poznámky, jo? Tak, sixty-two thousand ..., sixty-two thousand five 
hundred minus ten thousand 

Discussion in Czech (17s) 
Exp: So, the height squared is fifty-two thousand five hundred. So, how long is the 

height? Or how high, how high is the pyramid? 
Pup: Dvě stě dvacet devět. 
Exp: Dvě stě dvacet devět? So now, we have to make, we have to make the square root of 

fifty-two thausand five hundred, and the answer is ... two hundred and twenty 
nine. Two hundred and twenty nine point.. 

Pup: Jedna dva osm. One. 
Exp: One three. One three. Jak se řekne, že pyramida je vysoká? 
Pup: Pyramid is high, big 
Exp: Pyramid is two hundred and twenty-nine meters high. Pyramida je dvě stě dvacet 

devět metrů vysoká, jo? 
Pup: A jakým číslem to dělíme? 
Exp: To je odmocnina, to není žádným číslem, to je odmocnina. 
Discussion in Czech (12s) 
Exp: Do you have a question? Do you have questions? We have about two minutes. 

Máme ještě zhruba dvě minuty. Tak, jak se řekne, uděláme si, zopakujemem si 
terminologii. Jak se řekne anglicky kružnice? 

Pup: Circle. 
Exp: [circle] Circle.Takže kružnice, circle. Jak se řekne čtverec? 
Pup: Square. 
Exp: Square. Jak se řekne druhá mocnina? 
Pup: Square root. 
Exp: Square, square je také druhá mocnina, jo? Jak se řekne druhá odmocnina? 
Pup: Square root. 
Exp: Square root. Square root. Jak se řekne úhel, dneska jsme měli? 
Pup: Angle. 
Exp: [angle] Angle. A jak se řekne pravý úhel? 
Pup: Right angle. 
Exp: Right angle, right angle. Jak se řekne vrchol? 
Pup: 
Exp: Vertex, vertex. No tak pánové, ještě není konec hodiny. Jak se řekne strana? 
Pup: Side. 
Exp: [side] side. Jak sc řekne poloměr kružnice? 
Pup. Rádius, radius. 
Exp: Radius, to máme tady, radius. Jak sc řekne narýsovat? 
Pup: Draw. 
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Exp. [draw] Draw. Tak, please, stand up! Stand up! Have a nice weekend! Please stand 
up for a while! Nashledanou. 

Pythagorean Theorem - lesson 4 

Exp: Tak, čím se zabýváme? 
Pup: Pythagorovou větou. 
Exp: Make a table. Table je co? 
Pup: Tabule. 
Exp: No, table jc stůl, ne. 
Pup. Tabulka. 
Exp: Nebo tabulka. So, we have a table, a, b, c, and a right-angled triangle. Máme a, b, c a 

pravoúhlý trojúhelník. Put the numbers there. Napište tam ty čísla. Write into the 
table the numbers which are actually lenghths of the sides. To jsou ve skutečnosti 
délky těch stran, a, b, c, a, b, c. 

Pup: A pane učiteli, kolik máme mít řádků? 
Exp: Five. Five. And your task is to decide, whether these triagles are right-angled or 

not. Your task is to find out whether these triagles are right-angled or not. Máte 
rozhodnout, zda dané trojúhelník jsou 

Pup: Pravoúhlé. 
Exp: Pravoúhlé. So make the table, vytvořte si tu tabulku. Make the table and decide 

whether the triagles with sideds a, b, c are right-angled or not. Zda jsou pravoúhlé 
nebo ne. a, b, c. You will need calculators. Budete potřebovat kalkulačky. I hope that 
everybody has his or help calculator. Tak doufám, že všichni mají svoji kalkulačku. 
So we have five triangles with these sides and your task is to decide if these 
triangles are right-angled. Co nám říká Pythagorova věta? What does the 
Pythagorean ... 

Pup: Že a plus b rovná se c. a na druhou, b na druhou se rovná c na druhou. 
Exp: And in English? 
Pup: a jak se to řekne na druhou? 
Exp. Squared. 
Pup: Čtverec 
Exp: No, anglicky squared, a squared plus 
Pup: b squared 
Exp. is 
Pup: c squared. 
Exp: c squared, yes. a squared plus b squared is c squared. So check it, zkontrolujte to. 
Pup. Musíme to.... 
Exp. Ne, ne, ne, nemusíte. So check it. Is eight squared plus six squared, is it ten 

squared? If yes, pokud ano, then the triangle is right-angled, if not, pokud ne ..., tak 
není. So you can use either your calculator or your tables. 

Pup: Co tam máme napsat, jestliže ano. 
Exp: Yes. You can put yes or no. Ano, ne. You can put yes. Or you can use a tick. Tohle jc 

prosím vás tick. Tick, odškrtnutí, tick, tick, nebo cross, třeba, jo? It is up to you, jc to 
na vás, wheter you want to use yes, no, or a tick and cross. 
Finished? Tak tady už máme prvního. Ty taky jo? Everybody should know squares 
up to twenty. Každý by měl znát druhé mocniny do dvaceti, ano? 
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Tcc: Do patnácti každcj, do dvaceti ti lepší. 
Exp. The best ones to twenty, weaker ones to fifteen. Is it clear, I think this is clear. Is it 

clear? Co to znamená to clear? 
Pup: Čistý. 
Exp: No a nebo? Nemůžu sc jako zeptat: Jc to čistý? 
Pup: Jasný. 
Exp. Jc to jasný. Clear jc taky jasný. Is it clear? Everybody understands this? Všichni 

rozumí? OK, so we will wait here for a while. So you can sketch, you can sketch 
this. Who has finished can sketch this. And we will check this table. Tak. What 
about the second one, is it true or is it not true? 

Pup. Yes. 
Exp: Yes. What about the third one? 
Pup: No. 
Exp: No. The fourth one? 
Pup: Yes. 
Exp: Yes. And the last one? Co je to to last one? 
Pup. Poslední. 
Exp. Poslední. The last one, no. So yes, yes, no, yes, no. So you can check it. Do you have 

the same? Máte to same? 
Pup: Yes. No. 
Exp: So the next task. Další úkol. Sketch this. Jcnom si to načrtněte. A rectangle. Obdélník. 

It is a rectangle. It is actually our, our national flag, [national flag] Co to asi bude 
national flag? Co to je national? 

Pup: Národní. 
Exp: Národní, národní. International je mezinárodní. National jc národní, flagje? 
Pup: Vlajka. 
Exp: Vlajka. So you should know that the Czech national flag, měli byste vědět, že česká 

národní vlajka vypadá takhle, že ten klín jde do půlky. Tohle tam samozřejmě nemá, to 
jc jen, abysme viděli, žc to jde do půlky. It goes to the middle of the flag. Můžete si to 
udělat barevně. You can use coloured pencils. You can use coloured pencils. 

Pup: Sto centimetrů? 
Exp: Jen si to načrtněte. Only sketch it. Sc vám to tam samozřejmě jinak nevejde. Pokud 

máte pastelky, you can use colous. A mě zajímá, I am interested, how long is this, 
how long is this. Draw our national flag. Nakreslete si naši národní vlajku. Prosím tě, 
co jc tohle? To má být naše vlajka? 

Pup: No. 
Exp: So please the Czech national flag. Use colours, if you have. Everybody know blue, 

red, white. And now I am interested in how long is this line, how long is this, how 
long is this, and how long is this. Rcmeber, remeber that we are talking all the time 
about the Pythagorean Theorem. Bavíme sc pořád o Pythagorově větě. Remember, 
pamatovat si. Remember. Pamatujte si, mějte na paměti, [remember = pamatovat si] 
remember jc pamatovat si nebo vzpomenout si a nebo mít na paměti. Remeber that 
we are talking all the time about the Pythagorean Theorem. Tak, když hovoříme, 
when we are talking about the Pythagorean Theorem, it always talks about what, 
about a 

Pup: Tringle. 
Exp: Right-angled triangle. How long is this side, how long is this line? 
Pup: Sedmdesát pět. 
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Exp: Seventy-five, because it goes to the middle. It goes to the middle, and so we know 
this line is seventy-five centimeters. That is easy. To jc jednoduchý, nc? That is easy. 
Nemáš tam rozměr. Tak, and how to find out this? How can you find out this? Any 
idea, nějaký nápad? 

Discussion in Czech (4s). 
Exp: Show me the right-angled triangle. Hmm, to ne. What is your name? 
Pup: Ten pravoúhlý trojúhelník 
Exp: Tak to pojď nakreslit. Já nevím, který to je. 
Pup: Takhle 
Exp: No ale když jsme tady, tak co tady s tím? 
Pup: Nevím. 
Exp: Tak tady je ten trojúhelník. Here is the triangle. Here is the triangle. You were also 

right, you were also right, tys měl taky pravdu, protože tady jc taky. Můžete spočítat 
oba, you can culaculate both of them. How long is this? 

Pup: Padesát, padesát. 
Exp: Fifty centimeters. How long is this? 
Pup: Seventy-five. 
Exp: Seventy-five. And how about the big one? How long is this? It's a hundred and 
Pup: Fifty. 
Exp: Fifty. Ale ta část toho je jen půlka, nc? Ono to tam bude dvakrát, jo? Takže, you can 

calculate this or you can calculate all this but then you have to divided by two. 
Když pak nalezneme tady to, tak to pak musíme vydělit dvěma. 

Pup: Bych se chtěla zeptat, jakej trojúhelník to je? 
Exp. The small one is here and the big one is all this. All this, all this. Please find out how 

long is this side and how long is this side. V obou případech hledáte co? It is a leg or 
is it a hypotenuse? Is it a leg? 

Pup: Hypotenuse. 
Exp: Yes it is a hypotenuse. Je to přepona. V obou případech hledáme přepony. So we 

should write down fifty squared plus seventy-five squared is x squared. It is this 
one. 

Pup: Dvatisíce pět set. 
Exp: Yes, how much is seventy-five squared? How much is seventy-five squared? How 

much is seventy-five squared? 
Pup: Pět tisíc... 
Exp: Five thousand. Five thousand. 
Pup: Šest set dvacet pět. 
Exp: Six hundred and twenty-five. So, how long is x, how long is x? Tak kolik, how 

much? It is abou ninety meters, centimeters. 
Pup: Proč tam máte ...., pane učiteli? 
Exp: Kde, jo tady. To se odčítá, Aha, to jsem udělal špatně. 
Pup. No právě, taky si myslím. 
Exp: You are right, you are right. So like this, yes? Is it right? It is about ninety 

centimeters. So this is about ninety centimeters. So we know how long it is. And 
what about the second one? It is a hundred squared plus a hundred and fifty 
squared equals x squared. Plus ... Jc to tak? 

Pup: .... 
Exp: And odmocnina. The square root of thirty-two thousand five hundred 
Pup: One hundred eigthy. 
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Exp: One hundred and eighty. Ale protože v tý dlouhý, it is like this and we know we 
have to take only a half, so we have to divide it by two, yes? We have to divide it by 
two, musíme to vydělit dvěma. Protože tady to xko, co hledáme, tady ho máme dvakrát. 
It's here and here. 

Pup: Pane učiteli, to jsme vůbec nemuseli počítat, jsme mohli vynásobit rovnou dvěma to 
devadesát. 

Exp: Tady jsme spočítali skutečnou vzdálenost, co jsme hledali v tomto trojúhelníku, ale 
v tom velkým, to by dvojnásobek. Proto jsme to dělili dvěma. Is it clear? Jo? Is it 
clear? 

Pup: We don't understand. 
Exp: You don't understand? Who does not understand? 
Pup: I don't understand it. 
Exp: You understand, or you don't understand? 
Pup: I don't understand. 
Exp: So what don't you understand? 
Pup: Jak se to počítá. 
Exp: OK, come here and show me what you don't understand. To je Pytharova věta, 

odvěsna, one leg, another leg, další odvěsna a to se musí rovnat přeponě na druhou. 
Odvěsna, odvěsna, přepona, a squared plus b squared is c squared, a squared plus b 
squared is c squared. 

Pup: Kde je sedmdesát pět? 
Exp: Seventy-five, seventy-five. It is a hundred, so this must be ... Is it clear? Now, it's 

clear. 
Now we have this problem. We have this problem. We have a circle. Sketch it. 
Načrtněte si to. We have a circle. Radius is ten centimeters. Poloměr kružnice. 
Načrtněte si to. Only sketch it. So, the radius is ten centimeters. So, the radius is ten 
centimeters. So draw a circle, and then we do this. Ten centimeters like this and 
then like this. 

Pup: To nechápu. 
Exp: You don't understand. Ten centimeters and then ... Jo? Já jsem říkal, že to máte 

jenom načrtnout. Nemusíte to rýsovat. And we have a tringle ABC. Ten centimeters 
and then ten centimeters. Takže my víme, we should know that the triangle is right-
angled, protože se jedná o Thaletovu kružnici, je to tak? 

Pup: Yes, ne, ano, jo. 
Exp: Najděte strany, find the missing sides. How long is this, how long is this, and how 

long is this. How long are the sides of the triangle? How long are the sides of the 
triangle? 

Individual discussion (8s). 
Exp: How can we calculate the missing sides? How can we calculate the missing sides? 

Radius is, radius is poloměr. Radius to už jsme měli. [Radius = poloměr] 
Discussion (20s) 
Exp: OK, how long is AB? How long is AB? 
Pup: Dvacet centimetrů. 
Exp: OK, twenty centimeters. How long is BC! how long is BC? 
Pup: Ten. 
Exp: How long is BC? Pánové vzadu, čekám na odpověď. Tak laskavě dávejte pozor. 
Takže BC je deset centimetrů. Je to část kružnice. It is a circle. It a part of circle so we are 
using the same radius. So now we have a right-angled triangle. Two sides we know, two 
sides we know and we don't know how long is AC. Takže se prosím otoč, 
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pořádně si sedni. Jo, ty! Nebo mi snad chceš říct, že šilhám? 
Pup: No, to já nevím. 
Exp. Tak když koukám na tebe, tak pravděpodobně mluvím s tebou. Tak máme pravoúhlý 

trojúhelník, we have a right-angled triangle, two sides we know, and we don't know 
how long is this, so we mark it x, označíme to zase jr. Tak a co jc pravda, zase? 

Pup. Pythagorova věta. 
Exp: Is it a leg or a hypotenuse? 
Pup: Hypotenuse. Leg. 
Exp: No. 
Pup: Leg. 
Exp: Tady je pravý úhel, tady je nejdclší strana. 
Pup: Leg. 
Exp: It is a leg. 
Pup: Pane učiteli, ale těch dvacet centimetrů je strana c a n c a. 
Exp: One leg squared plus x squared, and it must be the longest side. 
Pup: A mohlo by to být deset mínus dvacet rovná se? 
Exp: To musí být a druhou. 
Pup: No, na druhou, a mohlo by to tak být? 
Exp: It must be like this, yes? 
Pup: Jo, yes. 
Exp: So how long is x? Tak pánové vzadu, kdo má? How much is twenty squared? How 

much is two times two? 
Pup: Čtyři sta mínus sto. Dvacet na druhou to je čtyři sta. 
Exp: For hundred minus a hundred and it is three hundred. So it is seventeen point 

three two. It is seventeen point three two centimeters. Tak ta strana x je dlouhá, the 
missing side, the side x is seventeen point three two centimeters long. And the last 
one, poslední úkol, tak tohle už je opakování pro vás, doufám. Determine the height, 
determine the height of the triangle. To je opakování pro vás, it is a revision. How 
long is the height? Jaká je výška? Tak tady je v angličtině taková změna, vysoký sc 
řekne high [high] 

Pup: Jako vysoká škola. 
Exp: Jenže high school není vysoká škola, to jc střední, vysoká škola jc university. High 

school je střední škola, [height] tohle je výška. High je vysoký. 
School announcement. 
Exp: Tak, we try finish it, pokusíme se to dokončit. So kde je pravoúhlý trojúhelník? So the 

right-angled triangle is like this. How long is this? Jak je to dlouhé? 
Pup: Sixteen. Šestnáct. 
Exp: Sexteen, yes. So we have the triangle like this, this is thirty-four, this is sixteeen. 

And this is the hight. So how long is the hight? 
Pup: Asi třicet jedna. Třicet pět. Třicet. 
Exp: Thirty centimenters, so the answer is thirty centimeters. 
Discussion in Czech. 
Exp: Tak že, this is thirty-four, this is sixteen, it is the half, to je jen půlka z těch třicety 

dvou, a véčko nevím, to je ta výška. Zase musí platit co? v na druhou, v squared plus 
sixteen squared is thirty-four. Tak se prosím vás rozloučíme. Tak se prosím vás 
postavte. Nashledanou. 
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Pythagorean Theorem - lesson 5 

Assigment of a mock revision test and taking the mock test (16m in). 
Exp: Be carefull, I need all the calculations. Potřebuju všechny výpočty. If you have a 

problem, you can ask me. Pokud máte problém, můžete se mě zeptat. I need all the 
calculations. In the Pythagorean, in the Pythagorean Theorem, this is the leg, this is 
the leg. Co jc to leg, co jsme si říkali? 

Pup: Noha. Noha. Odvěsna. 
Exp: Odvěsna jc to. c is always, in Czech? 
Pup: Přepona. 
Exp: Přepona, dobře. Hypotenuse. Odvěsna, odvěsna, a nejdelší je vždycky to céčko, c is 

hypotenuse. Odvěsna, odvěsna, přepona. Remember, that it is alwas one leg plus the 
other leg is equal to hypotenuse squared. 

Individual work (4 min). 
Exp: Let's go through that. 
Pup: Tak to nepište, pane učiteli, když to máme psát. Tak to ještě nepište, když to ještě 

nemáme. 
Exp: No, ale ostatní už to mají. So what about number two? Because the Pythagorean 

Theorem is only true, jc pravda, only for a right-angled triangle. Pouze pro 
pravoúhlé trojúhelníky. It is not true, není to pravda. Ještě taková malá připomínka, 
tenhle trojúhelník jde doprostředka. To je prostředek té vlajky. This one is in the 
middle, like in the Czech flag, stejně jako v české vlajce, it is in the middle, to je 
v prostředku. 

Individual work (2 min). 
Exp: Calm down! It's seventeen centimeters, it's seventeen centimeters. It's seventeen 

and this one is thirty ... Pánové! How much? 
Pup: Thirty-two. 
Exp: It is thirty two centimeters. So this is task number three. Task number four. So 

there are also two right-angled triangles. This one and this one. So how long is this? 
How long is this? Who knows the answer? 

Pup: Sedmdesát dva. 
Exp: And in English? 
Pup: Sewenty two. 
Exp. Seventy-two. And how long is this? 
Pup: Osmdesát. 
Exp: No, it must be more than a hundred and twenty. 
Pup: .... 
Exp: A hundred and twenty-six. Do you agree? Do you agree? Is it true? Je to pravda? 

Souhlasíte? And the last one? 
Discussion in Czech (I min). 
Exp: So the last one, so the last one. If we know ... Jak se řekne poloměr? 
Pup: Radius. 
Exp: Radius. 
Exp: So, if we know that the radius is ten, ten and ten is twenty, we also know this is also 

the radius, it must be ... 
Pup: pět. 
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Exp: Pět, five. So we have (his triangle, so we have this right-angled triangle, this side is 
ten, this side is five. And this side is eleven point two. So the answer to the last one 
is eleven point two. 
So, please calm down, sketch this, sketch this cube, sketch this cube. Cube jc co asi? 

Pup: Krychle 
Exp: Krychle [cube]. Tak prosím vás, cube, cube je krychle, kostka taky. So the cube, the 

cube has a side, co je to side? 
Pup: Strana. 
Exp: Strana. Ten centimeters. And I would like to know, I would like to know, how long 

is this. 
Pup: To jc průřez , ne? 
Exp: We call it in English a diagonal |diagonaI] a to jc úhlopříčka. Když je něco 

diagonálního třeba, tak to jde napříč. Tak, I would like to know how long is the 
diagonal. We have also here a right-angled triangle, which is like this. So there is 
also a right-angled triangle. Open your exercise book, open your exercise books! 
This is a cube [cube]. So we have this cube and we would like to know how long is 
the diagonal. Holky dávejte pozor, teď děláme tohle, může to být také v testu. Chce to 
někdo vysvětlit místo mě? Ještě jednou se ptám, chccš to vysvětlit místo mě? 

Pup: Já? 
Exp: Tak se laskavě nebav. So there is a right-angled triangle. Zase tam jc pravoúhlý 

trojúhelník. How long is this? This? 
Pup: Dcsct. Ten. Ten. 
Exp: Because, it is a cube, it's ten, yes. Do we know, how long is this? 
Pup: No. 
Exp: We don't know. V té podstavě, tam je vlastně čtverec a to je úhlopříčka vc čtverci. 

First we have to find out, nejprve musíme zjistit, how long is this. This line is this 
line. Musíme najít jak dlouhý tohle. Find out, how long is this diagonal. How long is 
this? So it is ten squared ... Everybody knows that ten squared plus ten squared 
this leg squared. So the answer is fourteen point one four, fortecn point one four. 
Do you agree? Do you understand? Rozumíte tomu? Podstava té krychle jc co? 
Čtverec, it is a square and this is a diagonal in the square, úhlopříčka v tom čtverci. 
So now, we know how long is this and how long is this. So we have to calculate this 
diagonal. This is again ten. So this is this. Tenhle čverec, je this square. This right-
angled triangle is this right-angled triangle. You can use your coloured pencils. 
Můžete použít barevné pastelky. 

Discussion in Czech (1 min). 
Exp: Tak. So. This leg is fourteen point one four and how much is this? How much is 

this? Who knows? 
Pup: A proč? 
Exp: Because it is a cube, so it is ten and ten, all sides are, mluvíme o hranách, edges, all 

sides are ten, so how much is this? What is the result. The answer is seventeen 
point three. 

Discussion in Czech (20s). 
Exp: Do you have questions? Ten, ten, this is one diagonal. This is one diagonal. To jc 

jedna přepona. Potom ten, fourteen point one four a hledáme tohle. The answer is 
seventeen point three. Do you understand? 

Pup: Yes. 
Exp: Tak, podíváme se na slovní zásobu dneska, protože už končíme s tímhle tím. Jak se 

řekne bod? 
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Pup: Point. Point. 
Exp. [point] Point jc bod. Jak se řekne úhel? 
Pup: Angle. 
Exp. [angle] Angle. Co to znamená leg? 
Pup: Odvěsna. 
Exp. [leg] Odvěsn. Jak se řekne poloměr? 
Pup: Radius. 
Exp. [radius] Radius. Jak se řekne, že máte něco změřit? Jak bylo to změřit? [measure] 

Measure. Trojúhelník se řekne? 
Pup: Trianle. 
Exp: [triangle] Triangle. Jak sc řekne pravý? 
Pup: Right. 
Exp: [right] Right. Jak sc řekne souhlasíte? 
Pup: Yes. Are you OK? 
Exp: Do you agree? [agree] agree. Jak sc řekne jc to pravda? 
Pup: Is it right? 
Exp: Is it right nebo is it .. true? Is it true? [true] Is it clear? Co to znamená, pánové 

vzadu? Co to znamená is it clear? 
Pup: Ja vám to jasné? 
Exp: Je vám to jasné? Jak se řekne kostka nebo jakse řekne krychle? 
Pup: Cube 
Exp: [cube] ještě jsme měli jak sc řekne kružnice? 
Pup: Circle. 
Exp: [circle] circle , kružnice. Tohle to byste měli všechno znát. Jak se řekne čára nebo 

přímka? Line. Takže, abychom si to ujasnili. Zítra budete psát test, který bude podobný 
jako cvičební. Všechno tam bude česky, tak sc nemusíte bát, že by ta, bylo něco 
anglicky. Tak sc postavte. Nashledanou. 
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TEST SAMPLES 

B . l Pythagorean Theorem 

I .lirii ckybijid <UU<y urmiI pnroihlyrh ir,,,uhelniki• 

2. Vrtl obtok a obvod vyinfovoni fisti vimjky Guayany: 
ft 

' (2-5 . z . O «><» 
X- J^JO - (-11S-0 • 2?»«) 
X • 5"v*o - 'a yo 
X » /f3 5*0 

V - V 

X Jeeo 
/V qy?-

0" 21?, 9 
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3. Roíhinlni, ktrrá tvrztnij*uu pravdlttí: 

• Ka>dv trojúhelník má pfcponu. 

• KaJdý pravoúhlý tmjuMnlk mi dví odvtany. 

• Pythagorova víta plati jen pro pravoúhlé trojúhelníky. 

• I'fcpuiui jc vidy ncjdelií ktrnin. 

• (Xlvésny jsou vidy stejní dlouhé 

4. Vrtí ohuih ftvtrct vtpuinšha do kminice o polomtru 10 CM. 

^ Ň O ) NE 

<AN<V NE ^ 

(ANO NE 

ANO 

5 V 

i>y* ^o2-

> ^ • l 

5D 

a - 2- 7-,o7i . 4tl ft 

a ^ j n u ^ ' 
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B.2 Circle 

I. Narýsuj kružnici a jcji prúmér. 

/ 
S 

Narýsuj 2 kružnice s vnéjSím dotykem. 

x 
X 
li 

2 body 

2. Narýsuj kružnici r - 3 cm) a na m 2 body A a B, pro které platl |AB, - 4 cm. Nnjdi 
průsečík tečen vedenými body A a J 

*P> 

2 body 

3. Sestroj pravoúhlý trojúhelník ABC. pro který platí: |AB| = 8 cm, vc - 4 cm, y = 90". 
Nezapomeň na rozbor. 

h H 

/ 3 body 
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4. Rozhodni, zda jsou daná tvrzení pravdivá. 

a. Soustředné kružnice mají společný střed. J.XP... 

b. Průměr může být záporný. Jí? 

c. Bodem, který leží na kružnici, je možné vést jen jednu tečnu. 

d. Střed kružnice je součástí kružnice. 

e. Osy souměrnosti kružnice prochází středem kružnice. ..dtL 

f. Vnější přímka má s kružnici 2 průsečíky. Jdi 

Tětiva leží na sečně. M L . 

h. Průměr kružnice je vždy menSÍ než její poloměr. X 

... J U . / 8 body 

5. Na zemi leží kmen stromu a přes něj bude položena dřevěná deska. Deska bude zapřena 

o zeď domu v rohu mezi zemí a stěnou (bod A) - viz rozbor. 

Narýsujte tuto desku do obrázku. 

v / 

? 
/ 3 body 
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B.3 Relations and Mappings 

135 

reflexivní symetrická tranzitivní ekvivalenci' zobrazeni injektivnl surjektivnl bijekce 

Relace Í MTV \ / m * X X" 
Relace 2 X X X >< V 
Relacc 3 v/ v v/ V x: X * 
Relace 4 X V/ V X K v X v 
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Vytvoftt kartfzký součin a iipkový gmf daných relací: 

1) M= {-2,-1.0, 1,2} R: M M [x,y]eR. |x) + 2|y| > 0 

3 

krorS Corc i 

2) S= {0,1,5,7,8}; M - {1, 3, 4, 6, 8}, K ={€,£, ¥} 

A: M-*-S x > y 

B: M - K [1,€] (4,¥] [4,£J [&€} [8,£] 

K : L o ; t j C * , - £ ] C e . r 1 

c , • C1 ' r i € j 

C 7-/ £ 3 
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B.4 Locus 

1. Je dán pravoúhlý trojúhelník ABC (pravý úhel při vrcholu O , pro který- platí: 

|AB\ - 5 cm, vc = 2 cm. Načrtnéte rozbor a rozepište postup konstrukce. 

3 
2. Jsou dény 2 rovnobéžné přímky a, b. Určete množinu všech bodů X, pro které platí: 

|o*| - 2 |6A] 

•f 

r 

^ ><cT 
iaX| í kstX 

L x. * fc " j i ^ l U Í / i . 

y r 

ou ' 
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3. Je dána přímka p a na ni dva body A a B. určete množinu vtech středů kružnic, které se 
navzájem dotyluyl • zárovcA te první kružnice dotýká pffmky p v bodé A a druhá kružnic* 
« dotýká pHmkyp v bodéfl. 

A ) 

2 / 
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SCHOOL SYSTEM IN T H E CZECH R E P U B L I C 

The following description of the school system in the Czech Republic at primary and 
secondary is not exhaustively detailed but sufficient enough for understanding the edu-
cational level of classes and schools involved in both the research and the survey. The 
school system can be illustrated by Figure C.l. 

age 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

primary level lower secondary level | upper secondary level 

elementary school - Years 
1 2 3 | 4 5 | 6 7 8 9 

grammar school - Levels 
1 1 II III IV V VI VII VIII 

1 2 3 4 

vocational school - Levels 
1 | 2 | 3 4 

Figure C.l: School System in the Czech Republic - Secondary Level 

C. l Primary and Lower Secondary Education 

Compulsory school attendance takes nine years, usually from the age of six till the age 
of 15. Children usually gain elementary (primary and lower secondary) education solely 
in e l e m e n t a r y schools (základní škola - ZS) in nine years or in elementary school in 
five years and in g r a m m a r schools (gymnázium) in following four years. However, 
children may receive this level of education at various types of schools that can also 
utilize different types of educational programs. 
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C.2 Upper Secondary Education 

Pupils who have fulfilled the nine-year compulsory school attendance can apply for 
study in secondary schools which can be basically divided into the following groups: 

• g r a m m a r schools (gymnázium) with general education where students can 
study for eight years coming there after finishing Year 5 at elementary school, 
or they study there for only four years coming there after graduating from ele-
mentary school; 

• vocat ional schools (střední odborná škola - SOS) with various specialization 
(for example forestry, nursing, business etc.); 

• secondary appren t i ce t ra in ing centers (odborné učiliště - OU). 

C.3 Grading System 
As some of statistical analyses presented in this work use as variables marks obtained 
in subjects of mathematics and English, it is necessary to outline the grading system 
generally used at primary and secondary level in the Czech Republic. At both level 
study results are evaluated by marks form 1 to 5. At primary level, only numerical 
representation is used, while at secondary level, the word equivalents are used. Some 
schools do not used marks to evaluate knowledge and skills of their students and instead 
of marks a word evaluation is used (see Table C.l). However, the majority of schools 
use the mark grading system. 

Table C.l: Grading system in the Czech Republic 

English equivalent primary level secondary level 
excellent 1 výborný 
very good 2 chvalitebný 
good 3 dobrý 
satisfactory 4 dostatečný 
fail 5 nedostatečný 



SURVEY ON TEACHING MATHEMATICS BY THE CLIL METHOD 
(Teaching mathematics in a different language than the mother tongue) 

I teach mathematics -choose- v 

ftfccate the town or city where your s t foo i is located 

Indicate třu? region nwvNch your schoul is b r a t ř i -- ctx>o?e - v 

State you age Choose " 

State your Diacoce as a teache' c* m*h?maocs years 

I teach mathematics and also a foree^ íanguage O YES O NO 

I also teach mathematics h a foreign .mguage O YES O NO 

I have al'eatK t a u ^ a! least some p a m erf rraltwmMirs lessons n a f ^ ^ O YES O NO 

I v>ou»c!ike to teach mathematics n «fo»Wf.- ianguane O YES O NO 

State whether your school is a U n g j J school O YES O NO 

ten3r*f rathe raCTer certainty 
W* no no 

0 0 O 0 

0 C O O 

0 O O O 

0 O O O 

0 c O O 

0 c O O 

Til Pir ttitwff Lis" westnns -n t •w block'. 

My l;no*Y4edge of general foreign languages 12 suff-Ofrt »<* the teachng of mathemaecs in a foreign language 

My knowledge of matťematcai termrology n a f o n c r -anguage is sjticier* tor the teacfnng o* mathematics m tnat language 

The lanju jge knevrfedge of my students is sufficient u r tre teachrg mathemaKt r t ře foreign language 

f. mouU be necessary to increase the number & lessons of mashemaocs for the teachng 0(mathematics m the foreign 
language 

The teaching process n tesi-uns oř mathematics p<«&pnted «i a forwg11 language vwató be slwver in cornparisor with rf* 
teaching r the Ciech language 

The pupJs ,r students would otoun wcrse resuts in ma*iema&cs n corooariscr. v*h the teatheig af a in tfre Czech language 

O according to my own oxporlonco 

hive arcwerpc " " r . m , ™ . , , , , . , , ^ 
O It l« purely my own idea 
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Příloha E 

SURVEY R E S P O N S E S 

• (ZŠ) Nemám žádné zkušenosti s výukou matematiky v cizím jazyce, např. v an-
gličtině. Ani si neumím v dnešní době a v naší vesnické škole s průměrnými žáky 
bez většího zájmu o studium představit, že bych problematické učivo vysvětlovala 
jinak než česky. Ačkoliv mám pocit dosti často, že mluvím čínsky. 

• (ZS) Vzhledem k tomu, že žáci např. u slovních úloh mají mnohdy snížené schop-
nosti k řešení díky tomu, že nerozumí některým termínům (v českém jazyce, ově-
řeno, naleznete v literatuře nebo můžete ověřit sám) byla by pro nesnížení úrovně 
znalostí nutná znalost Aj na úrovni Cj, což je nereálné. 

• (ZS) Jsem pro výuku matematiky v mateřském jazyce. Případnou výuku v cizím 
jazyce bych bral jako zpestření hodin a rozšíření slovní zásoby a zběhlosti v ci-
zím jazyce. Za přínosnou stránku cizojazyčné výuky bych považoval změnu úhlu 
pohledu na matematické poznatky a jejich využití při řešení některých matema-
tických problémů, ovšem to předpokládá, že už nějaký úhel pohledu žáci mají 
v češtině. 

• (ZS) Anglický jazyk vyučuji, přestože nemám aprobaci, takže mohu fundovaně 
říci, že na ZS, kde je spousta dětí dyslektiky, dysgrafiky, dyskaliky, je samotná 
výuka cizího jazyka problematická. Nevěřím, že by logická podstata matematiky 
profitovala podáním v angličtině. 

• (ZS) Hodiny nebo části hodiny matematiky v cizím jazyce zařazované pouze ob-
čas jsou pro výborné žáky zpestřením, pro slabé žáky dvojnásobně obtížným pro-
blémem. Např. pokud žáci základní školy mají problém s řešením slovních úloh 
a neovládají k tomu cizí jazyk není hodina z hlediska výuky matematiky efektivní. 
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(ZŠ) Obávám se, že studenti nebudou znát českou terminologii. 

(ZS) O výuku je stále menší význam v českém jazyce, v cizím bude ještě menší. 

(ZS) Vzhledem k tomu, že mám dlouholeté zkušenosti s výukou M na gymnáziu, 
myslím, že zde by to byl dobrý nápad část hodin takto odučit. v současné době 
učím na ZS, tady by to byl dle mého větší problém vzhledem k jazykovým znalos-
tem, ale i zde by to bylo občas realizovatelné. Na podzim jsem začala připravovat 
pro žáky opakování na konec školního roku, kde jim dám zadání v jazyku, který se 
učí (Aj a Nj a slovníky). Důvod je zpestření výuky, provázání mezipředmětových 
vztahů. 

(ZS) V našem městě jsou dvě víceletá gymnázia, takže po páté třídě jsou třídy 
o nejlepší žáky ochuzeny a zůstává nám pouze průměr a podprůměr, který naučit 
základní znalosti v češtině je náročná věc. 

(ZS) Nejsem jazykově nadaná, jazykové znalosti mám minimální, odbornou ter-
minologii v cizím jazyce neovládám vůbec. Mí žáci nejsou příliš nadaní, mají 
obrovský problém pochopit matematické pojmy vysvětlované odbornou termino-
logií v češtině. Jsem nucena používat "lidové mluvy", aby mi rozuměli, i tak vše 
průměrně 5x opakuji, než dojde k pochopení probíraného problému aspoň u 80% 
žáků (které je stejnak jen dočasné, neboť studijní úsilí mých žáků je nedostatečné). 

(ZS) Pokud by žáci touto formou učivo spíše opakovali nebo doplňovali a měli do-
stačující jazykové znalosti, tak by je to mohlo obohatit. Pak by to ale připomínalo 
spíše hodinu angličtiny na nějaké matematické téma. 

(ZS) Mnohdy se žáci neumí vyjádřit správně česky! s jazykem se začíná pro tyto 
účely pozdě a ne v potřebné míře. 

(SOS) Na naší škole mají studenti dost práce s učením se cizím jazykům. 

(SOS) Doučovala jsem nadané studenty na matematiku i na jazyky a v matematice 
v němčině, francouzštině měli velké problémy i díky tomu, že se v Rakousku i 
ve Francii k matematice přistupuje nepatrně jinak. Já jako učitel matematiky 
jsem byla "v obraze "rychle, ale pro naše studenty to bylo poněkdud složitější, 
matematika je pro ně trochu horor!! 
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• (SOS) V jedné třídě při výuce v mateřském jazyce na soukromé škole byl průmčr 
z matematiky 3,8. Pro naše studenty určitě postačí výuka v rodném jazyce. Výuku 
jazyků už tak mají nadstandardní v rozsahu 2 - 3 hodiny denně. Pro některé je to 
dost, tak, že jsou schopni udělat státnice, či certifikáty na různé úrovni.Debilovi 
ani 10 hodin matematiky nepomůže, natož v cizím jazyce, to naši studenti za-
měření úplně jiným směrem (obchodní akademie) nevyužijí. Asi bych se zaměřil 
spíše na technické obory a gymnázia. 

• (SOS) Současná úroveň "matematické gramotnosti "je na dosti nízké úrovni, tak 
mám obavy, aby se vše ještě nezkomplikovalo. 

• (gymnázium) Jelikož na běžných středních školách se snižuje dotace hodin mate-
matiky, je to znát i na výsledcích studentů. Není tolik času na procvičování, látka 
se musí probrat rychleji... a to na ně mluvíme jejich mateřským jazykem. 

• (gymnázium) Učit aspoň část M v CJ (za optimální považuji AJ) by nebylo 
špatné. Nutné předpoklady jsou: dobrá jazyková vybavenost vyučujícího (nejlépe 
aprobace pro M a CJ), dobrá jazyková vybavenost studentů (zvýšená hodinová 
dotace jak pro CJ, tak i pro matematiku). 

• (gymnázium) Obecně jsem přesvědčený, že výuka jakéhokoliv předmětu v cizím 
jazyce na střední škole je nesmysl. Studenti mají dost problémů se samotným 
předmětem a v situaci, kdy musí věnovat své úsilí cizímu jazyku, musí předmět 
zvládat ještě hůř než normálně. O znalostech studentů vyučovaných ve francouz-
štině na píseckém gymnáziu se u nás povídají legendy. Výuka v cizím jazyce zní 
určitě skvěle, ale podle mého názoru jde o obrácený přistup. Mělo by být náplní 
výuky cizího jazyka, aby ho studenti dokázali používat v různých situacích. Což se 
dneska přes obrovské hodinové dotace v porovnání se situací před 20 lety neděje. 
Studenti nedokážou přeložit text písničky, nerozumí článku z anglické Wikipedii, 
mají problémy s běžným novinovým článkem. Po dvou, třech letech se dostanou 
na úroveň, kdy by se měli přestat učit jazyk a začít ho používat jako prostře-
dek ke komunikaci (což se neděje). Já osobně si myslím, že pět let angličtiny na 
VS pro mě osobně mělo velmi malý přínos v porovnání s tím, že jsem po Anglii 
měsíc stopoval, musel jsem číst odbornou literaturu v angličtině a zajímalo mě, 
co zpívají moje oblíbené skupiny. Dnes umím z angličtiny to, co denně potřebuji 
(číst, rozumět mluvenému slovu). Osm let jsem nemluvil a dělalo by mi to určitě 
nějakou dobu problém. 
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(gymnázium) Sama jsem v době, kdy jsem dělala doktorát z didaktiky matema-
tiky, a tudíž jsem za sebou měla i doktorandskou zkoušku z angličtiny o podobné 
výuce uvažovala, ale myslím, že bych k tomu potřebovala delší pobyt v zahraničí 
pro zkvalitnění jazyka, popřípadě i studium matematiky v tomto jazyce. Vzhle-
dem k tomu, jak klesá úroveň studentů celkově (je stále méně dětí, takže se na 
gymnázium dostanou skoro všichni), mají co dělat s matematikou samotnou. Do-
vedu si ale představit matematický seminář v angličtině pro zájemce. (Ale na to 
bych musela dva roky intenzivně studovat angličtinu). Přeji hodně úspěchů při 
dokončení a obhajobě práce. 

(gymnázium) Bezesporu jsem pro výuku matematiky v anglickém jazyce, ale ur-
čitě by tomu přecházel přípravný rok, který uvede studenty do terminologie. Mys-
lím si, že by výuka měla být doplněna jednou hodinou týdně v českém jazyce, aby 
studenti neztratili kontakt a povědomí o české terminologii a případné problémy 
mohli řešit i rodném jazyce. 

(gymnázium) Moje všeobecně nadaná neteř studovala na gymnáziu s německým 
jazykem. Je nyní v Bruselu jako úřednice (vybrána z cca 200 lidí). Říká, že střední 
škola by měla naučit dobře jazyk a dobře matematiku. Spojení obého by mělo být 
otázkou vysoké školy. U nich neporozumění matematickým problémům vedlo na 
střední škole k tomu, že vyučující přešel do češtiny. 

(gymnázium) Myslím si, že celá kompletní výuka matematiky v angličtině by byla 
dost náročná jak na učitele (a jeho přípravu), tak na žáky, kteří se na nižším stupni 
gymnázia teprve začínají (pořádně) učit anglicky, tudíž nemají dostatečnou slovní 
zásobu; stejně tak studenti vyššího stupně gymnázia přichází s velmi rozličnou 
úrovní znalostí z angličtiny a dlouho trvá, než si zvyknou na vyšší nároky a na 
učení. Myslím si, že část hodin v angličtině by byla přínosem, nicméně v krajní 
nouzi bych bych používala i češtinu, aby učivo řádně pochopili. Učila jsem v primě 
a teď v sekundě - vždy tak pro zpestření 1 hod týdně a většinou každou druhou 
větu jsem musela přeložit do češtiny, protože mi nerozuměli. 

(gymnázium) Překvapilo mě, že je v první otázce možné zatrhnout jen nižší, nebo 
vyšší gymnázium. Učitel na gymnáziu přece většinou učí vyšší i nižší ročníky. 

(gymnázium) Nevidím důvod, proč by se matematika, kterou sotva pochopí v ma-
teřském jazyce, měla vyučovat v cizí řeči. 
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• (gymnázium) Rozhodně vyučovat předměty v cizím jazyce je zajímavé. Ale mám 
obavy, že v hodinách cizích jazyků se žáci připravují na situace z běžného života. 
Myslím si, že matematická terminologie je někde jinde. 

• (gymnázium) Jako student jsem neprospíval z jazyků a matematika s fyzikou mne 
udržely na škole - měl jsem se čeho chytit. Při výuce matematiky v cizím jazyce 
bych určitě studium ukončil. Matematika je velmi specifický předmět, který by 
rozhodně neprospěl všeobecnému používání cizího jazyka. Jestliže by se přikročilo 
k výuce nějakého předmětu v cizím jazyce, pak mi připadá nejvhodnější zeměpis 
- je popisný a svým obsahem se nejvíce blíží k systému pojmů používaných při 
běžném použití cizího jazyka. 

• (gymnázium) Chci dodat k úvodní kolonce, že učím matematiku i angličtinu na 
nižším i vyšším stupni Výuka matematiky v cizím jazyce je výborná věc, ale 
myslím, že je vhodná na speciální školy s rozšířenou výukou toho cizího jazyka 
(žáci i učitelé jsou dostatečně jazykově připraveni). 

• (gymnázium) Domnívám se, že výuka matematiky v cizím jazyce např. angličtině 
může být pro vysokoškolsky vzdělané studenty přínosem. Nevím, jak na střední 
škole, ale na vysoké by určitě měli mít možnost některé přednášky v cizím jazyce 
sledovat a možná i skládat zkoušku. Důvodů vidím několik, mezi ty nejdůležitější 
řadím aktivní znalost odborné terminologie pro budoucí možné kontakty s kolegy 
cizinci. 
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Příloha F 

OPINIONS OF PARTICIPATING P U P I L S / S T U D E N T S 

• (8.A) Hodiny se mi nelíbily, protože matematiku ani angličtinu nemám ráda. 

• (8.A) Hodiny matematiky v anglickém jazyce se mi líbily, ale pokračovat bych 
v tom nechtěla. 

• (8.A) Nenávidím matiku ani angličtinu. 

• (8.A) Matematika v angličtině je možná užitečná věc, ale v životě mnoho z toho 
nepoužiji v obecné angličtině. Možná kdybych šel na anglickou školu s matema-
tikou, tak pak se mi to hodit pochopitelně bude. Já sám za sebe říkám, že na 
žádnou takovou školu nepůjdu, ale do života pár anglicko-matematických slovíček 
a vědomostí je praktické. 

• (8.B) Nelíbila se mi výuka v angličtině. Mám raději češtinu. Ale díky, alespoň 
jsme měli nějakou změnu. 

• (8.B) Byl to mazec. 

• (8.B) Bylo to poučné. 

• (8.B) Výuka byla zajímavá a poučná, hodí se mi to i na anglický jazyk a aspoň 
už vím, že se výuce dá porozumět i jiným jazykem. 

• (8.B)Líbilo se mi to a bavilo mě to. 

• (8.B) Jo, ušlo to. Bylo to zábavný. 

• (8.B) Bylo do dobré, ještě bych si to dal měsíc. 

• (8.B) Docela se mi to líbilo. 
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(8.B) Nebylo to až tak špatný. Sice jsem si myslela, že nebudu stíhat a rozumět. 
Ale, když jste skoro všechno přeložil, pochopila jsem látku, jako by byla v češtině. 

(8.B) Výuka v anglickém jazyce se mi líbila, ale přišlo mi, že to bylo špatně 
připravené. Rýsování jsme klidně mohli probírat kratší dobu, ale na Pythago-
rovu větu by jsem dala více času. Při této výuce jsem se aspoň naučila několik 
anglických vět. 

(8.B)Učím se anglicky druhým rokem, takže mi to dělalo problémy (třeba dát 
dohromady věty). 

(8.B) Matematika v angličtině se mi líbila. 

(8.B) Matematika se mi líbila, ale pochopila jsem Pythagorovu vetu až včera, 
když jsem si nad tím včera sedla. 

(Level 1) Líbilo se mi, že jste mel trpělivost a vše srozumitelně vysvětlil. 

(Level 1) Líbilo se mi, že jste měl trpělivost a vše srozumitelně vysvětlil. 

(Level 1) Moc se mi to líbilo. Myslím, že vše bylo dobře vyložené a snadno po-
chopitelné. 

(Level 1) Látka mě nebavila, ale v češtině by to bylo lOkrát nudnější. Možná jste 
občas až moc často překládal do češtiny. 

(Level 1) Až na látku, která mi bude v budoucnu úplně k ničemu, to nebylo špatný, 
ale z<is byla dostatečně lehká a obsahovala spoustu nových anglických slov. 

(Level 1) Podle mě jste mohl mluvit méně česky, bylo to docela zábavné. 

(Level 1) Kdybychom probírali něco jiného, tak by to bylo zajímavější. 

(Level 1) Díky stálému překladu ze strany vyučujícího není těžké rozumět, i když 
anglicky neumím, avšak když umím, tak se na druhou stranu naučím nová slovíčka 
a fráze. 

(Level 1) Mám angličtinu rád a výuka matematiky v AJ se mi líbila. Ve škole 
se učíme pouze obecnou AJ a osvojení odborných výrazů je určitě přínosné. Rád 
bych se učil i jiné předměty v AJ, např. fyziku, biologii apod. 
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• (Level 1) Bylo to pěkný. 

• (Level 1) Velice přínosné, ale nezvládla bych se tímto způsobem učit delší dobu. 

• (Level 1) Bylo to zajímavé, ale v některých relacích nemám úplně jasno. Ale 
nesouhlasím s pokusy na 1. ročníku. 

• (Level 1) Myslím si, že v tak důležitém předmětu jako matika by se na nás neměly 
dělat žádné pokusy. 

• (Level V) Bylo to v pohodě. 

• (Level V) Určitě nejsem pro výuku fyziky a chemie v angličtině. S výukou v AJ 
bych souhlasila např. s OV apod. S výukou matematiky v AJ pokračovat ano, ale 
jen v lépe pochopitelné látce, ta těžší by mi určitě dělala problémy (ale za to AJ 
nemůže). 

• (Level V) Bylo to OK. 

• (Level V) Matematika mi, řekla bych, až tak velké problémy nedělá. Ale jelikož 
AJ nepatří mezi mé nejsilnější stránky, tak jsem něčemu rozuměla a něčemu zas 
ne. Ale bylo to zajímavé. 

• (Level V) Jednoduchou látku není třeba natahovat do více hodin. I když se to tak 
občas nezdá, už jsme skoro dospělí, máme vlastní inteligenci, nápady. Nicméně 
vím, že předstoupit před třídu puberťáků přesvědčených, že sežrali moudrost 
světa, musí být těžké. 

• (Level V) S jiným systémem výuky by se mi hodiny líbily více. Ráda máni ve 
všem pořádek. Někdy byla výuka zmatená. 

• (Level V) Výuka matematiky v angličtině se mi líbila, protože to bylo dobré 
zpestření našeho školního života. Ale občas se stávalo, že mč začaly příklady 
nudit, protože byly téměř o tom samém. Ale v závěru mohu říci, že jsem byl s 
vyučováním v anglickém jazyce spokojen. 

• (Level V) Na můj vkus bylo do výuky začleněno příliš mnoho češtiny. 

• (Level V) Výuka v angličtině mě bavila, ale ta matika až tak moc ne. 
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(Level V) Jako zpestření dobré, ale při výkladu náročnějšího učiva pro mě ne-
možné. 

(Level V) I přes to, že mě obvykle angličtina baví a nedělá mi příliš velké problémy, 
tak ině výuky matematiky v angličtině příliš nezaujala. Trochu mi nevyhovoval 
anglický přízvuk učitele. Mluvil hlasitě a v první lavici to nebylo moc příjemné. 
Ovšem hodiny probíhaly v přátelském duchu a pan učitel byl trpělivý - bylo to 
příjemné. Určitě to byla zajímavá zkušenost, ale opakovat bych to už nechtěla. 



Příloha G 

DIRECTIVE OF T H E MINISTER OF E D U C A T I O N 

Ministerstvo školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy 
Č.j. 527/2008-23 

V Praze dne 15. července 2008 

Pokyn ministra školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy k postupu při 
povolování výuky některých předmětů v cizím jazyce 

Ministerstvo školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy (dále jen "ministerstvo") v souladu s usta-
novením § 13 odst. 3 zákona č. 561/2004 Sb., o předškolním, základním, středním, 
vyšším odborném a jiném vzdělávání (školský zákon), stanoví pro vydání rozhodnutí 
o povolení výuky některých předmětů, nebo části jejich vzdělávacího obsahu v cizím 
jazyce následující postup: 

Cl. 1 Úvodní ustanovení 

1. Ministerstvo bude povolovat výuku některých předmětů v cizím jazyce právnic-
kým osobám, které vykonávají činnost základních škol, středních škol a základních 
uměleckých škol (dále jen "škola") a které jsou zapsané ve školském rejstříku. 

2. Výuka některých předmětů v cizím jazyce se povoluje s účinností od 1. září pří-
slušného školního roku. 

3. Ministerstvo bude postupovat při povolování výuky některých předmětů v cizím 
jazyce v souladu s ustanovením § 143 odst. 2 a § 144 odst. 1 písm. h) školského 
zákona. 

4. Žádost o povolení výuky některých předmětů v cizím jazyce (dále jen "žádost") 
ministerstvu předkládá škola do 28. února předchozího školního roku. 
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ČI. 2 Náležitosti žádosti 

Žádost obsahuje tyto náležitosti: 

1. Učební plán školního vzdělávacího programu včetně poznámek k učebnímu plánu 
(zpracováno dle pravidel rámcových vzdělávacích programů) nebo učební plán 
včetně poznámek vypracovaný podle učebních dokumentů vydaných podle před-
chozích právních předpisů. 

2. Přehled předmětů vyučovaných v cizím jazyce s uvedením počtu hodin v jednot-
livých ročnících a celkového počtu hodin v příslušných oborech vzdělání. 

3. Personální zajištění výuky některých předmětů v cizím jazyce v příslušných obo-
rech vzdělání. 

4. Způsob materiálního zajištění výuky některých předmětů v cizím jazyce v přísluš-
ných oborech vzdělání. 

5. Způsob finančního zajištění výuky některých předmětů v cizím jazyce v přísluš-
ných oborech vzdělání. 

6. Kladné stanovisko zřizovatele školy. 

7. Kladné stanovisko školské rady (kromě základních uměleckých škol). 

ČI. 3 Podmínky pro vydání rozhodnutí o povolení výuky některých 
předmětů v cizím jazyce 

1. Ministerstvo nebude povolovat výuku českého jazyka v cizím jazyce a výuku cizích 
jazyků v jiném cizím jazyce. 

2. Výuka některých předmětů v cizím jazyce může probíhat ve všech, nebo jen v ně-
kterých ročnících příslušného oboru vzdělání. 

3. Ministerstvo inůže povolit výuku některých předmětů v jednom nebo více cizích 
jazycích. Ministerstvo nebude povolovat výuku v cizím jazyce v předmětech se 
vzdělávacím obsahem vztahujícím se k České republice ve vzdělávací oblasti Člo-
věk a jeho svět, vzdělávacích oborech Dějepis a Zeměpis stanovených Rámcovým 
vzdělávacím programem pro základní vzdělávání. Výuka reálií ve vzdělávacích 
programech oborů středního vzdělání imisí být zajištěna také v českém jazyce. 
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4. Škola vytvoří podmínky pro osvojení odborné terminologie v předmětech vyučo-
vaných v cizím jazyce i v českém jazyce. 

5. V případě základních uměleckých škol bude ministerstvo povolovat výuku v cizím 
jazyce ve všech uměleckých oborech. 

6. Ve vzdělávacích programech oborů středního vzdělávání konají žáci závěrečné 
a maturitní zkoušky v českém jazyce s výjimkou škol uvedených v odstavci 7 
a zkoušek z cizích jazyků. 

7. V případě škol nebo tříd se vzděláváním v jazyce národnostní menšiny (dle § 14 
školského zákona) je český jazyk považován za cizí jazyk. 

8. Povolení se vydává na dobu neurčitou. 

9. Škola ohlásí ministerstvu změnu všech podmínek, za kterých bylo povolení vy-
dáno. Ministerstvo rozhodne o ponechání nebo zrušení vydaného povolení. Neo-
známení zrněn je důvodem ke zrušení povolení. 

Cl. 4 Další náležitosti rozhodnutí neuvedené ve správním řádu 

Rozhodnutí ministerstva o povolení výuky některých předmětů v cizím jazyce obsahuje 
tyto náležitosti: 

1. cizí jazyky, ve kterých bude povolena výuka některých předmětů; 

2. předměty vyučované v cizím jazyce s uvedením ročníků a počtů hodin v ročnících. 

ČI. 5 Předpoklady a požadavky na odbornou kvalifikaci a jazykovou úroveň 
pedagogických pracovníků 

1. Výuka některých předmětů v cizím jazyce musí být zajištěna pedagogickými pra-
covníky s odbornou kvalifikací pro přímou pedagogickou činnost, kterou vyko-
návají, a s dosaženou a doloženou minimální jazykovou úrovní Cl vymezenou 
Společným evropským referenčním rámcem pro jazyky. 

2. V případě učitelů praktického vyučování musí být výuka praktického vyučování 
v cizím jazyce zajištěna pedagogickými pracovníky s odbornou kvalifikací pro 
přímou pedagogickou činnost, kterou vykonávají, a s dosaženou a doloženou mi-
nimální jazykovou úrovní B2 vymezenou Společným evropským referenčním rám-
cem pro jazyky. 
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3. V případě pedagogických pracovníků, kteří získali příslušnou odbornou kvalifikaci 
pro přímou pedagogickou činnost, kterou vykonávají, v cizím jazyce, ve kterém má 
probíhat výuka vybraných předmětů, ministerstvo nevyžaduje doklady prokazující 
minimální jazykovou úroveň. 

Cl. 6 Závěrečná ustanovení 

1. Na proces povolování výuky některých předmětů v cizím jazyce se vztahuje podle 
§ 183 zákona č. 561/2004 Sb., o předškolním, základním, středním, vyšším odbor-
ném a jiném vzdělávání (školský zákon), správní řád. 

2. Rozhodnutí o povolení výuky některých předmětů v cizím jazyce nezakládá nárok 
na další prostředky nad rámec finančních prostředků rozepisovaných a poskyto-
vaných podle § 161 až 163 školského zákona. 

3. Zařazení zletilého žáka do třídy s výukou některých předmětů v cizím jazyce 
vyžaduje jeho souhlas a v případě nezletilého žáka se vyžaduje souhlas jeho 
zákonného zástupce. 

4. Ustanovení týkající se povolování výuky některých předmětů v cizím jazyce platí 
obdobně pro povolování výuky částí jejich vzdělávacího obsahu v cizím jazyce. 

5. Ministerstvo ve smyslu ustanovení § 149 odst. 5 školského zákona po nabytí právní 
moci rozhodnutí vydaného podle čl. 3 provede zápis změny v údajích vedených 
v rejstříku škol a školských zařízení dle § 144 odst. 1 písm. h) školského zákona. 

Čl. 7 Zrušovací ustanovení 

Zrušuje se Pokyn ministra školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy k postupu při povolování 
výuky některých předmětů v cizím jazyce č. j.: 33 265/2004-22-23. 

Čl. 8 Účinnost 
Tento metodický pokyn nabývá účinnosti dnem zveřejnění ve Věstníku MSMT. 

Ministr: 
Mgr. Ondřej Liška, v. r. 



Příloha H 

C O M M O N E U R O P E A N F R A M E W O R K FOR L A N G U A G E S 

The scheme proposed in the "Common European Framework of Reference for Langu-
ages" by the Council of Europe (http://www.coe.int) present an overview in the form 
of a Self-Assessment Grid showing major categories of language use at each of the six 
levels. It is intended to help learners to profile their main language skills, and decide 
at which level they might look at a checklist of more detailed descriptors in order to 
self-assess their level of proficiency. 

• Prof ic ien t Use r 

— C2: Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or read. Can sum-
marise information from different spoken and written sources, reconstructing 
arguments and accounts in a coherent presentation. Can express him/her-
self spontaneously, very fluently and precisely, differentiating finer shades of 
meaning even in more complex situations. 

- C I : Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer texts, and recognise 
implicit meaning. Can express him/herself fluently and spontaneously wi-
thout much obvious searching for expressions. Can use language flexibly and 
effectively for social, acadcmic and professional purposes. Can producc clear, 
well-structured, detailed text on complex subjects, showing controlled use of 
organisational patterns, connectors and cohesive devices. 
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Independen t User 

— B2: Can understand the main ideas of complex text on both concrete and 
abstract topics, including technical discussions in his/her field of speciali-
sation. Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes 
regular interaction with native speakers quite possible without strain for ei-
ther party. Can produce clear, detailed text on a wide range of subjects and 
explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving the advantages and disadvan-
tages of various options. 

— B l : Can understand the main points of clear standard input on familiar 
matters regularly encountered in work, school, leisure, etc. Can deal with 
most situations likely to arise whilst travelling in an area where the language 
is spoken. Can produce simple connected text on topics which are familiar or 
of personal interest. Can describe experiences and events, dreams, hopes & 
ambitions and briefly give reasons and explanations for opinions and plans. 

Basic User 

— A2: Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to 
areas of most immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family infor-
mation, shopping, local geography, employment). Can communicate in sim-
ple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of information 
on familiar and routine matters. Can describe in simple terms aspects of 
his/her background, immediate environment and matters in areas of imme-
diate need. 

— A l : Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and very basic 
phrases aimed at the satisfaction of needs of a concrete type. Can introduce 
him/herself and others and can ask and answer questions about personal 
details such as where he/she lives, people he/she knows and things he/she 
has. Can interact in a simple way provided the other person talks slowly and 
clearly and is prepared to help. 

Ústřední knih.Pef.UK 


